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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The Problem 
Surface reservoirs store water for cities, towns, irrigation, 
industry and generation of hydroelectric power. Reservoirs on streams 
increase the area of water' exposed to evaporation. Large··volumes of 
water are evaporated and made unavailable to beneficial·uses. Evapora-
tion not only removes large· volumes of water from storage·but lowers the 
quality of that remaining. ·Pure water evaporates·leaving~behind salts 
and other material thereby·increasing the concentration of dissolved 
matter in the remaining stored water. 
It was first observed in laboratory experiments· that some organic 
compounds form a film one molecule thick on water.· These·films or 
monolayers significantly reduced evaporation. Field tests· indicated 
that fatty alcohols, principally hexadecanol and octadecanol, will form 
a compressed monolayer which·reduces evaporation if·a .. co~p1ete film 
cover can be maintained. However, under natural conditions the monolayer 
was readily blown from the··water surface. 
Research activity is increasing to find ways of·-eliminating 
unnecessary evaporation from·storage reservoirs. The Federal Council 
for Science and Technology Committee on Water Resources Research {1966) 
recommends a three-fold increase in research on water yield· improvement 
as soon as possible. Evaporation suppression is included in this 
1 
2 
category. Specific items needing expanded effort are systems to maintain 
a complete film cover on reservoirs and chemicals with better staying 
power. 
Accurate procedures are necessary to·evaluate the performance of 
monolayer forming chemicals and chemical distribution systems. Evapora-
tion with the monolayer present must be determined along with an estimate 
of what the evaporation would have been without a film cover. Ideally, 
this could be accomplished by using two identical reservoirs, treating 
one with a monolayer and the other serving as a check. Duplicate large 
reservoirs are not available and not practical to construct. Thus it 
becomes necessary to determine evaporation from parameters that can be 
measured when the reservoir has a film cover. 
The standard procedure for evaluating the performance of a 
monolayer is the combined method, a combination of energy budget and 
mass transfer techniques. One season is spent collecting the necessary 
data to evaluate the coefficients for the heat and mass transfer equa-
tions without a film on the reservoir. In subsequent seasons a monolayer 
is applied and evaporation determined by an energy budget. Evaporation 
that would have occurred is estimated by the combined method using 
coefficients found during the first season. Although the values of the 
coefficients show a seasonal trend, a constant average value is used in 
the combined method. 
Objectives 
The objectives of this study were: 
1. To develop heat and mass transfer equations with 
constant coefficients to determine evaporation 
from t,ireated arid untrea,.ted reservoirs. 
2. To develop a procedure for estimating evaporation 
reduction by a monolayer based on heat and mass 
transfer equations. 
3. To compare the developed equations and procedure 
with presently used equations and procedures. 
Scope of Investigation 
3 
This study was conducted on paired ponds of approximately one-
fourth acre surface area. The ponds were lined with sheets of polyvinyl 
chloride to prevent seepage. Evaporation was measured by an accurate 
water budget which provided a base for evaluating evaporation equations. 
Instruments were installed to measure all the variables in the heat and 
mass transfer equations and the water and energy budgets. 
One pond served as a check throughout the study. A slurry mixing 
and automatic distribution system was installed to deliver monolayer 
forming chemical to the other pond. Sufficient chemical was applied to 
maintain a complete film cover on the treated pond. 
The research reported in this dissertation was conducted from 
August 13 to October 23, 1965. The monolayer forming material was long 
chain alcohols in powdered form of the following composition: 2% c14 , 
29% cl6' 61% c,a, 5% c20' and 3% non-alcohol. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Introduction 
Stream flow provides most of the water used in the United States.· 
Langbein and Wells (1955) state that rivers and creeks supply 75 percent 
of the water used by cities and towns and farmers for irrigation, 90 
percent of the fresh water used by industry, and nearly all the water 
used to generate hydroelectric power. 
Storage reservoirs have been constructed to provide water during 
periods of low stream flow. Operating reservoirs have been enlarged 
and additional reservoirs constructed to satisfy increasing water 
demands, The most economical reservoir sites have been used. In some 
areas sufficient reservoir capacity is available to store normal stream 
yield. Conservation of stored water is now receiving its deserved 
emphasis. 
Evaporation consumes a large volume of water from storage 
reservoirs. Crow and Daniel (1958) found that evaporation was 12 times 
as great as farmstead use from a farm pond in Oklahoma. They also re-
ported that evaporation from Lake Carl Blackwell, a 3500 acre lake, was 
over four times greater than the domestic use by a population of 20,000 
persons. Harbeck and Koberg (1959) state that annual gross evaporation 
from Lake Mead ranged from 699,000 to 875,000 acre feet during the wat~r 
years 1953-1956. Evaporation los~es are not confined to arid and 
4 
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semi-arid regions. According to Silveston (1965) mean annual evaporation 
from lakes and ponds in the United States·varies from 20 inches in the 
northeast to over 80 inches in the southwest. He estimates a mean 
annual loss to evaporation of 40 inches for the continental United 
States. 
Monolayers for Reducing Evaporation 
The ability of some organic compounds to form a film on a liquid 
surface was first observed in 1899. It·was·not until 1924 that attempts 
to retard evaporation with monolayers were'"reported. These organic 
chemicals form a film one molecule thick which is one-ten millionth of 
an inch. The films do not interfere with-oxygen and carbon dioxide 
transfer between water and air. Numeroustests by the Bureau of 
Reclamation and other investigators have been·made to determine the 
effect of monolayers on human and aquatic·1ife. No undesirable effects 
on public health, water quality, fish or·wildlife have been found. 
Hedestrand (1924) and Adam (1925) in·laboratory studies found the 
same rate of evaporation for a clean water·surface as for a water surface 
covered with a monolayer. The limiting factor in these studies was the 
capacity of the air currents to remove·thewater vapor. The rate of 
evaporation from a water surface with a·fatty acid monolayer was found 
to be much slower than from a clean water surface (Rideal, 1925). 
Evaporation was reduced 52.5 percent by·a·monolayer of Oleic acid when 
the water temperature was 25 degrees Centigrade. An increase in water 
temperature reduces the evaporation retarding ability of a mono]ayer. 
Mansfield (1953) was unsuccessful in his first attempt to suppress 
evaporation with a monolayer of hexadecanol under natural conditions. 
6 
He realized the potential of the fattyalcohols in reducing evaporation 
and continued his investigations. Mansfield (1955) stated that a film 
of hexadecanol should reduce natural· evaporation by 70 percent. However, 
any reduction in evaporation raises the·water temperature. As a result 
of increased water temperature, Mansfield (1955) predicted a mean 
evaporation reduction of 45 percent for summer conditions.in inland 
southern Australia. 
Researchers have met with varying degrees of success in suppressing 
evaporation with monolayers. Vines (1960) ·reduced evaporation approxi-
mately 50 percent in one month on a 250·to· 300 acre lake in Australia. 
A fine powder, approximately of equal .portions of hexadecanol and 
octadecanol, was dusted onto the water surface from a boat. During the 
entire month weather was ideal with winds below 5 miles per hour and 
temperatures below 80 degrees Fahrenheit·. In east-central Illinois, 
Roberts (1962) reported evaporation reductions of 22 and 43 percent on 
a 2.5 acre pond. The chemical was applied· from three pots as a slurry 
of hexadecanol and pond water. The smaller evaporation reduction was 
obtained in a season in which natural evaporation was 30 percent less 
than when the larger reduction was measured.· 
A large scale field study was conducted·on Lake Hefner, a 2500 
acre water supply reservoir for Oklahoma· City, Oklahoma, in 1958. The 
monolayer forming slurry was distributed· from a barge and boats. Florey 
and other (1959) reported a 9 percent reduction in evaporation from an 
average coverage of 10 percent during an·86~day period. For individual 
periods of about 10 days the evaporation·savings were 7 to 14 percent 
(Timblin and others, 1962). Results from· the Lake Hefner study indicate 
a poor monolayer cover when winds were over 15 miles per hour. When 
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winds were over 19 miles per hour, .it·_was· usually impossible -to maintain. 
any cover. An investigation, similar to··the· Lake Hefner study, was 
conducted at P~ctola reservoir in South·Dakota. Runkles and others 
(1964) reported an average evaporation·reduction of:14 percent. The 
average .wind speed during the treatment·periods was 5.-8 miles per hour. 
Monolayers suppress· evaporation· in'calm weather with savings up 
to 50 percent. However· the savings are· fess.under windy conditions. 
The film is broken up by wind and blowff across the water surface along 
with the· excess chemical needed for fi"lm·formation. When the. wind dies,· 
the film will reform and complete covet is achieved.· 
~ . ' . . . ~ . . .. 
,Water Budget 
A water budget measures directly·gain•orloss of storage.in a 
reservoir. The water budget is based· on--the· Law of -Conservation of· · 
Mass. Therafore, the change in mass·starage-is equal to the mass 
entering minus the m~ss· leaving. Assumi"ng··the density of water is 
constant; the equation -for evaporation ?Y t~e water budget is 
(1) 
where 
E = -volume of-evaporated water · 
s, = ·volume of initial storage 
Is = volume of surface inflow 
Iu = volume of sub-surface inflow· 
p 
- volume of ·precipitation 
s2 =·volume of fi na 1 storage · 
Os= volume of surface.outfl·ow 
Ou= volume of ·seepage. 
Change in storage, surface inflow and outflow, anq precipiti:1..tion can 
··.\~-
usually .be measured. However, sub:..surfacre··inflow and seepage must be 
estimated by indire<;:t methods·su~h as observation of groundwater .levels 
and permeabi 1 ity measurements. Langbein· and· others. ( 1951) reported that 
·seepage.and evaporation can: be estimated .. bY' simultaneous solutions of 
water budget and mass transfer equations·;·" ·· 
The·.water budget is dire<;:t and theorettcally accurate for 
determining evcrporation .from .a reservoir:· "However, evaporation is ·the 
residual and therefore subject to considerable error if it is sm~ll 
compared to the other terms in the water· budget equation .. Unfortunately· 
an accurate water budget is possible fo~ only a few reservoirs.· Other 
techniques are necessary to determine evaporation from most. water 
storage reservoirs, 
Mass .Transfer 
Dalton was the first to point. out.that·evaporation is, proportional 
to the difference between vapor pressure·of ·the air.at the water surface 
and that :of the overlying air·.· Al thoug.,h he··apparently never expressed. 
the relationship in mathematical form, later writers ·have expressed' his 
statement by the equation . 
where 
E = C(e - ed) s 
E = .evaporation 
(2) 
C - coefficient whose.value depends on wind velocity 
and other'variables 
es = vapor pressure of saturated vapor at the temperature 
of the water surface 
ed = vapor pressure of saturated air at the temperature 
of the dewpoint. 
9 
Many investigators have attempted to determine the co~rect mathematical 
relationship ofthelaw discovered byDalton. The difficulty of> 
accurately measuring evaporation during-short time intervals when 
meteorological .conditions remain constant has overshadowed the effects 
of the variables. As a result, meteorological variables have been 
averaged over a period of time by various· investigators, 
Fitzgerald (1886) made a series of· evaporation studies both under 
controlled laboratory conditions and natural conditions. He proposed 
the equation 
E = (0.40 + 0.20_ W) (e~ - ed) (3) 
where W is -the mean velocity of ground wind in miles per hour, 
Fitzgerald made no correction for altitude··but concluded that evaporaq 
tion should increase with the altitude if other ~onditions remain the 
same, 
In a series of evaporation experiments·conducted for the United 
States Weather Bureau, Bigelow (1907-1910) developed the_ equatio~ 
E = C ~ de (l O + 0 07 W) 2 e ds · · d 
where 
{4) 
es and 
E = evaporation in centimeters per day 
ed = vapor pressures in mill i ba.rs 
w = wind velocity in kilometers per hour. 
de the rate of change of the vapor pressure ds -
in the saturated condition, with temperature 
c2 = coefficien~ whose value depends on the size 
of the reservoir. 
10 
The values of c2 were 0.042, 0.037 and 0~032- for 2-, 4~, and 6-foot 
diameter evaporation pans, respectively~ The values of the coefficients 
in the Bigelow equation were found to be the same for both arid and 
humid regions -of the United States. 
From theoretical considerations, Horton (1917) presented the 
equation 
where 
C = coefficient of proportionality that includes reservoir 
size 
f = coefficient that accounts for wind velocity 
According to this equation, condensation occurs when ed > fes. For 
constant vapor pressures, wi n_d tends to decrease condensation and 
increase evaporation. Most evaporation equations are of the form, 
(5) 
E = C(es - ed) and the effect of wind is to increase both condensation 
and.evaporation. 
Himus (1929) developed the equation 
where 
E = evaporation in kilograms per square meter per hour 
U = wind velocity in meters per second. 
11 
The first group,of -terms account for evaporat.ion into still air and is 
analogous to heat transfer in free convection. Vapor pressure difference 
has an exponent of 1.2 which is comparable· to the temperature difference 
for ,heat transfer which has an exponent· of 1.23. The _second group of 
terms account for evaporation into moving air and is analogous to heat 
transfer in forced convect'ion. Wind velocity has an exponent -of 0.77 · 
compared to 0.80 for heat transfer in forced convection with turbulent 
flow. 
Rohwer (1931) conducted extensive·· evaporation experiments both in 
the laboratory and under natural conditions·.-_ For evaporation from 
evaporation pans he developed the equation 
E - (1.465 - 0.0186 B)(0.44 + 0.118 W}(e~ - ed) (7) 
where-
B = mean barometer pressure in inches· of mercury 
W = wind velocity in -miles_ per hour. at,.gr.ound level 
For large lakes and reservoirs Rohwer proposed the equation 
E = 0.771 (1.465 - 0.0186 8)(0144 + 0.118 W){es - ed)~ (8) 
Braslavskii and Vikulina (1963) stated that probably the best 
existing empirical evaporation equation is that of Zaikov, 
E = _0.15 _n (l.O + 0.72 W)(e0 - ea) (9) 
where 
E = evaporation in millimeters per·month 
n = number of days in the month·-· - · 
W = wind velocity a~ a height-of 2 meters in meters 
per-second 
e0 = saturated vapor pressure· of air at the water surface 
temperature Jn mil 1 i bars 
ea= vapor pressure of the .air at a height of 2 meters in 
millibars; 
The numerical. values of the coefficients Jvere determined from 
measurements at evaporation stations throughout-Russia and other 
published evaporation data. 
12 
Equati_ons -2 through 9 are empirical· equations derived by graphical 
and statistical techniques to equate.evaporation to measured meteoro-
logical data. Other investigators have attempted to evaluate the 
coefficient to the vapor pressure deficit on a more-theoretical basis. 
El even such evaporation equations were selected· for comparison -with the 
water budget in the 1950-1951 Lake Hefner'studies. Marciano and 
Harbeck ( 1954) reported that -Sverdrup·• s· and Sutton I s equations over~ 
· estimated evaporation from ~ake Hefner· by· 12 an,d 7 percent; respectively. --
Sverdrup -(1937) developed an· evaporation equation from observations 
on the sea .. He used a·two~layermode:l ·wit,h·the assumptions -that: 
1. A laminar boundary layer.exists· next to .the water 
surface within which transport of water vapor is 
by diffusion. 
2. Above the 1 ami na r layer is -a turbu 1 ent layer within 
which transport of water vapor is by eddy conductivity. 
:;--
3. The water surface .can be considered rough and is 
characterized by the roughness parameter, z = 0.6 
centimeters. 
The equation can be expressed as 
where 
0.623 p u* (e -·e) 
. o a F ----------------
z + z u*d-
d + ·z° + o] 
0 
F = evaporation in grams per square centimeter _per second 
p = density of-the air in grams per cubic. centimeter 
k0 = a numerical constant,equal to 0(38 
u* = friction velocity in.centimeters per second. 
e = vapor pre~sure of saturated air at the water surface 
0 
temperature in millibars 
ea - vapor pressure of the air at .height z above 
the water _surface in 1illibars 
P = barometer pressure in millibars 
z = height of temperature and wind velocity measurement, •. 
usually 6 meters 
z0 = roughness parameter with numerical value of 0.6 
centimeters 
d = thickness of the laminar-layer in·centimeters 
D = coefficient bf diffusibn in square centimeters 
per second. 
The numerical v~lue of d can be calculated from the equation 
d = 27. 5 v 
u* 
13 
( 10) 
( 11) 
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where v is the kinematic viscosity of the'air·; Sverdrup's equation· 
estimates 11 point 11 evaporation with tota:1··,eva:poration from a reservoir 
equal to F times the area. The height";· :z-; where wind velocity and · 
temperatures are measured must be within·the'vapor boundary lay~r. 
Sutton (1949) developed an equation for' evaporation _from -a smooth 
s~rface. Marciano and Harbeck (1954) sta:ted~that Sutton's equation 
modified for.a circular. res~rvoir with a rough surface is 
where 
2~n. 4+n 
E 0.623 · 2+n 2+n = P p G' u r · (e0 e1) · 
E = vo 1 ume of evapor1pted water in unit time · 
P ~ batometer pressure· 
G' =·coefficient whdse numerical. va:1ue·depends on n, 
wind velocity and height, Z; of wind veloci_ty 
measurement·.·· 
n = positive ~onstantMhosa numerical· value depends 
on the wind ve 1 oc ity prof fl e 
u = ·.average wind velocity 
r. ~ radius of the .reservoi~ · . . . . ·., . ~··, .. .. 
e0 = .vapor pressure of satur&ted air at. the water 
surface temperature 
ef = vapor pressure of uhmodified:air~ .. 
( 12) 
This is Sutton·'s 1949 equation thatwas·>tes-ted in-the 1950-1951 ·Lake .. 
Hefner st4dies. · Sutton assumed that the wind velocity profi,le can be 
approximat~d by the power, law, 
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u 
-= ( 13 ). 
where 
u 
0 
u = wind velocity at height z 
u0 = wind velocity at a known height-z0 
p =.exponent whose numerical value is approximately 7. 
When p = 7, the numerical value of n· is· o-,2s. Thus the wind velocity, 
u, has an exponent of 0.78 and the radius;· r; has an exponent of 1.89, 
· For Sutton 1 s equation the wind velocity and vapor pressure of the air 
must be measured above the vapor boundary-layer. 
During the .1950-1951 Lake Hefner studies, an empirical equation 
was developed from water budget evaporation; wind speed and vapor 
pressure difference {Marciano and Harbeck, 1954). This equation is 
where 
E = evaporation in centimeters per 3- hours 
u8 = wind speed 8 meters above the-water surface in knots 
e0 = vapor pressure of saturated· air at the water surface 
temperature in millibars 
e8 = vapor pressure of the air 8 meters above the water surface 
in millibars. 
Harbeck (1952) reported an evaporation· equation for Lake Hefner using 
wind and humidity data from Will Rogers·Atrport located 13 miles to the 
south. Average daily water surface temperatures were recorded at the 
center of Lake Hefner. The equation is 
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( 15) 
A striking result from the Lake Hefner· study is that daily evaporation 
can be accurately predicted by neglecttng· atmospheric stability 
(Marciano and Harbeck, 1954). Also, evaporation can be accurately 
estimated by using vapor pressure of unmodified air in place of vapor 
pressure above the water surface if the value of the coefficient is 
adjusted. 
Harbeck and others (1958) reported· the··results of evaporation 
studies at Lake Mead. Neither Sverdrup~s· 1937· equation nor Sutton's 
1949 equation gave· an accurate estimate··of··evaporation when compared 
with the energy budget. On an annual basts·,- evaporation calculated 
with the Lake Hefner empirical .equation·was in excellent agreement with 
the energy budget. However, deviations of· considerable magnitude were 
observed for individual periods of about a month. These deviations had 
a definite seasonal· trend. 
The Lake Hefner mass transfer equation·subsequently was used at 
various reservoirs including Lake Hefner; Sahuaro Lake, Lake Cachuma, 
Pactola Reservoir and Elephant Butte Reservoir. The form of the 
equation used is 
where N is the mass transfer coefficient". The numerical value of N 
determined at these locations appears to have a seasonal variation 
similar to that found at Lake Mead. 
Millar (1937) proposed that evaporation is proportional to 
( 16) 
u0·75 (e0 - ea) for average atmospheric stability. Langbein and others 
(1951) confirmed a value of about 0.75 for the exponent of the wind 
speed. 
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According to Sutton (1949) evaporation per unit area is proportional 
to f-O.ll where f is the length of the water· surface. He reasoned that 
an air stream grows richer in water vapor· as it progresses across a 
water surface. Measurements made under·natural conditions indicate that 
evaporation rates are approximately constant for stretches of water 
exceeding 12 feet (Sleight, 1917; Rohwer~ 1931). Mansfield (1958) 
concludes that the disappearance of the exponent for the length term 
arises from compensating changes in the nature of flow over large areas 
and from adjustment of heat balances. 
Energy Budget 
The theory of the energy budget is based on the Law of Conservation 
of Energy. Energy which comes into a reservoir must equal the gain in 
stored energy plus the energy that leaves··the reservoir. Incoming 
energy comes from the sun, atmosphere, precipitation and inflow, while 
outgoing energy goes into radiation, heat conduction, evaporation and 
out fl ow. 
Schmidt (1915) attempted to utilize the energy budget to estimate 
evaporation from the oceans. He neglected the change in stored energy 
by computing evaporation over a period of one year. Also, Schmidt 
treated the ratio of sensible heat carried away from the water surface 
by convection to latent heat of evaporated water as a positive constant. 
This inferred that sensible heat always moves out of the water or, 
stated another way, the ocean is always warmer than the overlying air. 
Evaporation from Lake Vassijaure in Sweden·was estimated by Angstrom 
(1920) using an energy budget balance~······ 
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After experimenting with a thermally insulated jar, Cummings (1925) 
stated that, 
radiant energy per cm squared integrated·over any time 
interval was equal to the heat represented by the change 
in temperature bf the water pl us :the· heat represented by 
the evaporation per cm squared during·the same time 
interval plus a relatively small· correction to be 
determined- empirically, This correction appears to 
depend on atmospheric conditions. 
Bowen (1926) expre_ssed Cummings I statement by the equation 
where 
I= S +LE+ K 
I = solar and sky radiation, corrected for reflection, 
minus back radiation 
S = heat represented by the change in temperature of 
the water 
LE= heat represented by evaporation, E~ with L being 
the latent heat -0f vaporization· 
K = correction for other losses ..... 
( 17) 
The other losses represented by K ar.e due to conduction and convection 
from the water surface. 
Bowen (1926) toncluded that the process of ~vaporation and 
diffusion of water vapor from any water· surfaqe into the overlying body 
of air is exactly similar to that of conduction of specific heat energy 
from the water surface into the same body of-air. Because of this 
similarity the ratio, which bears Bowen-1 s name, of the heat loss by 
conduction to that by evaporation can be expressed by the equation 
where 
T - T 
R = c( o a) P 
e0 ea · l 000 
R = Bowen·ratio 
c = coefficient of proportionality 
T0 = temperature of the wate~ surface· in degrees Centigrade 
Ta= temperature of the.air in degrees Centigrade 
e0 = vapor pressure·of ~aturated air at the water surface 
temperature in millibars 
ea = vapor pressure of the air in millibars . 
P = barometer pressure in millibars~ .. 
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( 18) 
The limiting values of c were found to·be 0~58 and 0.66 depending upon 
the state of the atmosphere. Bowen concluded· that under normal atmos-
pheric conditions, c is approximately·o·.BL··LJsing the Bowen ratio, 
the energy loss by conduction and convection, K, can be expressed as 
. K = R(LE), 
Substituting for Kin equation 17 gives 
I= S + LE (1 + R) 
which Bowen (1926) states is an exact etjuation for any body of water 
that is thermally insulated on the sides·and bottom. 
( 19) 
(20) 
An experiment with a well insulated~pan·and a tank was conducted 
by Cummings and Richardson (1927). Evaporation was calculated by the 
equation 
H - S - C 
E = L (l + R) (21) 
where 
E = evaporation 
H = difference between incoming and outgoing radiation 
S = heat stored in a column of water having unit 
cross-section 
C - correction for heat carried by flowing water and 
leakage of heat through the walls 
L = heat of vaporization 
R = Bowen's ratio. 
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The value of H was determined for the insulated pan and used to estimate 
evaporation from the tank. It was concluded that if a technique could 
be developed to determine back-radiation from the water surface, the 
insulated pan would not be needed. 
Richardson (1931). studied the effects of insulation on evaporation,· 
Incoming radiation was calculated from 'pyreheliometer readings and back-. 
radiation was calculated from the Stefan~Boltzmann relation. Sensible 
heat and conduction for a short period or~over a yearly cycle were 
found to be negligible from data collected in Californiaj 
Using a thermally insulated pan tc)"measure radiation terms, 
Cummings (1940)computed evaporation by- Equation 21 from Bear Lake in 
Utah and Idaho. A control was lacking and Cummings could only compare 
computed evaporation with measured evaporation from Weather Bureau 
Class A pans, 
Sverdrup (1940) applied the energy·budget to the Bay of Biscay 
which was without distinct curr,ents so that advected energy could be. 
considered negligible. He also investigated the waters of the Kuroshio 
of the region south of Japan where distinct currents existed and 
advected energy was considered constant throughout the year. 
After analyzing the energy budget in detail, Holzman (1941) 
concluded that: 
The heat-balance method for determining evaporation 
from water-bodies is known to be theoretically precise. 
However, the difficulties to be encountered in 
accurately measuring most of the essential parameters 
in the heat-balance equation appear to invalidate the 
practical usefulness of the technique. 
Holaman was justified in his statement considering the stage of 
development of radiation measuring instruments. 
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A rigorous evaporation study was conducted at Lake Hefner near 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, in 1950 and 1951. The investigation used the 
most recent developments in instrumentation and proved, for the first 
time -0n a large scale, the soundness of the energy budget in determining 
evaporation (Anderson, 1954). The energy budget equation developed, 
expressed as energy per unit area per unit time, was 
where 
Qs = incoming solar or short-wave radiation 
Qr = reflected short-wave radiation 
Qa = incoming atmospheric or long-wave radiation 
Qbs = back radiation emitted by the water surface according 
to the Stefan-Boltzman Law for a gray body 
Qv = net advected energy into the body of water 
Qw = energy advecte-0 with the evaporated water 
Qar = reflected long-wave radiation 
Qh = energy transferred between the water surface and 
overlying air as sensible heat 
Qe = energy required to change the evaporated water to, 
the vapor state. without a change in temperature 
Q0 = net change ~n stored.energy. 
Conducti-0n of energy through the bottom, heating due to chemical and 
biologic~l processes and the transformation of kinetic energy into 
thermal energy were neglected because of their small magnitude. 
Equation 22 can·be·rewritten as 
The energy used in evaporation, Qe' is 
22 
(24) 
where 
E = volume of evaporated water in cubic centimeters 
p = mass density of evaporated water in·grams per 
cubic centimeters. 
L = latent heat -0f vaporization at·the water surfa~e 
te111perature in calories per gram ..• 
The sensible heat, Qh' can be written as a function of latent heat· 
using Bowen 1 s ratio, R, ,giving 
(25) 
The energy advected with the evaporated water. Qw~ can be expressed as 
Qw = p E c (T - Tb) p O .. (26) 
where 
p = mass density of water in grams per cubic centimeters 
cp = specific heat of water at constant pressure 
T0 = evaporated water temperature, water surface 
temperature, in degrees Centigr~de 
Tb= arbitrary base temperature ~sually taken as O 
degrees Centigrade. 
After substituting for Q~, Qh and Ow in Equation 23 and rearranging 
terms~ the volume of ~vaporated water, _E, becomes 
23 
(27) 
Anderson (1954) made a compari~on of evaporation from Lake Hefner 
by the energy budget and the water budget for only those days with the 
most accurate water budget. He concluded that the -standard error of 
estimate by the energy budget was 0.25 centimeters for daily periods, 
0.14 centimeters for 4-day periods and 0~05 centimeters for 10-day 
periods. 
Further evaporation studies _were conducted at Lake Hefner during 
1965. _ Fry (1967) compared evaporation by the energy budget with 
evaporation by the water budget. He reported the relation -
where 
EEa = -0.0315 + 1.27 'wB 
EEB = evaporation by_the energy budget 
EwB = evaporation by the water bLJdget. 
(28) 
For periods of approximately one week, energy budget evaporation 
exceeded water budget evaporation in 14 of the 18 periods. 
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Hughes (1967) determined evaporation from the Salton Sea in 
California by the water budget, energy budget and mass transfer methods. 
Determinations by the water budget and energy budget for one- and two-
year periods differed by less than 5 percent. Comparisons of evaporation 
determined by the three methods. for periods of 10 to 29 days indicated a 
marked seasonal bias in energy budget evaporation. Computed energy 
budget values were as much as 60 percent lower than water budget 
evaporation during the winter and 25 percent higher during the summer. 
Hughes concluded the principal cause of the seasonal bias was inadequate 
measurement of total incoming radiation by the flat plate radiometer. 
Evaluating Evaporation Reduction 
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of a monolayer in reducing 
evaporation, it is necessary to know both the evaporation which occurs 
with the film present and the evaporation which would have occurred if 
no film had been present. 
Vines (1962) used a water budget to determine evaporation from a 
treated reservoir and a pan-to-lake relationship to estimate what the 
evaporation would have been without a monolayer. He found that monthly 
evaporation from an untreated reservoir, Ev, can be estimated by the 
equation 
E = s + n E v s (29) 
where 
s = seepage loss 
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n = a constant for the reservoir 
Es = monthly evaporation from a standard evaporimeter pan. 
Kohler (1954) found that the monthly coefficients for various types of 
evaporation pans vary seasonally for Lake Hefner. Application of .this 
method for estimating evaporation reduction is limited by the need of 
an accurate water budget and by the possible seasonal variation in pan 
coefficients. 
By solving equations based upon energy budget and heat and mass 
transfer theory, Harbeck and Koberg {1959) developed a method of 
evaluating evaporation reduction due to a monolayer. The method 
involves the computation of two unknowns; the evaporation from the 
treated reservoir and the water surface temperature that would have 
been observed had no monolayer been applied. 
Evaporation from a reservoir was determined by the energy budget, 
Equation 22 which can be rewritten as 
It was assumed that the application of a monolayer will not affect the 
first group of terms in Equation 30. 
The water surface temperature increases when a monolayer is applied 
and, therefore, stored energy increases. As the water temperature 
increases, the return of energy to the atmosphere by back radiation and 
conduction increases. Harbeck and Koberg assumed that the water 
temperature increases unt i1 the energy which wou 1 d have gone into 
evaporation is dissipated by the increase in back radiation and 
conduction. When this point is reached, change in stored energy due 
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to the monolayer becomes negligible. Also, energy advected with the 
evaporated water is small compared with the remaining terms and can be 
ignored. 
The .presence of a monol ayer· has a marked effect on the three 
remaining terms in the energy budget equation. It follows that the net 
sum of these effects must be zero or 
( 31 ) 
where the terms with primes refer to the reservoir with a film and the 
terms without primes refer to the same reservoir without a film. If 
evaporation is reduced, then Q~ - Qe < 0 and (O~s - Qbs) + (Q~ - Qh) > 0. 
Back radiation to the atmosphere, Qbs' .was calculated for both a 
treated and an untreated reservoir by the equation 
where 
4 Qb = 0.97 cr(T + 273.16) S O 
0.97 = emissivity of water 
a= Stsfan-Boltzmann constant for black body radiation 
\=water surface temperature in degrees Centigrade. 
(32) 
Prior to the application of a monolayer, the energy lost to the 
atmosphere by conduction can be calculated by Equations 18 and 25. 
After the monolayer is applied, Bowen's ratio is no longer valid. 
Energy lost to the atmosphere by conduction, Qh' was calculated for 
both the treated and the untreated reservoir by the heat transfer 
equation 
Q = Ku (T - T) h · o a (33) 
where 
K = an empirical constant 
u = wind velocity 
T0 = water surface temperature 
Ta= overlying air temperature. 
The energy going into evaporation for the treated reservoiri Q~, 
was calculated by the energy budget, Equati ans 27 and 24. The energy 
which would go into evaporation if no film were present, Qe' was 
estimated by the mass transfer equation 
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Q = Nu (e - e) e · o a (34) 
where 
N = an empirical constant 
u = wind velocity 
e0 = saturated vapor pressure at the water surface temperature 
ea= vapor.pressure of the overlying air.· 
Substituting Equations 32i 33 and 34 into Equation 31 gives 
0.97 [(T~ + 273.16) 4 ~ (T0 + 273.16) 4] + 
[Q~ - Nu(e0 - ea)]+ Ku (T~ - T0 ) = O (35) 
where the primed terms refer to the treated reservoir. Equation 35 is 
a function of T0 only since e0 is a function of T0 , but the mathematical 
relationship is not simple. A trial-and-error solution was used with 
an assumed value of T and the corresponding value of e . The surface 0 · 0 
temperature~ assuming no monolayer was present, was found when 
the assumed value of T0 balanced Equation 35. The energy that would 
have gone into evaporation, Qe' assuming no film had been applied was 
calculated by Equation 34" 
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The evaporation, if no film was present, E, was calculated by the 
equation 
(36) 
where 
p = mass density of the evaporated wate,r · 
L = latent heat of vaporization at the water ~urface 
temperature .. 
The evaporation from the treated reservoir, E', as calculated by 
Equation 27 can be compared with the evaporation if no film was 
present,~' as calculated by Equation 36 and the performance of the 
monolayer evaluated .. 
To evaluate the performance of a monolayer·by the method of Harbeck 
and Koberg, it is necessary to have. a calibration period with no film 
on the reservoir .. During the calibration period, evaporation is deter-
mined by the energy budget and the coefficients Kand N for the heat 
and mass transfer equations must be evaluated. 
Mansfield (1962) pointed out that the heat and mass transfer 
coefficients for nontreatment periods are not the same as those for· 
treatment periods, Since the presence of the monolayer reduces the 
development of waves, Mansfield concluded that the wind movement near 
the water surface would no~ be the same for treated and untreated 
reservoirs. Millar (1937) discussed the effect of waves on the wind 
movement near the water -surface and concluded that,. 
Waves, which travel with the wind, cahnot be expected 
to exert as .much stress as fixed obstacles.· Indeed, 
waves at sea often run at·speed very littl-e less thah that· 
of the wind bl9wing over their c~ests, and under these 
circumstances,: one woulq expect tbe stress and di.stribu- _ 
tion of velocity to be very nearly the same as for a 
smooth surface. 
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CHAPTER III 
THEORY 
Introduction 
The effectiveness of a monolayer in suppressing evaporation is 
commonly evaluated by a combination of energy budget and heat and mass 
transfer equations developed by Harbeck and Koberg (1959). During the 
calibration period, evaporation from the untreated reservoir is deter-
mined by an energy budget. The numerical values of the coefficients K 
and N are evaluated for the heat transfer equation, Qh = Ku(T0-Ta)' 
and the mass transfer equation, Qe = Nu(e0-ea). Although the numerical 
value of N varies with the. season, an average value is assumed. When 
the reservoir is treated, evaporation is determined by an energy budget. 
The evaporation if no film has been applied is estimated by heat and 
mass transfer relationships. Therefore, the accuracy of the estimate 
of evaporation reduction is determined by the accuracy of the energy 
budget. Evaporation is a residual term in the energy budget and any 
errors in evaluating the energy terms directly affect the magnitude of 
computed evaporation. 
In this Chapter, a procedure is developed to evaluate the 
performance of a monolayer in suppressing evaporation. Evaporation 
from a treated reservoir and an estimate of what the evaporation would 
have been without the monolayer are determined directly by heat and 
mass transfer equations. Necessary instrumentation is less than for 
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the procedure based on an energy budget as radiation energy does not 
enter into the calculations and need not be measured. 
Heat and Mass Transfer Similarity 
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Evaporation is analogous to heat transfer from a solid body to air. 
A thin layer of stagnant air surrounds the solid through which heat is 
transferred by conduction. Outside the stagnant air, heat is transferred 
by convection. Heat transfer has been computed successfully by an over-
all heat transfer coefficient which combines the coefficients of 
conduction and convection. · The temperatures used with this coefficient 
are the wall temperature of the solid and the air temperature. The rate 
of evaporation can be calculated in a similar manner. The potential for 
evaporation is the difference in vapor pressure between the water-air 
interface and the air. Heat transfer coefficients are correlated by 
means of dimensionless groups. Similar groups can be used to correlate 
evaporation coefficients. 
Air Flow in the Boundary Layer 
Equations of continuity, momentum and energy have been developed 
for fluid flow. These fundamental equations cannot be solved directly 
for most practical problems. 
Prandtl introduced the concept of two regions of flow. In one 
region, near the wall between a body and fluid flow, the viscous forces 
are significant and must be considered. This region was referred to 
as the boundary layer. In the other region outside the boundary layer, 
the viscous forces are insignificant and can be ignored. Boundary layer 
theory has provided an approximate method for solving the momentum and 
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continuity equations and forms the basis for treating evaporation as a 
mass transfer phenomena. 
Boundary layer theory was first developed with momentum as the 
important property. Scalar fields, such as temperature and vapor 
pressure, may also be thought of as having boundary layers. The concept 
of similarity has been used to connect momentum and hea.t transfer, heat 
and mass transfer, and momentum and mass transfer. It is generally 
accepted that turbulent transports of fflomentum, heat and mass follow 
the same fundamental laws and that their coefficients of eddy transport 
are interchangeable (Marciano and Harbeck, 1954). 
One of the most studied conditions for fluid flow is the flow of 
air past a flat plate. Although the earth's surface has a slight 
curvature, the theory of fluid flow past a flat plate has been assumed 
to apply for air flowing over the earth's surface. 
In nature, the boundary layer over a reservoir is formed as shown 
in Figure 1. After the air has been flowing some distance over a 
reasonably uniform surface, the thickness of the boundary layer will be 
essentially constant with respect to the downstream distance and a 
velocity profile will be developed. When a water surface is suddenly 
encountered, a new boundary layer will develop within the fully 
developed boundary layer. The rate of growth of the new boundary layer 
will depend on distance from the leading edge of the water surface as 
well as the properties of the air and the roughness of the water 
surface. 
Millar (1937) concluded that the velocity distribution over a 
water surface is nearly the same as for a smooth surface. Therefore, it 
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was postulated that flow in the boundary layer over a reservoir is 
always turbulent. 
The temperature difference between a reservoir surface and the 
overlying air is relatively small. In such cases the buoyancy forc:es 
can be neglected and forced convection exists. 
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It is generally accepted that the velocity profile above a flat 
plate follows the logarithmic distribution law. At some distance above 
the surface, the velocity approaches a constant value, namely the free 
stream velocity. Marciano and Harbeck (1954) concluded that over most 
lakes the wind profile between 2 and 8 meters can be approximated by 
the logarithmic distribution law. The logarithmic distribution law is 
difficult to handle mathematically so other methods are useful to solve 
practical fluid flow problems. 
A power velocity distribution law is relatively easy to manipulate 
mathematically. This law is usually written as 
where 
U = Ui (~)1/p z. 
1 
u = mean wind speed at height z 
ui = mean wind speed at height z1 
z = height at. which wind velocity u is desired 
zi = reference height 
1/p = a fraction greater than O and less than l. 
(37) 
The validity of a power velocity distribution law is open to 
question. Schlichting (1960) reported that the value of p increases 
slightly with increasing Reynolds number for flow through smooth pipes. 
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Sutton (1932) used observations made by Heywood (1931) for the 100 
meters above the earth.' s surface to.determine the value of l /p. The 
exponent 1/p varied from 0.07 to 0.17 with the smaller values at noon 
and the larger value~ at night. Geiger (1965) concluded that th~ 
exponent l /p i S· not a constant· but varies with wind speed, becoming. 
smaller as wind speed in9reases. As there~is a diurnal variation of 
wind speed, the value of p changes with time of day. The val~e of p 
may c1l so vary with. the temperature strurcture of the air and the roughn.~ss 
of the ground surface. 
Heat Transfer 
No analytical technique has been found which will solve pra9tical 
heat transfer problems when flow is turbulent. Empirical ar,d semi-· 
empirical solutions must be used. 
Kreith (1966) reported that by dimensional analysis-the 9onvective 
heat transfer for a fluid flowing through a heated tube can be expressed 
by the relationship 
Nu = f(Red' Pr) 
where 
Nu = Nusse.l t 
Red = Reynolds 
Pr = Prandtl 
The Nusselt number 
where 
hD Nu= T 
number 
number based on tube diameter 
number; 
is a dimensionless term and is 
(38) 
h = heat tnrnsfer coefficient·· 
D = tube diameter 
k = thermal conductivity of the fluid. 
The Reynolds number is a dimensionless term and is· 
where 
UD Re = -d \) 
U = velocity of the fluid 
D = tube diameter 
v = kinematic viscosity of the flui.d. 
The Prandtl number is a dimensionless term and.is 
where 
cp = 
µ = 
k· = 
c 
Pr= .:..Q...H. k 
specific heat 
viscosity of 
of fluid at constant 
the fl'uid 
thermal conductivity of·the fluid. 
pressure 
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(40) 
( 41 ) 
Schlichting,(1960) assumed that heat. transfer with fluid flow 
across a flat plate is similar to heat transfer with fluid flow through 
a pipe. The distance, x, from the leading edge of the flat plate 
replaces th€ tube diameter, D, as the characteristi.c length. Velocity 
of the fluid, U00 , h measured in the free stream above the boundary 
layer. The heat transfer coefficient, h, becomes the local heat 
transfer coefficien~, hx. Convective heat transfer from a.flat plate 
ca·n be expressed by the rel at ions hip 
Nu = f(Re , Pr) 
x . x 
(42) 
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where 
Nux = local Nusselt number 
Rex = Reynolds number based on the. distance x. 
Reynolds'analogy gives a relationship between the cqeffic;ient of 
heat transfer and the coefficient of skin friction. For turbulent;flow 
along a flat plate, Schlichting (l960) states that 
Rex. cfx Nu = for Pr= 1 x 2 (43) 
where 
cfx = local skin friftion. 
The Prandtl number must be equal to 1 for Equation 43 to be valid. In 
the. temperature range encountered ill evaporation from a reservoir, Pr 
for air is approximately .0 .. 7. Colbur11 (1933) found that for fluids· 
having .Prandtl numbers rangirg from 0.6 to about 50, 
(44) 
The local cbefficie11t of heat transfer ~an be calculated by Equatio11 44 
when .the lo.cal coefficient of skin friction is known, 
Schlichting (1960.) using the l/7th-power velocity distribution law 
developed the equations 
where 
and 
~ 0 37 ·Re -0. 20 ux = • x x 
o = thickness of .the turbu lE:nt boundary 1 ayer at x. 
distance x 
(45) 
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(46) 
The .boundary .layer thic~ness and local skin friction equations are 
based on empirical ·relationships where the boundary layer -is turbulent 
from the leading edge and the Reynolds number is less than 107. Sub-
stituting Equation 46 into Equation 44-gives 
(47) 
The local Nusselt number for hea,t transfer is 
hx X Nu - = . x - k (48) 
CombininQ Equations 47 and 48 gives the local heat transfer coefficient 
U X 0.80 1/3 · (-00-) . h = 0. 0288 k Pr · _ v . 
x· X (49) 
The free strean:i velocity, U00 , is th.e velocity at the outer edge of -
the boundary lay~r. It is difficult to locate the edge of the boundary_ 
layer above a .reservoir as it v~ries with distance and wind. velocity. 
Al~o, a velocity gradient .exi-sts as the boundary layer above the .. 
reservoir is growing within a boundary layer-established for the upwind 
surface conditions. From the 1/7th-power law, it ca,n be deduced that 
(Y..y = (!!.) 
v. v . 
00 - 1 
ox 1/7 
(z:-) . 
1 
Substituting Equation 45 1nto Equation 50 and measuring wind 
velocity, u1, at a height, i;i, gives .. 
(50) 
(u) _ o. 868 v - · o. 139 
00 Z, . • 
1 
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u O. 972 . 0 .111 (-;) x . 
i 
( 51) 
Assuming that the kinematic viscosity term is carried with the velocity 
term Equation 49 can be written as 
h = 0.0257 1/3 .. -0.111 U O .80 · k Pr x (-) x 2 _0.111 \) 00 
1 
(52) 
Substituting Equation 51 into Equation 52 gives 
0.0257 1/3 -0. 111 u. o. 778 h = 0.111 k Pr x. (-1) x \) Z, 1 
(53) 
The kinematic viscosity was written with no subscript as properties of 
the air are usually evaluated at ·the average temperature of. the surfaGe 
and the height of velocity measurement. 
The mean heat transfer coefficient, h, across a reservoir is-
- 1 JL h = [ 
0 
where 
L =length-Of reservoir .. 
Substituting for hx into Equation 54 gives ... 
- l 
h = [ J
L o. 025_7 1/3 u. 0.778 -0.111 
O.lll k Pr (7) · X · dx. 
O Z; 
Integration of Equation 55 gives , 
h = 0.0289 k p/h (µ)0.778 L 0.889 
3;0.111 
(54) 
( 5.5) 
(56) 
The total heat-transfer-from a reservoir is 
where 
dq = h (\ - T) dA 
T = temperature at the water surface s . 
T00 = temperature at-the edge of the boundary layer. 
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( 57) 
From Reynoldsl analogy, it follows that the boundary layer thickness for· 
the velocity field must be equal to the boundary layer thickriess for the 
temperature field (Schlichting, 1960). Therefore, Equation 57 becomes, 
(58) 
where 
T; = temperature at the reference height, 
The wind is continually shiftin~ ~irectfon across a reservoir, 
However, for a. circular reservoir the 1 ength across. it para 11 el to the 
wind direction ,is constant and 
dA = 2 x dy (59) 
written for x-y coordinates with L = 2x and x = (R2 - y2)112 where R 
is the radius. The total heat transfer becomes, 
u O, 778 
= 0.0535 k Prl/3 (_i) 
2.0.111 \! 
1 
fy 2 2 0,445 (R - y) · dy •. 
-y 
(T - T.) 
S 1 
( 60) 
Equation 60 can be parttally inte~rated by substituti·on. · Letting u = 
y/R gives y = uR and dy = Rdu. With this substitution, Equation 60 
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can be·written as 
IQ 0.0535 · u. 0.778 1.89. O dq = z.O.lll k Prl/3 {v1-)· - R·. {Ts - T;) 
, 
fl 2 0.445 · (l-u ) du. 
-1 
(61) 
The .right. hancj integral of Equation 61. can .be solved by plating u versus· 
{l - u2) 0•445 and finding the area :under the (;urve. fro~ u ·= -1 to u = 1. 
By_ Simpson 1 s rule; this- area is 1.604; Complete i~tegration of. 
Equation 60·gives 
Q = 0.-0858 k Prl(3 t;/·778 Rl,89 {T - T.) 
z.0.111 ·V ·· S 1 
, 
(62) 
Dividing Equation 62 by the area ,of a ci,rcular reservoir .give~ 
- 0.0273 ·· _ 1/3 · U•; O.l78 -O~ ll 
Q = z.O.lll k Pr {v) R {Ts - T;) 
, 
( 63). 
which. is th.e average heat transfer per :unit ·.area. 
Heat transfer from a circular reservoir ca,n be ;calc4lated by 
Equation ,63 ·With the, wind velo~ity, u1, mea~ured at heigM ff· _ The 
restrictions ar~ ·that ·the vela.city profile can be approximated by a 
power l.aw _with ,p = 7 and that·the Reynolds number does- not·exceedJ07-. ·. 
Mass Transfer-from.Untreated Reservotr· 
Eckert .. and- Drpke .{195Q) reportE!d that any heat, transfer equatfori 
for lamim~r and turbulent flow gives .the soluti,on for a cqrresponding. 
mass.transfer problem if the Nusselt nu,mber is replaced by the. 
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_, 
dimensionless mass transfer coeffic:ient~nd th~ Prandtl number is 
replaced by the Schmidt_ number. Ac:cording to Ec_kert and Drake, the 
above relationship has been verified by experiment$ for flow through a 
tube and,flow over,a flat platei The Schmidt number is a dimenstorless 
relattonship and is_ 
where 
s = ~ 
c D 
D = -diffusion coefficient~ 
From the above relationships, 
where 
U 0.80 
(~) 
v 
hox = local mass transfer coefficient .. 
(64) 
( 65} 
Equation 65 for mass transfer is similar to Equation 49 for heat 
transfer. Following the same development as for heat transfer, -the 
mean mass transfer c:oefficier:rt, h0; is 
h __ 0.0289 
D- O.lll 
z. 
1 
113 u1 0.778 0.889 DS - (--.-)· L . 
c ' v 
(66) 
The total mas.s transfer from a reservoir, accordi n~ to ,Eckert and 
Drake (1959), can be written as 
(67) 
where 
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R1 = gas constant fo.r water vapor. 
T = absolute temperature ·of the water.surface 
e0 = saturated vapor ·pressure .Jit the water surface temperature 
ea= vapor-pressure -0f the air. 
As Equations 56 and 66 involve the same numerical constants and 
exponents, the average mass transfer per unit area~ M, _for a,circular 
reservoir is 
M= 0.0273 D 
z/· lll Rl T 
1/3 u. 0.778 -0.11 
\, (i) R (e0 - ea)~ (68) 
The restricti.ons .for Equation 68. areithe same as for Equation _63; namely, 
tha_t the velocity profile .can be approximated by a power law with p = 7 
and that the Reynolds number. does not exceed 107. 
Mass Transfer from Treated Reservoir 
Langmuir and Schaefer ( l943) suggested that, by analogy with Ohm. 1 s 
law, evaporatiQn can be expressed by an,equation .of the type, .ev~poration 
rate equals driving force over resistance~· The average mass .transfer. 
per unit area from an untreated res.ervoir can ·be written 
z/·111 Rl T 
M = u. 0.778 
0.0273 D S l/3 ·(-1 ) 
c \) 
-0.11 
R 
If the denominator is set equal to Ra' Equation 69 becomes. 
(69) 
(70) 
which is of the same form as Ohm's law. 
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The term R can be designated 
. a 
the resistance to mass transfer through the air overlying the reservoir. 
When a monolayer·is spread on a reservoir, an additional resistance 
to evaporation is present, Langmuir and Schaefer (1943} concluded that 
the pres~nce of the film does not affect diffusion through the overlying 
air but adds a resistance characteristic of the film itself. The film 
resistance is in series with the air resistance. Mysel (1959} agreed 
that the resistances are in series and reported that the driving force 
for mass transfer is (e0 - ea}. Thus, the average mass transfer rate 
from a treated reservoir, MT, is 
(71) 
where 
Rf= resistance of the monolayer. 
Archer and LaMer (l955} determined the effect of monomolecular 
films on evaporation in the laboratory. They concluded that, for film 
pressures of 12 to 2& dynes per square centimeter, the resistance of 
a monolayer to evaporation, r~ is 
log r =A+ f (72} 
where 
r llt the 're~)pr..ocal of evaporation 
A and B = constants for a given monolayer 
T·= surface temperature. 
The resistance of a film to evaporation on a reservoir should be a 
function of wind velocity which may affect film pressure. Therefore,. 
this writer has concluded that 
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Rf== f{U, T) _ {73) 
where 
.Rf == resistance of the mono 1 ayer to eva para ti on 
U == wind velocity 
T == temperature of the water surface. -
The relationship for the film resistance must be determined for-each 
mono 1 ayer forming _chemi ca 1 ~ 
CHAPTER IV 
FACILITIES, INSTRUMENTATION AND PROCEDURES 
An evaporation and evaporation suppression investigation was 
conducted on two adjacent ponds at Sti 11 water, Oklahoma, in 1965 o The 
ponds were as similar as possible with normal construction methods .. One 
pond was treated with a monolayer and the other served as a check. 
Evaporation was measured for the period August 13 to October 23. 
Concurrent measurements were made of a 11 parameters necessary to 
calculate evaporation by water budget, mass transfer and energy budget 
methods.· The parameters measured included:. 
1. Water surface elevation of the ponds 
2. Precipitation. 
3. Wind speed 
4. Wet and dry bulb temperatures of the air 
5. Water surface temperatures of the ponds 
6. Total incoming radiation· 
7. Pond temperature profile. 
Figure 2 shows the location of ,the instruments with respect to the 
ponds .. 
Recording instruments were housed in an air-conditioned trailer 
located at the .north side of the ponds as shown in Figure 3, The 
trailer was adjacent to the sensing instruments and had little 
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eH eF eH 
eG 
Treated Pond 
Untreated Pond 
• I NORTH c 
Legend 
A. Instrument trailer 
B. Gage House for Water Level Recorders 
C. Slurry Mixing and Distribution Pump 
D. Ventilated Psychrometer & Radiometer 
E. Anemometer 
F. Thermal Profile Station 
G. Water SurfaGe Temperature Station 
H. Net Radiometers 
I. Wind Vane 
J. Solenoid Valves 
- - - - - - -Perforated Plastic Hose 
-------Slurry Distribution Line 
Figure 2. Plan View of Experimental Pond Site. 
Figure 3. Experimental Pond Site Viewed from South Side of Treated 
Pond. 
"-·-----
Figure 4. Radiation, Temperature and Wind Travel Recorders. 
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influence on wind profiles over the ponds as north winds were rare 
during the study. Figure 4 shows recording instruments inside the 
trailer. 
Experimental Ponds 
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The two experimental ponds were located on the crest of a ridge at 
the northwest corner of the Oklahoma State University campus. Dikes 
diverted runoff from the adjacent area around the ponds. The ponds 
were 120 feet long, 100 feet wide and 6 feet deep. The earthen banks 
had a 3 to 1 slope. To prevent seepage, the ponds were lined with a 
continuous layer of 8 mil polyvinyl chloride which was covered with an 
earth blanket. The edges of the earth blanket were covered with sheets 
of polyvinyl to prevent evaporation from the banks. 
Water was supplied to the ponds by a University water line. The 
water level was allowed to drop a maximum of 6 inches before the ponds 
were refilled during the test period. 
Before the evaporation tests were initiated, the ponds were drained 
and refilled to establish stage-storage curves. One-inch Neptune water 
meters were installed in the lines supplying water to the ponds, The 
meters were calibrated volumetrically in place and found to have an 
error of less than 0.5 percent. 
At 8-hour intervals during filling of each pond, the water level 
was measured with a hook gage, and the volume of water to effect the 
rise was read from the water meter. The evaporation during this time 
interval from the full adjacent pond was measured with a point gage, 
The true rise in stage for an 8-hour period for the measured volume of 
inflow was the measured rise in stage plus evaporation. An 
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approximation of the average area during the time interval was found by 
dividing volume of inflqw by measured rise in stage, The volume of 
water evaporated was the product of average area.and measured evapora-
tion, This quantity subtracted from measured inflow gave the 
corrected volume of water in the pond for the measured rise, 
Stage-volume equations were developed for the ponds by fitting a 
fourth degree polynomial to the data, The resulting equations were 
and 
where 
Vt= -2099,8557 + 4257i6785 St+ 734,8737 st2 
-64.4533 St3 + 6.2229 St4 
Vu= -849,8245 + 1397,7173 St+ 1824.9051 st2 
-261,3151 St3 + 17;0667 St4 
Vt= volume of treated pond, ft 3 
Vu= volume of untreated pond, ft3 
St= water stage, ft 
(74) 
(75) 
Stage-area equations were obtained by taking the first derivative of 
the volume with respect to the stage. These equations were 
and 
where 
At= 4257,6785 + 1469.7475 St - 193.3599 St2 + 
24.8914 St3 
Au= 1397,7173 + 3649.8102 St - 783,9454 st2 + 
68.2666 St3 
(76) 
( 77) 
At= area of treated pond, ft2 
Au= area of untreated pond, ft2 
St =·water stage, ft 
Area and volume of the ponds at various stages as calculated by the 
polynomial equations are given in Table I. 
TABLE I 
STAGE-AREA-VOLUME FOR EXPERIMENTAL PONDS 
Treated Pond Untreateo Pond 
Stage Area Volume Area Volume 
ft ft2 ft3 ft2 ft3 
0.41 
-- -0- -0-
0.46 -0- -0"-
0.50 4947 205 3035 274 
1.00 5559 2834 4332 2129 
1. 50 6111 5961 5339 4557 
2.00 6623 8939 6108 7428 
2.50 7112 12373 6689 10634 
3.00 7599 16051 7135 14094 
3.50 8100 19975 7496 17754 
4.00 8636 24157 7823 21584 
4.50 9224 28619 8168 25580 
5.00 9884 33393 8581 29764 
5.50 · 10633 38518 9115 34182 
6.00 11492 44045 9820 38907 
6.50 12477 50031 10748 44039 
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A short calibration test was run at the beginning of the 
investigation to detennine if the ponds were evaporating at the same 
rate. The check pond lost 0.01 inch per dijy more than the pond to be 
treated. The loss was assumed to be due to seepage and evaporation 
from the untreated pond was corrected by this amount in the analysis 
of the data. 
Chemical Mixing and Distribution System 
A mixing and distribution system similar to that used by Crow 
(1961) was installed to apply monolayer forming chemicals to the treated 
pond. Powdered chemical was added to water and continuously, mechani-
cally stirred in a mixing barrel. The resulting slurry was delivered 
to the intake side of an electric driven pump which circulated pond 
water through the distribution system. Metering of the slurry was 
controlled by a solenoid valve and anemometer. The valve was activated 
after each 0.1 mile of wind travel and was held open a pre-set time 
interval by an automatic reset timer. The slurry mixing tank and 
metering devices are shown in Figure 5. 
Water drawn from beneath the surface of the pond was continuously 
circulated through a distribution line laid around the pond. The water 
served to dilute and transport the slurry to the pond. A plastic hose, 
with holes at 5-foot intervals, was laid beneath the water surface along 
each side of the pond. The perforated plastic hose was laid with the 
openings up and bubbled the monolayer forming solution to the surface. 
The plastic hose along each side of the pond was capped at the ends and 
was connected to the distribution line through two normally closed sole-
noid valves. The location of the solenoid valves is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 5. Slurry Mixing Tank, Pump and Metering Devices. 
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A wind vane with eight contact points activated the solenoid valves. 
Two contact points were closed at any instant opening the two upwind 
solenoid valves. The slurry carrying water passed through these two 
open valves. Thus monolayer forming solution was delivered to two sides 
of the pond except when the wind was from due north, east, south or west. 
Then the two valves on that side were open and monolayer forming solu-
tion was applied from one side. Figure 6 shows a portion of the 
distribution system bubbling monolayer solution to the pond surface. 
The monolayer forming chemical was in powdered form and of the 
following chemical analysis: 2 percent c14 , 29 percent c16 , 61 percent 
c18 , 5 percent c20 and 3 percent non-alcohol. 
The slurry normally consisted of 3 pounds of chemical mixed with 
50 gallons of water. The strength of slurry and time interval during 
which the slurry was injected into the distribution system were deter-
mined by visual inspection of film cover. Sufficient chemical was 
applied to maintain a continuous film cover on the pond. The rate of 
chemical appHed to the treated pond varied with wind speed and 
temperature. Daily application rates ranged from 4 pounds for average 
wind speed of 3 miles per hour to 33 pounds for average wind speed of 
13 miles per hour. 
Precipitation 
Rainfall was measured with a standard Weather Bureau rain gage. 
The rain gage was located south of the ponds in an area exposed to 
normal wind patterns. 
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Figure 6. Slurry Distribution System Delivering Monolayer Forming 
Solution to the Pond Surface. 
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Water Surface Elevations 
Water surface elevations were measured in a stilling well, located 
in a small building on the south side of the ponds, connected to each 
pond with a 1 1/2-inch diameter plastic pipe. A 1/8-inch diameter 
copper tube was inserted in each line at the entrance to the stilling 
wells to dampen surges into the wells caused by wave action on the 
ponds. The water level in the ponds was continuously recorded by 
Stevens Type F stage recorders mounted over the stilling wells. The 
water levels were also measured at approximately 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. each 
day with laboratory type point gages in the stilling wells. 
Wind Travel 
Wind travel was measured by a Bendix-Friez totalizing cup 
anemometer set 2 meters above the mean water surface elevation. This 
anemometer also controlled the frequency of slurry injection into the 
chemical distribution system. 
Wind travel was continuously recorded by an event marker adapted 
from an Esterline-Angus recording watt-hour meter. After each 0.9 mile 
of wind travel, a circuit containing a light bulb was closed for 0.1 
mile of wind travel. The closed circuit provided a break in the line 
traced by the recording pen on the strip chart. Wind travel was also 
read at approximately 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. from the totalizing register 
on the anemometer. 
Air Temperatures 
Vapor pressure of the air was computed from temperatures measured 
by a dry and wet bulb psychrometer as shown in Figure 7. The 
Figure 7. Ventilated Psychrometer for Measuring Wet and Dry Bulb 
Temperatures . 
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Figure 8. Miniature Net Radiometer Mounted 18 Inches Above 
Untreated Pond. 
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psychrometer was mounted 2 meters above the mean water surface elevation. 
A one-fortieth horsepower electric fan ventilated the thermocouples, 
Water from a bottle was supplied to the wet thermocouple through a wick, 
Temperatures were recorded at 7.68-minute intervals by a Leeds and 
Northrup Speedomax G multipoint recorder. 
Water Surface Temperatures 
Water surface temperature was measured with a thermocouple located 
at the center of each pond. The thermocouple was attached firmly to 
the bottom of a 2-inch thick styrofoam float. Thus the water tempera-
ture was measured at a depth of approximately one-half inch. The water 
surface temperatures were recorded at 7.68-minute intervals by a Leeds 
and Northrup Speedomax G multipoint recorder. 
Total Incoming Radiation 
Total incoming hemispherical radiation was detected by a Beckman 
and Whitley ventilated thermal radiometer. The radiometer was mounted 
on a mast 13 feet above the ground, Output of the radiometer was 
recorded by a self-balancing Leeds and Northrup Speedomax W multipoint 
recorder. A voltage divider was built into the circuit so that radia-
tion was recorded in langleys per minute. Radiation was recorded every 
·40 seconds giving a continuous trace on the strip chart driven at one 
inch per hour. 
A thermocouple, mounted in the surface, detected the temperature of 
the flat plate radiometer surface. The temperature was recorded by a 
Leeds and Northrup Speedom{lx G multipoint recorder every 7.68 minutes, 
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Net Radiation 
A model 605 miniature net radiometer, built by C. W. Thornwaite 
Associates, was mounted over both the treated and untreated pond. The 
net radiometers were mounted on an adjustable stand and maintained at 
a height of 18 to 19 inches above the water surface as shQwn in Figure 8. 
Output from the net radiometers was 1recorded each 40 seconds by a Leeds 
and Northrup Speedomax multipoint recorder. 
Water Temperature Profiles 
Energy storage in the ponds was computed from a thermal profile 
taken at 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. each day. One thermal profile station was 
located in each pond as shown in Figure 2. This location provided 
temperature measurements the ful1 depth of the pond. Thermocouples 
were located at the surface and at 0.5-, 1-, 2-, 4- and 6-foot depths. 
Temperatures were obtained with a Leeds and Northrup potentiometer 
calibrated to read in degrees Fahrenheit. 
During the course of data collecti.:.r,, t>~re v1as some :.1a:-::Jnct·i,:,0. 
' 
ing of the instruments and of the nor:~1yer distribution sys~e~. T~e 
~ick supplying water to the wet bulb psychro~eter occassionally b2-
came soiled and had to be reolaced. Erroneous re3dings were discoverej 
by comparing 1,,,1et bulb temperatures from the rccordi ng psychrn:-n2ter 
wit~ those taken with a sling psychrometer. Of t~e 71 days on ~J~ic~ 
vapor pressures of the air were evaluated, accurate data were o~tained 
for 65 days. The solenoid valve sup~~yinc s1urry from t~e nixing 
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barrel into the distribution system became clogged and was inoperative 
for two of the 53 days that a monolayer was applied to the treated 
pond. Minor difficulties were encountered with the flat plate radio-
meter. Six days of data were lost during the 71 days that radiation 
was measured. The Thornthwaite net radiometer proved to be fragile, 
One of the two net radiometers was returned to the factory for repairs 
after two weeks of operation. However, the net radiometers are 
relatively inexpensive and a spare unit could be kept for use when one 
becomes inoperative. 
Usuable Data 
Those days with errors in the measurement of evaporation parameters 
were not included in the analysis of data. Also, any day with rainfall 
was omitted to eliminate rainfall as a parameter. Data for the 
treated pond were excluded on those days during which a complete film 
was not maintained. As a result, evaporation parameters required to 
estimate evaporation by mass transfer equations were evaluated on 51 
days for the untreated pond and on 33 days for the treated pond, 
Parameters necessary to estimate evaporation by the energy budget were 
evaluated on 45 days for the untreated pond and 31 days for the 
treated pond. 
CHAPTER V 
EVAPORATION PARAMETERS 
Introduction 
Water budget evaporation was determined directly from changes in 
water surface elevation. This was possible because the ponds were lined 
to prevent seepage and there was no inflow or outflow. On the other 
hand, evaporation by the mass transfer and energy budget methods was 
determined indirectly by evaluating evaporation parameters. The radia-
tion parameters were measured directly. Other parameters, such as 
properties of the air and vapor pressures, were evaluated by standard 
equations from air and water temperatures. This chapter includes the 
equations used to evaluate the evaporation parameters and the numerical 
values of the parameters. 
Evaporation was determined on a daily basis. A test day b~gan at 
8:00 p.m. and was identified by the date of the daylight hours during 
the 24-hour period. Thus a test day which began at 8:00 porn, on 
August 14 and ended at 8:00 p.m. on August 15 was dated August 15. 
Average daily values of the evaporation parameters were used for 
daily evaporation calculations by the mass transfer method. For the 
energy budget, daily values of the energy parameters were the summation 
of quantities recorded during the test day. 
Evaporation parameters were measured and recorded in both the 
metric and English system of measurements, depending on the instruments 
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available. However, all calculations were performed and data presented 
in the metric system. 
Wind Velocity 
Wind travel was recorded on strip charts as miles traveled by the 
anemometer. The distance of wind travel each hour or average hourly 
wind velocity is given in Appendix A. Daily wind velocity, U, was 
taken as the average of the hourly wind velocities and is given in 
Table I I. 
Atmospheric Pressure 
From the Smithsonian Meteorological Tables (1951), it was 
determined that standard atmospheric pressure, P, for the elevation 
at the ponds is 980 millibars. Daily atmospheric pressure measured 
at the weather station on the Oklahoma State University campus ranged 
from 968 to 991 millibars during the study. Changes of this magnitude 
had no significant effect on the evaporation parameters. Thus, 
atmospheric pressure was assumed to be constant at 980 millibars. 
Air and Pond Surface Temperatures 
All temperatures were recorded on strip charts at 7.68-minute 
intervals. The temperature readings were read from the strip charts 
and entered onto computer cards. Weighted average hourly temperatures 
were calculated by computer. Appendix B gives average hourly dry bulb 
and wet bulb temperatures of the air 2 meters above the water surface. 
Average hourly water surface temperatures for the treated and untreated 
ponds are given in Appendix C. 
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TABLE II 
DAILY WIND SPEED AND AIR 
TEMPERATURE, 1965 
Air Temperature 
Dry Bulb Wet Bulb 
Wind 
Date Speed Ta Tw 
Li 
cm/sec QC QC 
8/14 317.40 26.56 21 .23 
8/15 225.57 24.68 20.57 
8/16 294.49 24 .13 20.67 
8/17 343.85 27.57 22.23 
8/18 377. 56 29. 51 21.69 
8/19 371. 97 27.00 22 .14 
8/21 157.40 26.95 22. 11 
8/24 241.03 26.76 22.99 
8/25 361. 17 29.23 23.43 
8/26 481. 13 31 .09 23.81 
8/27 389.48 29.88 23.06 
8/28 280.15 24. l O 20.82 
8/29 368.44 25.82 21 .. 37 
8/30 521 .17 28.57 22.84 
9/l 209.92 19. l 9 15 .30 
9/2 316.09 21 .03 16.49 
9/5 353.35 27.07 23.03 
9/9 312.74 27.65 22.63 
9/10 396.38 25. 12 21.41 
9/14 359.68 31.58 21. 52 
9/15 466.97 28.53 21 .47 
9/16 593.26 29.61 21. 72 
9/23 314.98 16.59 13. 51 
9/24 229.29 12 .12 9.29 
9/25 228.55 14.29 11. 78 
9/26 265.80 18.42 16 .10 
9/27 324.10 19.41 16.28 
9/28 303.06 20.05 16.60 
9/29 370.48 21.23 18.28 
9/30 521 . 55 13 .17 11.12 
10/1 137 .84 13.07 9.87 
l 0/2 133.55 14.64 11. 09 
l 0/3 87.36 14.94 12.74 
10/4 113. 25 16.37 14.28 
10/5 161 . 31 15. 14 12.69 
l 0/6 207.87 14.36 12.54 
10/7 326.15 18.84 14.73 
10/8 122.75 18.59 14.38 
10/9 167.64 20.90 15.89 
l 0/10 162.80 21. 57 16.29 
10/12 156.65 12 .04 7.80 
10/13 237.49 18. 79. 14. 91 
10/14 416.68 21.26 18. 35 
l 0/15 312.00 21. 16 18.50 
10/16 399.91 22.86 20.08 
10/17 382.03 22.27 19. 23 
10/19 255.93 18.30 16.01 
10/20 302.50 14.29 11. 24 
l 0/21 495.47 11.86 8.79 
10/22 284.43 10.93 6.94 
10/23 . 269.90 14.74 11. 03 
Daily temperatures were taken as an average of the hourly 
temperatures, Tabl~ II gives daily wet bulb temperature, Tw, and 
daily dry bulb temperature, \, of .the air, Daily water surface 
temperatures, T0 , are given in Tables III and IV for the treated and 
untreated ponds, respectively, 
Vapor Pressures 
The vapor pressure at the pond surface was taken as the vapor 
pressure of saturated air at the water surface temperature, The 
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vapor pressure was calculated by the equation presented by Runkles and 
others (1964) 
where 
e0 = 5.979 + 0,5183 T0 + 0.005630 T02 + 0,0005890 T03 (78) 
e0 = daily vapor pressure at the water surface temperature, mb 
T0 = daily water surface temperature, °C, 
This equation was obtained by fitting a cubic equation to the vapor 
pressure tables in the Smithsonian Meteorological Tables, 
The vapor pressure of the air was determined from wet and dry 
bulb temperatures measured at a height of 2 meters, The vapor pressure 
was calculated by the equation given in the Smithsonian Meteorological 
Tables (1951) 
where 
ea= daily vapor pressure of the air, mb 
Pond 
Surfac.e 
Date Temperature To 
oc 
8/14 26,54 
8/15 27 .10 
8/16 27,38 
8/17 28,55 
8/18 29, 49 · 
8/19 30, 19 
8/21 30.57 
8/24 3L55 
8/25 31 ,24 
8/26 30,50 
8/27 30. 21 
8/28 30, 18 
8/29 30,05 
8/30 29,42 
9/l 26, 15 
TABLE III 
DAILY POND SURFACE TEMPERATURES AND PROPERTIES OF THE 
AIR FOR THE TREATED POND, 1965 
Vapor Kinematic 
Pressure Viscosity Diffusivity Schmidt 
Deficit \)2 02 Number. 1:,.e cm cm Sc 
mb sec sec -
13,09 0,1643 0 0 2727 0,6024 
14.44 0 0 1637 0,2716 0,6026 
14.48 0,1636 0,2714 0,6027 
15,86 0,1660 0,2752 0,6031 
20,55 0.1674 0 0 2776 0,6029 
19,57 0,1666 0,2761 0,6035 
20.56 0 0 1668 0,2764 0,6036 
20,92 0,1673 0,2770 0.6041 
20,69 0,1684 0.2788 0,6039 
19 0 11 0 0 1689 0.2798 0,6036 
19,39 0 0 1681 0.2785 0,6035 
20.58 0 0 1651 0,2737 0,6034 
20,20 0 0 1659 0,2750 0,6033 
17 0 12 0,1670 0.2768 0.6033 
19 0 15 0.1602 0,2664 0,6016 
Thermal 
Conductivity 
k 
cal 
cril-sec-OC 
0,00006251 
0.00006240 
0,00006238 
0.00006276 
0,00006299 
0,00006284 
0,00006287 
0,00006294 
0,00006311 
0.00006320 
0.00006308 
0.00006261 
0.00006274 
0.00006291 
0,00006187 
°' <.n 
Pond Vapor. 
Surface Pressure 
Date Temperature Deficit 
To tie 
oc mb 
9/2 26.03 17.95 
9/9 30.23 18.98 
9/10 29.59 18.54 
9/14 28.48 19. 98 
9/15 28. 33 · 17 0 72 
9/16 27,27 15. 54 
9/24 19,96 13 0 34 
9/25 19. 11 9.88 
9/26. 19. 67 6. 13 
9/27 20. 11 7.09 
9/28 21002 . 8,27 
9/29 21.73 6.96 
9/30 20.58 12.26 
10/1 19 0 19 12.05 
10/2 19.73 · 12.02 
10/3 19.69 9.60 
10/4 19.60 7.87 
l 0/5 19. 72 9.85 
TABLE III (Continued) 
Kinematic 
Viscosity Diffusivity 
\) D 
crri2 cm2 
sec sec 
0. 1611 0.2678 
0.1670 0.2767 
0. 1653 0.2741 
0.1678 0.2785 
0. 1662 0.2758 
0.1662 0.2759 
0.1534 0.2557 
0 .1541 0.2567 
0.1565 0,2605 
0. 1572 0.2616 
0.1580 0.2629 
0.1590 0.2644 
0.1543 0.2570 
0.1535 0.2558 
0.1545 0.2575 
0.1547 0. 2577 
0.1554 0.2588 
0 0 1548 0.2579 
Schmidt 
Number 
Sc 
-
0.6017 
0.6036 
0 0 603,3 
0 0 6024 
0.6027 
0.6024 
0.6000 
0.6002 
0~6008 
0.6008 
0,6009 
0.6013 
0.6003 
0.6000 
0.6001 
0.6004 
0.6006 
0;6004 
Thermal 
Conductivity 
k 
cal 
cm-sec-DC 
0.00006201 
0.00006290 
0.00006264 
0.00006308 
0.00006282 · 
0.00006282 
0.00006077 
0.00006088 
0.00006127 
0.00006139 
0.00006152 
0.00006168 
0.00006091 
0.00006079 
0.00006096 
0.00006098 
0. 00006110 
0.00006100 
0) 
0) 
TABLE IV 
DAILY POND SURFACE TEMPERATURES AND PROPERTIES 
OF THE AIR FOR THE UNTREATED POND, 1965 
Pond Vapor Kinematic Thermal 
Surface Pressure Viscosity Diffusivity Schmidt Conductivity 
Date Temperature Deficit \) D Number k 
To /:J.e cm2 cm2 sc cal 
mb - - cm-sec-OC oc sec sec -
8/14 25,52 11 0 03 0, 1637 0,2719 0,6022 0,00006243 
8/15 25,54 11 , 26 0, 1628 0,2704 0,6022 0,00006227 
8/16 25,35 10 0 33 . 0,1625 0,2698 0,6023 0,00006221 
8/17 25,83 10,06 0,1644 0,2730 0,6024 0,00006254 
8/18 25,89 12, 68 0. 1.653 0,2746 0,6021 0,00006270 
8/19 26,78 11 , 84 0,1647 0,1647 0,2733 0.00006257 
8/21 27,74 13,90 0, 1652 0,2740 0.6029 0,00006264 
8/24 28,76 14.03 0,1658 0,2747 0,6034 0, 00006271 
8/25 28. 18 13,29 0 0 1666 0,2763 0,6031 0.00006286 
8/26 27,69 12 0 51 0,1673 0,2774 0,6029 0,00006297 
8/27 27,24 12,57 0,1664 0,2761 0.6027 0,00006284 
8/28 27,08 13,48 0, 1634 0, 2711 0.6027 0,00006235 
8/29 26,81 · 12,85 0 0 1641 0,2723 0,6026 0,00006247 
8/30 26,59 10,84 0,1654 0,2744 0,6027 0,00006268 
9/1 23,82 14.70 0,1590 0,2645 0,6012 0,00006168 
9/2 23 0 57 . 13,31 0,1598 0,2658 0,6012 0,00006181 
9/5 25, 97 · 8, 15 0 0 1643 0 0 2727 0,6027 0,00006251 
O"\ 
-..J 
TABLE IV (Continued) 
Pond Vapor Kinematic Thermal 
Surface Pressure Viscosity Diffusivity Schmidt Conductivity 
Date Temperature. Deficit \) D Number k 
T M cm2 cm2 · Sc cal 
oco mb sec sec - cm-sec-oc 
9/9 27 0 19 11 0 97 0. 1653 0,2742 0~6028 0.00006265 
9/lO · 26.43 11051 0,1636 0,2715 0.6026 0,00006238 
9/14 25,31 13 0 33 . 0 0 1660 0,2759 0,6017 0,00006282 
9/15 25, 15 lLll 0,1645 0,2732 0,6020 0,00006256 
9/16 24.32 9,70 0 0 1645 0,2734 0,6017 0,00006258 
9/23 21037 11 0 92 0,1564 0,2604 0,6006 0,00006126 
9/24 18,37 lL 15 001526 0,2544 0,5998 0,00006064 
9/25 17,39 7 0 62 . 0.1532 0,2553 0.6000 0,00006074 
9/26 18, l O 3,98 0,1557 0,2592 0.6006 0, 00006114 
9/27 18, 71 5 0 12 0,1565 0,2605 0,6006 0,00006127 
9/28 19,53 6,08 0 0 157 2 0,2617 0.6007 0,00006140 
9/29 20, 37 · 4,87 0,1583 0,2633 0 0 6011 0.00006156 
9/30 19,06 10, 07 0,1535 0,2558 0,6002 0,00006078 
10/1 16,97 9, 17 0,1523 0,2540 0,5997 0,00006060 
10/2 17 0 50 . 9,04 · 0,1534 0,2557 0,5999 0,00006078 
10/3 l7 ,66 6,87 · 0,1537 0,2561 0,6002 0,00006082 
10/4 17,74 5,36 0,1545 0,2573 0,6003 0,00006094 
10/5 · 17 ,95 7.44 0 0 1539 0,2565 0,6002 0,00006086 
10/6 17,59 6, 72 0,1534 0,2556 0,6002 0,00006076 
l 0/7 17,82 6,32 0 0 1557 0,2593 0,6002 0 0 00006115 
10/8 18, 64 · 7,84 0,1559 0,2598 0,6003 0,00006120 
10/9 19,26 7,56 0 0 157 4 0,2622 006004 0,00006144 
10/lO 19,90 8, 19 0 0 1581 0,2632 0,6006 0,00006155 
10/12 16,60 10, 95 0,1516 0,2529 0,5994 0,00006049 
10/13 17 0 43 . 5,49 0,1554 0,2590 0.6002 0,00006112 
°' OJ 
Pond Vapor 
Surface Pressure 
Date Temperature Deficit 
To tJ.e 
OC mb 
10/14 l8o47 2o08 
10/15 19 0 51 3 0 14 . 
l 0/16 20033 2o21 
10/17 200 78 • 4o25 
10/19 19022 5o57 
10/20 l8o41 · 9 0 75 . 
10/21 l 60 13 8 0 91 
10/22 13 ,80 · 80 31 . 
10/23 140 l3 5o34 
TABLE IV (Continued) 
Kinematic 
Viscosity Diffusivity 
v D 
cm2 cm2 
sec sec 
Ool573 Oo26l8 
Ool578 002626 
0 0 1591 002646 
001590 002645 
001562 002600 
Ool537 002562. 
001513 002524 
0 0 1497 002498 
Ool517 002531 
Schmidt 
Number 
Sc 
-
006008 
0 0 6010 
006014 
0 0 6013 
006007 
006000 
0,5995 
005991 
005995 
Thermal · 
Conductivity 
k 
cal 
cm-sec-0c 
0000006141 
0000006149 
0000006169 
0000006168 
0000006123 
0000006082 
0000006043 
0000006016 
0000006050 
en 
\.0 
es= daily saturation vapor pressure at the temperature of 
the wet bulb, mb 
Tw = daily wet bulb temperature, °C 
P = daily atmospheric pressure, mb 
Ta= daily dry bulb temperature, °C, 
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The driving force for evaporation is the difference between the 
vapor pressure of saturated air at the temperature of the water surface 
and the vapor pressure of the air at 2 meters. Daily vapor pressure 
deficit, ~e, is given in Tables III and IV for the treated and untreated 
pond, respectively. 
Kinematic Viscosity 
According to the Smithsonian Meteorological Tables (1951), the 
dynamic viscosity of air is independent of pressure except at very 
low pressures, Its temperature dependence is expressed by the equation 
where 
]l = 
µo = 
T = 
0 
T = 
c = 
H.. = 
µ 
0 
dynamic viscosity of air, g/cm-sec 
known dynamic viscosity, g/cm-sec 
temperature at which µ 0 is known, 
temperature, OK 
a constant, l20°C 
OK 
Birge (1945) reported that µ0 = 0.00018325 ± 0.00000010 grams per 
centimeter per second at T0 = 296.16 degrees Kelvin. 
(80) 
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The dynamic viscosity of the air at the pond surface was different 
from that at a height of 2 meters due to a difference in temperature, 
Daily dynamic viscosity of the air at the pond surface and at 2 meters 
was calculated by the equation 
where 
416,16 T l,S 
µ = 0.00018325 (T + 120.0)(296.16) 
µ - daily dynamic viscosity, g/cm-sec. 
T ~ daily temperature, °K 
( 81 ) 
by substituting in the appropriate temperature. Daily dynamic viscosity 
of the air,µ, was taken as the arithmetic average of the viscosities 
at the two levels, 
The density of moist air is equal to the mass of dry air plus the 
mass of water vapor per unit volume, Linsley and others (1958) reported 
that 
p '=' :T (LO - 0.378 %) 
where 
p ~ density of moist air, g/cm3 
P = atmospheric pressure, mb 
R = gas constant, 2870,4 cm3-mb/g-K 
T ~ air temperature, °K 
e = vapor pressure of the air, mb, 
The daily density of air at the pond surface and at 2 meters was 
calculated by the above equation using the appropriate temperatures 
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and vapor pressureso Daily air density, p, was taken as the arithmetic 
average at the two levels. 
Kinematic viscosity is the ratio of the dynamic viscosity to the 
density. Daily kinematic viscosity of the air above the ponds, v, is 
given in Tables III and IV for the treated and untreated ponds, 
respectively. 
Diffusivity 
According to the Smithsonian Meteorological Tables (1951), the 
dependence of the diffusivity of water vapor in air on temperature 
and pressure is expressed by th~ ,equation 
where 
D = diffusivity of water vapor in air, cm2/sec. 
D0 = known diffusivity of water vapor in air; cm2/sec 
T = temperature of air; °K 
T0 = temperature at which D0 is known, °K 
P = atmospheric pressure at which D is known, mb 0 0 
P = atmospheric pressure, ·mb. 
(83) 
The Smithsonian Meteorological Tables reported that n = lo81 and D0 = 
0.226 square centimeters per second at a temperature of zero degrees 
Centigrade and an atmospheric pressure of 1000 millibars. 
The air temperature above the ponds for determining diffusivity 
was taken as the arithmetic 9-Verage of the pond surface and the dry 
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bulb temperature at 2 meterso Daily dHfusivHy, D, was calculated 
from the equation 
T . l ,Bl l 000 
D = 0,226 (296,16) -p- (84) 
where 
D ~ daily diffusivity of water vapor in air, cm2/sec 
T = daily air temperature above the pond, °K 
P = daily atmospheric pressure, mb. · 
Tables III and IV gives values of D for the treated and untreated 
ponds, respectivelyo 
Schmidt Number 
The Schmidt number is the ratio of kinematic viscosity to 
diffusivity, A daily Schmidt number, Sc, was calculated from daily 
kinematic viscosity and daily diffusivity" Tables III and IV give 
values of Sc for the treated and untreated ponds, respectively, 
Thermal Conductivity 
The Smithsonian Meteorological Tables (1951) reported that the 
thermal conductivHy of air at zero degrees Centigrade is 0"000058 
calories per centimeter per second per degree Centigrade~ Values at 
other temperatures are assumed proportional to dynamic viscosity, 
Daily thermal conductivity of the air above the ponds, k, was cal!'.=ulated 
by the equation 
0,000058 
k"' 0,0001718 µ (85) 
where 
k"' daily thermal conductivity, cal/cm-sec-"C 
0,000058"" thermal conductivity at oc'C, ca1/cm-sec-°C 
µ - daily dynamic viscosity, g/cm-sec 
0,0001718 = dynamic v·1scosity at O';)C .. 
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Values of k for the treated and untreated pond are given in Tables III 
and IV, respectively, 
Prandtl Number 
The Prandtl number is a dimensionless term expressed by the 
equation 
where 
c µ 
Pr~~ ~ k . 
Pr - Prandtl number 
cp = specific heat of air at constant pressure, cal/g- K 
µ "" dynamic viscosity, g/cm-sec 
k ·- thermal conductivity, cal /cm-sec- K, 
(41) 
The Prandtl number for air above the ponds, Pr, had a constant 
value of 0.7108 for the air temperatures encountered du ng this study, 
Solar Radiation 
Solar radiation at the weather station on the Oklahoma State 
University campus was used in the energy budget, An Eppley pyrhelio-
graph measured and recorded solar radiation. Daily solar radiation, 
Q5 , in calories per square centimeter is given in Table V, 
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TABLE V 
DAILY INCOMING AND REFLECTED RADIATION FOR 
TREATED AND UNTREATED PONDS, 1965 
Incoming Radiation Reflected Radiation 
Date Solar Atmospheric Solar Atmospheric 
Os 2 Oa 2 Or 2 Oar2 
ca 1 /cm ca 1/cm cal/cm cal/cm 
8/14 536.0 879.2 35.4 26.3 
8/15 432.6 912.3 31. 6 27.3 8/16 468. 1 907.2 33.0 27.2 8/17 574.8 910.6 36.6 27.3 8/18 567.6 934.4 36.4 28.0 8/21 536. 1 898.1 35.4 26.9 8/24 554.4 923.6 36.0 27.7 8/25 587. l 929.3 40.5 27.8 8/26 551 .4 931 .5 35.9 27.9 8/27 487.2 874.8 33.7 26.2 8/28 582.6 813.6 40.3 24.4 8/29 585.2 869.3 40.4 26.0 8/30 576.3 909.3 40.2 27.2 9/1 615.9 738.8 41. 3 22. l 
9/2 559.5 799.9 39.6 23.9 9/5 533.4 871.9 35.3 26. l 
9/9 526.5 895.9 35.0 26.8 
9/10 467.7 770.6 32.9 23. 1 
9/14 415.6 889.8 30.8 26.6 
9/15 507.2 848.3 34.4 25.4 
9/'16 506. l 845.4 37.9 25.3 
9/23 306.3 706.2 25.6 21 .1 
9/24 202.2 741 .4 19. l 22.2 
9/25 147.0 782.9 14.9 23.4 
9/26 364.5 809.2 28.5 24.2 
9/27 472.5 743.4 36.7 22.3 
9/28 485.4 749.3 37. l 22.4 
9/29 462.0 764. l 36.3 22.9 
l 0/1 493.2 626.8 37.4 18.8 
10/2 408.0 692.4 30.5 20.7 
10/3 190.8 720. 9 "18. 3 21. 6 
10/4 192.0 798.0 18. 4 23.9 
10/5 347.7 750.2 27.7 22.5 
10/6 325.2 695.2 26.6 20.8 
10/7 450.6 623.3 35.8 18. 7 
10/8 435.0 709.0 35.2 21. 2 
10/9 438.3 699.8 35.3 20.9 
'10/10 407.7 739.5 30. 5 22. 1 
10/13 403.2 773. 5 30.3 23.2 
10/14 242.7 792.0 21.8 23.7 
10/15 291.0 797.4 24.7 23.9 
10/20 365.7 621. l 28.6 18.6 
l 0/21 408.3 515.4 34. 1 15. 4 
10/22 404. l 552.6 33.9 16.5 
10/23 364.8 612.2 28.6 18.3 
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Atmospheric Radiation 
Total incoming radiation, as measured by a flat plate radiometer, 
is the sum of a back radiation component from the plate and a recorded· 
component. Hourly average plate temperatures were computed from re-
corded temperatures. Hourly back radiation from the radiometer flat 
plate was calculated from a form of the Stefan-Boltzman equation 
where 
4 E "" 60 C• 0 0 T 
E = hourly radiation emitted, cal/cm2 
60.0 = minutes per hour 
a = 8. 132 x 10-11 , cal/cm2-min-K4 
T = average hourly temperature of flate plate, °K, 
(86) 
Daily back radiation was a sum of the calculated hourly back radiation. 
The recorded radiation component was computed from readings taken 
from the recorder charts at 12-minute intervals. Hourly radiation was 
calculated and corrected using average hourly flat plate temperatures. 
This correction was necessary as the transducer temperature was 
different from transducer calibration temperature. 
Atmospheric radiation is total inco/ming radiation minus solar 
radiation. Daily atmospheric radiation, Qa' is given in Table V. 
Reflected Solar Radiation 
Reflected solar radiation was computed by the method outlined by 
Koberg (1964). An equation was fitted to the curve presented by Koberg 
for clear sky radiation" The equation was 
where 
2 Qsc ~ 741.266 + 2.7247 Ed - 0.018895 Ed -
0,00010389 Ed3 + ·0.00000041474 Ed4 
Q5c"' clear sky radiation, cal/cm2-day 
Ed = number of days since April 30. 
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(87) 
The ratio of measured solar radiation to calculated clear sky radiation 
determined cloud cover for the day. · If the ratio were equal to or 
greater than 0.8, the day was classified as clear. For a ratio less 
than 0.8 the day was-classified as cloudy. 
Equations were fitted to the reflected solar radiation curves 
presented by Koberg~ The equation fori a· ol ear sky was 
Qr= 0.70588 + 0.13888 Qs - 0,19325 x 10-3 Qs 2 + 
Oal5027 x 10-6 Qs3 - 0.46334 x 10-lO Qs4 (88) 
and for a cloudy sky the equation was 
where 
Qr~ 0.57456 + 0.11661 - 0.14142 x ,o-3 Qs2 + 
0.99272 x 10-7 Qs3 - o.28180 x 10-10 Q54 
Qr= reflected solar radiation, cal/cm2-day 
Qs = measured solar radiation, ca1/cm2-day .. 
(89). 
Daily reflected solar radiation, Qr' was .calculated by these equations· 
and is given in Table V~ 
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Reflected Atmospheric Radiation 
Anderson (1954) reported that reflected atmospheric radiation 1s 
0.03 of atmospheric radiation for water temperatures of Oto 30 degrees 
Centigrade. Daily reflected atmospheric radiation, Qar' was calculated 
as Oo03 Q and is given in Table V, 
- a 
Water Surface Back Radiation 
The pond surface emits radiation according to the water surface 
temperatureo Daily water surface temperatures were calculated for the 
treated and untreated ponds from temperatures recorded on strip charts. 
Daily back radiation was calculated from a form of the Stefan-Boltzman 
equation 
where 
Q - Oo97 cr 86400 T4 bs 
Qbs = daily back radiation, cal/cm2 
Oo97 ~ emissivity of water 
-11 2 4 
a ~ 8.132 x 10 , cal/cm -min- K 
86400.0 = seconds per day 
T - ~verage daily water surface temperature, °K. 
(90) 
Daily water surface back radiation, Qb, is given in Tables VI and VII 
s 
for the treated and untreated ponds~ respectively. 
Stored Energy 
Water stage and water temperatures at the surface, Oo5-, 1.0-, 
2.0-, 4.0- and 6,0-foot depths for the beginning of each ~est day are 
TABLE VI 
DAILY BACK RADIATION FROM POND SURFACE, .CHANGE 
IN STOREQ ENERGY AND HEAT OF VAPORIZATION 
FOR TREATED POND, 1965 
Back Change in Heat of 
Date Radiation Stored Energy Vaporization 
Qbs 2 Qo 2 L cal/cm cal/cm cal/gr 
8/14 916,4 23,9 582,4 
8/15 923,2 70,6 582,l 
8/16 926,7 26,4 582,0 
8/17 94102 119 0 9 58103 
8/18 953;0 98,7 580,8 
8/21 966,7 107,0 580,2 
8/24 979,2 -6,9 579,6 
8/25 975,2 7 o4 579,8 
8/26 965,8 -127,4 580,2 
8/27 962 0 l -43,6 580,4 
8/28 96L7 23,4 580,4 
8/29 960 0 l -8,4 580,5 
8/30 952,l -99,6 580,8 
9/l 911 ,6 -26,9 582,7 
9/2 910,2 -65,9 582,7 
9/9 962,4 -L3 580,4 
9/10 954,3 -130,8 580,7 
9/14 940,3 - 10,8 581,4 
9/15 938,5 -31 0 l 581 ,4 
9/16 925,3 -127,8 582,0 
9/24 · 838,5 -233,0 586 0 l 
9/25 828,8 -85,5 586,6 
9/26 835,2 114,0 586,3 
9/27 840,2 l 07 0 9 586,0 
9/28 850,7 52,8 585,5 
9/29 859,0 l 07 0 4 585 0 l 
10/1 829,7 88,2 586,6 
10/2 835,9 45,3 586,3 
10/3 835,4 -48,5 586,3 
10/4 834,4 -lL8 586,3 
10/5 835,8 10, 5 586,3 
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TABLE VII 
DAILY BACK RADIATION FROM POND SURFACE, CHANGE IN STORED ENERGY, 
ADVECTED ENERGY, BOWEN"S RATIO, AND HEAT OF VAPORIZATION 
FOR UNTREATED POND, 1965 
Back Change in Advected Bowen's Heat of 
Date Radiation Stored Energy Energy Ratio Vaporization 
Qbs 2 Qo 2 Qv 2 R L cal/cm cal/cm ca.1 I cm cal/gr 
8/14 904.0 -47.8 0.7 -0.0564 583.0 
8/15 904.2 26.6 0.7 0.0457 583.0 
8/16 901.9 -43.2 0.7 0.0706 583.l 
_8/17 907.7 73.9 0.7 -0.1034 582.8 
8/18 · 908;5 16.5 0.7 -0.1707 582.8 
8/21 931. l 107.7 0.7 0.0340 581.8 
8/24 943.8 -27.4 0.7 0.0852 581 .2 
8/25 936,6 -18.9 0.7 -0.0472 581 .5 
8/26 930.5 -115.6 0.7 -0. 1625 581 .8 
8/27 925.0 -69.8 0.7 -0.1256 582.0 
8/28 923.0 25.2 0.7 0.1322 582. l 
8/29 919.7 -0.5 0.7 0.04-61 582.3 
. 8/30 917.0 -84. ·1 0.7 -0.1092 582.4 
9/1 883.6 53.3 0.6 0. 1883 584.0 
9/2 880.6 -57.7 0.5 0.1141 584.1 
9/5 909.4 126.3 0.6 -0.0807 582.8 
9/9 924.4 -60. 1 0.7 -0.0230 582.1 
9/10 915.0 -165.9 0.7 0.0680 582.5 
9/14 901.4 -12.0 0.6 -0.2812 583.l 
9/15 899;5 -58.0 0.6 -0.1819 583.2 
9/16 889.5 -81.8 0.6 -0.3262 583.7 
9/23 .· 854.8 -279. 6 0.5 0.2397 585.3 
9/24 820.5 -260.l 0.5 0.3351 587.0 
. 9/25 809.5 -129.5 0.4 0.2433 587.6 
9/26 817.4 179.0 0.4 -0. 0481 587.2 
.9/27 824.3 141.8 0.5 
-0.0818 586.8 
9/28 833.6 40. 1 0.5 -0. 0511 586.4 
9/29 843.2 121 . 9 0.5 -0.1055 585.9 
10/1 804.8 84.8 0.4 0. 2fi43 587.8 
l 0/2 810.7. 22.4 0.5 0.1891 587.5 
10/3 812.5 -"11. l 0.5 0.2368 587.4 
10/4 813,4 l 0.4 0.5 0. 1528 587.4 
10/5 815.8 · 31. 2 0.5 0.2257 587.2 
10/6 811. 7 -30.8 0.5 0.2875 587.4 
10/7 814.3 68.3 0.5 -·O. 0965 587.3 
10/8 823.5 65.5 0.5 0.0038 586.9 
10/9 830.5 87.4 0.5 -0. '1296 586.5 
J0/10 837.8 47.0 0.5 -0.1220 586.2 
10/13 809.9 117 .4 0.5 -0.1482 587.5 
l 0/.14 821 .6 121 . 7 0.5 -0.8030 587.0 
10/15 833.4 68.7 0.5 -0. 3141 586.4 
10/20 820.9 -190.5 0.5 0.2525 587.0 
l 0/21 795.5 -319.3 0.4 0.2864 588.3 
10/22 770.2 -124.1 0.4 0.2064 589.6 
l 0/23 773.8 61. 2' 0.4 -0.0683 589.4 
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given in Tables VIII and IX for the treated and untreated ponds, 
respectively. The volume of water for.each depth increment was cal-
culated by Equations 74 and 75. Internal energy was calculated for 
each depth increment by multiplying the volume of water by the a:verage ·. 
of the top and bottom temperatures, Specific heat and density were 
taken as unity. Total internal energy was the sum of the depth 
increment energies. 
Surface area was calculated by Equations 76 and 77. Stored energy 
per unit surface area was found by dividing total internal energy by 
the surface area. 
Change in stored energy was found by subtracting stored energy at 
the end of a test day from that at the beginning. Daily ch~nge in 
stored energy, Q0 , is given in Tables VI and VII for the treated and 
untreated ponds, respectively. 
Advected Energy 
Advected energy is the net energy gained from precipitation, 
inflow entering the pond and outflow leaving the pond. In this study, 
the only pertinent advected energy was the energy carried by the water 
lost iiS seepage from the untreated pond. 
Daily advected energy lost as seepage was calculated by the 
equation 
where 
Qv ::e advected energy, cal/cm2-day 
d = seepage loss, cm/day 
(91) 
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TABLE VIII 
WATER STAGE AND WATER TEMPERATURE PROFILE OF TREATED 
POND AT 8:00 P.M., 1965 
Water Water Temperature - °F 
Date Stage Depth from Surface - ft. 
in. 
0.0 0.5 1. 0 2.0 4.0 6.0 
8/13 74.37 82.0 82.0 82.0 82.0 82.0 81.3 
8/14 74. 15 82.7 82. 7. 82.7 82.7 82.3 80.7 
8/15 74.04 83.7 83.7 83.7 83.7 83.7 81. 7 
8/16 73.90 84.3 84.5 84.7 84.3 83.7 81. 7 
8/17 73.75 86.5 86.5 86.5 86.5 85.3 83.3 
8/18 73.58 88.3 88.3 88.3 88.3 86.7 84.0 
8/20 74.31 86.7 86.7 87.0 86.7 86.3 84.3 
8/21 74.20 90.0 90.0 90.0 88.0 87.0 84.7 
8/23 75.03 90.5 91.0 90.5 88.5 87.5 85.5 
8/24 74.87 89.0 89.0 89.0 89.0 88.7 86.0 
8/25 74 .. 62 89. 3 89.5 89.5 89.3 88.5 86.3 
8/26 74.28 87.3 87.5 87.5 87.3 87.0 85.0 
8/27 73.99 86.7 86.7 86.7 86.7 86.7 84.7 
8/28 73.85 87.0 87.3 87.3 87.3 86.7 85.3 
8/29 73.66 87.0 87.3 87.0 87.0 87.0 85.3 
8/30 73.32 85.7 85.7 85.7 85.7 85.3 84.7 
8/31 75. 17 80.3 80.5 80.5 80.5 80.5 81.0 
9/1 74.96 81.0 81.0 81.0 80.7 79.3 79.0 
9/2 74.75 79.3 79.3 79.3 79.3 79.3 79.3 
9/8 74.04 87.5 87.7 87.7 87.7 86.0 82.7 
9/9 73.84 87.5 87.5 87.5 87.3 86.5 83.5 
9/10 73.62 85.0 85.0 85.0 85.0 85.0 83.5 
9/13 73.03 84.5 84.7 84. 7 84.7 84.5 82.0 
9/14 72. 79 84.7 84.7 84.7 84.5 84.3 82.3 
9/15 72.56 83.7 84.0 84.3 84.3 84.0 82.0 
9/16 72.20 82.0 82.0 82.0 82.3 82.3 81.3 
9/23 74.35 71. 7 71. 7 71. 7 71. 7 71. 7 73.0 
9/24 74. 15 68.3 68.3 68.3 68.3 68.3 69.0 
9/25 74.05 67.0 67.0 67.0 67.0 67.0 68.0 
9/26 73.97 70.3 70.0 70.5 68.3 68.0 68.0 
9/27 73.85 70. 7 · 71. 0 71. 3 71. 0 70.0 69.0 
9/28 73.75 72.0 72.0 72.0 72.0 70.5 70.0 
9/29 73.65 73.0 73 .. 0 73.3 73.3 73.3 71. 3 
9/30 73.37 66.7 67.0 67.0 67.0 66.5 68.0 
l 0/1 73.29 68.7 68.7 68.7 68.7 67.7 67.7 
10/2 73.22 69.3 69.3 69.3 69.3 68.7 68.3 
10/3 73 .18 68.3 68.3 68.3 68.3 68.3 68.3 
10/4 73 .13 68.3 68.3 68.3 68.3 67.7 68.3 
10/5 73.04 68.3 . 68. 3 68.3 68.3 68.3 68.5 
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TABLE IX 
WATER STAGE AND WATER TEMPERATURE PROFILE OF UNTREATED 
POND AT 8:00 P.M., 1965 
Water Water Temperature - °F 
Date Stage Depth From Surface - ft. 
in. 
0.0 0.5 1. 0 2.0 4.0 6.0 
8/13 76.32 80.7 81. 0 80.7 80.7 80.5 79.7 
8/14 76.00 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 79.5 
8/15 75.78 80.5 80.7 80.7 80.5 80.3 79.5 
8/16 75.54 79.7 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 78.5 
8/17 75.25 81.0 81. 3 81. 3 81 .3 80.7 80.0 
8/18 74.90 81. 7 81. 7 81. 3 81. 3 81. 3 80.7 
8/20 75.53 82.0 82.0 82.0 82.0 81.0 80.3 
8/21 75.35 85 .. 3 85.3 85.0 83.3 81. 5 81. 0 
8/23 77. 72 86.0 86.3 86.5 83.0 81. 7 81. 0 
8/24 77 .44 84.0 84.0 84.0 84.0 82.0 81. 5 
8/25 77 .08 83.0 83.3 83.3 83.0 83.3 81. 0 
8/26 76.66 81.3 81. 5 81. 5 81.3 81. 3 81. 3 
8/27 76.28 80.7 81. 0 81.0 80.0 80.3 80.3 
8/28 76.04 81. 0 81. 0 81 .0 81. 0 81.0 79.7 
8/29 75.74 81. 0 81. 0 80.7 81.0 81. 0 80.7 
8/30 75.33 80.0 80.0 80.0 79.7 79. 7 79.7 
8/31 77. 21 75.5 76.0 72.3 n.7 75.5 73.5 
9/1 76.94 7q., 3 76.0 75.5 75.5 75.0 71 . 7 
9/2 76.65 74.5 74.5 74.5 74.5 74.3 71. 7 
9/4 76.49 79.5 80.0 80.0 79.3 76.3 73.7 
9/5 76.29 80.0 . 80.3 80.3 80.3 80.3 76.7 
9/8 75.60 82.5 82.7 82.7 82.7 82.7 79.5 
9/9 75.30 81. 5 82.0 81. 7 81. 7 81. 7 80.0 
9(10 74.97 79.3 79.0 79.3 79.3 79.3 78.7 
9/13 74. 18 78.5 78.5 78.5 78.5 78.5 76.3 
9/14 73.84 78.5 78.5 78.5 78.5 78.5 75.5 
9/15 73.53 77. 7 77. 7 77. 7 77. 7 77. 7 75.0 
9/16 73. l O 72.0 72. 7 72. 7 72.7 72.7 71. 0 
9/22 77 .00 74.0 73.5 73.5 72.7 71. 7 71. 0 
9/23 76.73 68.5 68.5 68.5 68.5 68.5 68.5 
9/24 76.49 64.5 65.0 65.0 64.7 64.7 64.7 
9/25 76.32 63.3 63.7 63.3 63.0 63.0 61. 0 
9/26 76. 21 67.D 67.0 67.0 65,0 64.7 64.7 
9/27 76.05 67.7 67.7 67.7 67.7 67.7 67.0 
9/28 75.89 68.3 68.3 68.3 68.3 68.3 67.7 
9/29 75.75 70.0 70.3 70.D 70.0 70.0 70.0 
9/30 75.42 63.0 63.7 63.3 63.0 63.0 64.3 
10/1 75.28 64.7 64.7 64.7 64.5 64.3 64.7 
l 0/2 75. 15 65.0 65.0 65.0 65.0 64. 7 64.7 
10/3 75,08 64.7 64.7 64.7 64.7 64.7 65.0 
10/4 75.01 64.7 65.0 65.0 65.0 64.7 65.0 
10/5 74.89 65.3 65.3 65.3 65.3 65.3 66.0 
l 0/6 74.78 65. ti 65. 5 65.0 65. 0 64.5 65.0 
10/7 74.59 65.7 66.0 66.0 60.0 66.0 66.0 
10/8 74.46 68.5 68.5 68.5 66.5 66.0 66.0 
10/9 74.34 69.0 69.0 69.0 69.0 67.3 66.7 
10/10 74. 21 69.3 69.3 69.3 6'J. 3 68.7 68.0 
10/12 73. 81 63.7 63.7 63.7 63.7 63.7 64.5 
10/13 73.70 66.Q 66.3 66.0 66.0 64.7 64.7 
10/ 14 73.62 67.5 67.5 67.5 61.5 67.5 66.0 
10/15 73.54 68.5 68.5 68.5 68.5 68.5 67.3 
10/19 73.73 67.5 67.7 67.7 68.0 68.0 67.5 
10/20 73.53 65.0 65.0 65.0 65.0 65.0 65.7 
l 0/21 73.20 60.0 60.3 60.3 60.3 60.3 61. 7 
10/22 73.02 58.5 58.5 58.5 58.5 58.5 59.7 
10/23 72.89 59.5 59.5 59.5 59.5 59.5 60.0 
p = mass density of-water, g/cm3 
cp = specific heat at constant temperature, cal/g-C 
T = daily seepage temperature, °C · 
Tb= base temperature of O °C. 
Specific heat and density of water were assumed to be unity" Daily 
advected energy, Qv, for the untreated pond is given in Table VII .. 
Bowen Ratio 
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Bowen 1 s ratio, R, the ratio of heat loss by conduction to that by 
evaporation, was caJculated by Equation 18 using daily water surface 
and daily dry bulb air temperatures. The value of c, the coefficient 
of proportionality, was assumed to be 0.61 ... Table VII gives dafly R 
for the untreated pond. 
Heat of Vaporization 
Linsley and others (1958) reported that, for temperatures up to 
40 degrees Centigrade, the heat of vaporization may be accurately 
determined by the equation 
L = 597.3 - 0.56 T 
where 
L = heat of vaporization, cal/g 
T = water temperature, °C. 
Daily heat of vaporization, L, was calculated by the above equation 
using daily water surface temperatures. Tables VI and VII give daily 
L for.the treated and untreated ponds, respectively. 
1-- . 
CHAPTER VI 
ANALYSIS OF DATA AND PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 
Introduction 
Evaporation from the treated and the untreated ponds was measured 
by a water budget, Days on which precipitat1on fell were omitted from 
the analysis to eliminate precipitation as a va able. 
A mass transfer equation and a heat transfer equation were 
developed for the untreated pond. The mass transfer equation was 
applied to Lake Hefner to determine the effect of reservoir size, 
Heat and mass transfer equations were developed for the treated pond. 
Evaporation from the treated and the untreated ponds was determined 
by the energy budget and compared with evaporation determined from 
the water budget. Evaporation reduction by the monolayer was calculated 
by the combined method, The combined method was modified by lntroducing 
heat and mass transfer equations developed in this study. 
The effect of a monolayer on net change in stored energy was 
evaluated. The mass transfer equation developed for the untreated pond 
was compared with the mass transfer equation developed in Lake Hefner 
i nve'Sti gations. Net radiation measured by miniature net radfometers 
was compared with net radiation determined by the energy budget for 
both the treated and the untreated ponds. 
A linear regression analys s was made to determine how well the 
equations predicted the dependent variable. The student 11 t 11 test, as 
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described by Snedecor (1956), was used to determine if the calculated 
values of they-intercept and of the slope of the regression line were 
different from those expected in ra.ndom sampling from a normally 
distributed population. A perfect fit would result when the value of 
they-intercept was zero and the slope of the regression line was 1.0. 
The 11 t 11 test was also used to determine if the dHferences between 
calculated and measured values of the dependent variable were different 
from those expected 1n random sampling from a normally distributed 
population. Significance was declared at the 0.05 level. 
Water Budget Evaporation 
Water budget evaporation was determined from changes 1n water 
surface elevation of the ponds. Daily evaporation was taken as the 
decrease in water elevation during the twenty-four hour period. Tables 
X and XI give daily water budget evaporation in centimeters for the 
untreated and treated pond, respectively. 
Mass Transfer Equations for Untreated Pond 
In Chapter III, analytical expressions based on boundary layer 
theory were developed for heat and mass transfer from an unt1teated, 
circular reservoir, Equation 68 is the derived equation for the average 
evaporation rate from a reservoiro 
Wind speed and vapor pressure of the air were measured 2 meters 
above the mean water level of the evaporation pondso Upon substituting 
200 centimeters for z1 and 461500 for R1 into Equation 68, daily 
evaporation from an untreated reservoir becomes 
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TABLE X 
EVAPORATION FROM UNTREATED POND BY WATER BUDGET, 
MASS TRANSFER AND ENERGY BUDGET METHODS, 1965 
Evaporation - cm/day 
Date Water Mass Transfer Energy 
Budget Equation 96 Budget 
8/14 0. 79 0.66 0.86 
8/15 0.53 0.51 0.56 
8/16 0,58 0.58 0.70 
8/17 0.71 0.64 0.80 
8/18 0.86 0.87 l. 01 
8/19 0.69 0.80 
8/21 0.43 0.48 0.53 
8/24 0.69 0.67 0.75 
8/25 0.89 0.87 0. 91 
8/26 1.04 1.03 1. 18 
8/27 0.94 0.88 0.83 
8/28 0.61 0. 72 0.56 
8/29 0.74 0.86 0.74 
8/30 1. 02 0.95 l. 07 
9/1 0.66 0.64 0.49 
9/2 0. 71 0.79 0.70 
9/5 0.48 0.53 0.55 
9/9 0.74 0.70 0.83 
9/10 0.81 0.81 0.67 
9/14 0.84 0.88 0.81 
9/15 0. 79 0.90 0.90 
9/16 l. 07 0.95 1. 15 
9/23 0.66 0.71 0.52 
9/24 0.58 0.52 0.43 
9/25 0.41 0.36 0.28 
9/26 0.25 0. 21 0.22 
9/27 0.38 0. 31 0.34 
9/28 0.38 0.35 0.52 
9/29 0.33 0.33 0.37 
9/30 0.84 0.89 
l 0/1 0.38 0.29 0.23 
10/2 0.30 0.28 0.30 
10/3 0. 15 0.15 0.09 
10/4 0. 15 0. 15 0.18 
10/5 0.28 0.27 0.27 
10/6 0.25 0.29 0.25 
10/7 0.46 0.39 0.25 
10/8 0.30 0.23 0.33 
l 0/9 0.28 0.28 0. 31 
10/10 0.30 0.29 0.39 
10/12 0.38 0.38 
-10/13 0.25 0.27 0.38 
l 0/14 0.18 0. 16 0.34 
10/15 0.18 o. ·19 0.33 
10/16 0. 15 0. 16 
10/17 0.33 0. 30 
10/19 0.28 0.28 
10/20 0.48 0.57 0.41 
10/21 0.81 0. 77 0. 51 
10/22 0.43 0.47 0.36 
10/23 0.30 0.29 0. 17 
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TABLE Xl 
EVAPORATION FROM TREATED POND BY WATER BUDGET, MASS 
TRANSFER AND ENERGY BUDGET METHODS, 1965 
- ""---""""'-·------· 
Evaporation - cm/day 
Date Water Mass Transfer Energy 
Budget Equation 101 Budget 
--~---- .-----------=---.~-=-=~ 
8/14 0,56 OAI 0,68 
8/15 0,28 Oo28 0,42 
8/16 Oo36 0,39 OA8 
8/17 0,38 0,48 0,55 
8/18 OA3 0,66 0,63 
8/19 Oo53 0,59 
8/21 0,28 0, 19 0,42 
8/24 Oo41 0,32 0,59 · 
8/25 0,64 · 0,57 0068 
8/26 0086 0,79 Oo98 
8/27 0,74 0,62 0,61 
8/28 0,38 0,43 · 0,37 
8/29 Oo48 0, 61 0,53 
8/30 0,86 0,82 0,87 
9/1 Oo53 0,36 0,50 
9/2 0,53 0,57 Oo56 
9/9 0 0 51 Oo46 Oo56 
9/10 0,56 0,63 Oo38 
9/14 Oo61 0,65 0,65 
9/15 0,61 0,79 0,65 
9/16 0,. 91 0,. 96 0097 
9/24 0,51 0,40 Oo28 
9/25 0,25 · 0 0 31 0 0 11 
9/26 0,20 0,22 Oo24 
9/27 0,30 Oo31 0,32 
9/28 0,25 0,32 OA1 
9/29 0,25 0,32 0,31 
9/30 0 .. 74 0,84 
10/1 0,20 0, 21 0, 14 
10/2 0, 18 0,20 Oo20 
l 0/3 0, 10 0,09 0,09 
10/4 0, 13 0,"11 0016 
10/5 Oo23 0,20 0,24 
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E = 0,2846 0 Scl/3(~)0.78 R-0.11 (eo _ e2) To v (93) 
where 
E = evaporation, cm/day 
0,2846 = coefficient 
D = average daily diffusion coefficient, cm2/sec 
T = average daily water surface temperature, °K 0 
Sc= average daily Schmidt number for air, dimensionless 
u2= average daily wind speed at a height of 2 meters, cm/sec 
2 
v = average daily kinematic viscosity of air, cm /sec 
R - radius of reservoir, cm 
e0= average daily vapor pressure of saturated air at the 
temperature of the water surface, mb 
e2= average daily vapor pressure of air at a height of 2 meters, 
mb 
Dimensions for the above parameters reflect the assumption that one 
cubic centimeter of water weighs one gram, 
Equation 93 is for a circular reservoir but the experimental ponds 
were rectangular with rounded corners. The numerical value of R was 
taken as the radius of a circle with area equal to the surface area of 
the pond as calculated by Equation 77, The assumption of a circular 
shape should not significantly effect the length of wind travel term. 
Evaporation from the untreated experimental pond was calculated 
by Equation 93 using parameters measured at the pond site. A linear 
regression analysis of calculated evaporation and measured water 
budget evaporation gave the equation 
Ee - -0.00181 + 0.589 EwB 
where 
Ee= calculated evaporation~ cm/day 
Ew8~ measured water budget evaporation, cm/day 
Deviation from regression was 0.0342 centimeters with a correlati~n 
coefficient of .0.98. 
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(94) 
Equation 93 consistently underestimated evaporation from the 
untreated pond. Evaporation calculated by this equation was 58.6 
percent of measured evaporation .. As Equation 93 contains a length term, 
it was deemed desirable to test it on a larger reservoir. Lake Hefner, 
a 2500 acre lake near Oklahoma City, was used for this evaluation, 
Lake Hefner was selected for a comprehensive evaporation study in 
1950 and 1951 by the U, S. Bureau of Reclamation and cooperating 
agencies. According to Harbeck (1954), an accurate water budget can 
be maintained for Lake Hefner, The reservoir is fairly regular in 
shape and forms a horseshoe rather than a circle as specified in 
Equation 93, However, the lake is more nearly circular than most 
large reservoirso 
The Water-Loss Investigation: Lake Hefner Studies, Base Data 
Report (1954) gives daily water budget evaporation, daily values for 
mass transfer parameters and daily lake surface area .. As for the 
experimental pond, the radius, R, was that of a circle with the same 
area as the reservoir. Evaporation from Lake Hefner was calculated by 
Equation 93 for 177 days from July 1, 1950 to August 31, .1951. Only 
those days for which an accurate water budget was maintained were used, 
A linear regression analysis of calculated evaporation and measured 
water budget evaporation gave the equation 
EC= 0.0284 + 0.29 EWB 
Deviation from regression was 0.0405 centimeters with a correlation 
coefficient of 0.91. 
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(95) 
Evaporation from Lake Hefner was underestimated by Equation 93. 
For the 177 days, total calculated evaporation was 30.22 centimeters 
and total water budget evaporation was 85,51 centimeters. Calculated 
evaporation was 35.3 percent of measured evaporation. 
Equation 93 did not successfully predict evaporation from the 
untreated pond and Lake Hefner. Calculated evaporation was considerably 
less than measured water budget evaporation for both reservoirs. If 
the coefficient of Equation 93 were 0.4830, the equation would accurately 
predict evaporation from the untreated pond. Likewise, a coeffki ent 
of 0.8050 would accurately predict total evaporation from Lake Hefner. 
However, evaporation would be overestimated at low evaporation rates 
and underestimated at high evaporation rates.for Lake HefneL 
The objective of this portion of the study was to develop a mass 
transfer equation with a constant coefficient to accurately predict 
evaporation regardless of reservoir size. Equation 93 does not satisfy 
this objective, A constant coefficient could be obtained by changing 
the exponent of the length term, R, and changing the numerical value of 
the coefficient in Equation 93. These modifications would give the 
same results as letting the numerical value of the coefficient vary 
with reservoir size as given in the above paragraph, Based upon this 
analysis, no further attempt was made to develop an evaporation 
equation with a length of water term. 
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Sleight (1917), Rohwer (1931) and other researchers have reported 
that under natural conditions, evaporation rates are constant for 
stretches of water exceeding twelve feet, If this is true, an equation 
est1mat1ng point evaporation may be appropriate for water storage 
reservoirs. 
Upon assuming that the rate of evaporation is independent of the 
length of the water surface, the length term R, in Equation 93 has a 
constant numer-ical value, The length term was combined with the 
coefficient giving a new coefficient, N. The evaporation equation 
becomes 
where 
N ~ empirical coefficient 
Evaporation measured by the water budget and measured evaporation 
parameters for the untreated pond were entered into Equation 96 to 
evaluate the coefficient, By the method of least squares, the 
coefficient, N, was found to be Oc2ll6, 
(96) 
Evaporation from the untreated pond was calculated by Equation 96 
with a coefficient of 0, 2116 to determine how wen the equation fl1 t the 
data from which it was developed. Calculated evaporation along with 
measured water budget evaporation are given in Table X, A linear 
regression analysis of calculated evaporation and water budget evapora-
tion gave the equation 
Deviatilon from regressfon was 0.0578 centimeters with a correlation 
coefficient of 0~98. For the 51 days on which data were collected, 
total calculated evaporation was 26.82 centimeters and total water 
budget evaporation was 27.10 centimeters. 
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(97) 
Figure 9 compares calculated evaporation with water budget 
evaporation from the untreated pond. Equation 96 slightly underestimated 
evaporation from the experimental pond. However, the ~ifference between 
calculated evaporation and water budget evaporation was not statistically 
significant. Results from the statistical analyses are given in Table 
XII, Based upon these results, it was concluded that Equation 96 with 
N = 0.2116 accurately· predicted evaporation from the untreated pond .. 
Evaporation from Lake Hefner was calculated by Equation 96 to 
determine if a point evaporation equation ··is appl'lcable to reservoirs 
regardless of size, Wind speed and air temperature for evaluating 
vapor pressure of the air were given at a height of two meters up-wind 
from the lake. Water surface temperature to evaluate vapor pressure at 
the water surface was measured near the center of the lake, 
Table XIII gives calculated evaporation and measured water budget 
evaporation from Lake Hefner for 128 days between July 1, 1950 and 
August 31, 1951. Only those days were included for which an accurate 
water budget was maintained and no prec1p1tation fell. A 11near 
regression analysis of calculated evaporation and water budget 
evaporation gave the equation 
(98) 
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Figure 9o Comparison of Evapcrat~on by Mass Transfer 
Equatfon 99 with Evaporation by the Water 
Budget for the Untreated Pond. 
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Equation 
Number a 
97 -Oc0033 
98 0, 0677 
l l l Oc0265 
112 0,0028 
113 0,0476 
116 -0,0582 
ris -0,0242 
11 9 6,620 
~-
TABLE XU 
RESULTS OF STATISTICAL ANALYSES MADE ON LINEAR REGRESSION 
EQUATIONS AND TEST OF DIFFERENCES 
Statistical Parameters 
Y-Intercept Slope of Regression Line Test of Differences 
df t b df t d df 
4a 
• J -Oc 18 LOO 49 -0, B · 0,0054 50 
126 3,52 LOO 126 o, n 0,0694 127 
31 Oc 72 Oc96 31 -0,52 0,0094 32 
43 Oc07 0,99 43 -0, 13 0 0 0018 44 
29 L 12 0,97 29 -0,36 0,0337 30 
29 -1 c 59 L 11 29 2c09 0,0123 30 
29 -0,63 0,98 29 -0,29 -0,0298 30 
29 Oc98 0,85 29 -2,09 8, 1550 30 
t 
-Oc7 
6,9 
Oc6 
-0 0 1 
LS 
0,8 
-2,0 
L2 
ID 
u, 
Date 
7 /3 
7/16 
8/10 
8/11 
8/12 
8/16 
8/30 
8/31 
9/5 
9/8 
9/11 
9/16 
9/19 
9/27 
9/28 
9/30 
10/1 
10/8 
10/9 
10/10 
10/12 
10/13 
10/14 
10/15 
10/16 
10/17 
10/18 
10/19 
10/20 
10/21 
10/24 
10/26 
TABLE XIII 
EVAPORATION FROM LAKE HEFNER BY WATER BUDGET 
AND MASS TRANSFER EQUATIONS, 1950-1951 
Evaporation - cm/day Evaporation - cm/day 
96 
Water Mass Transfer Date. Water Mass Transfer 
Budget Equation 96 Budget Equation 96 
0.42 0,56 10/28 0.33 0, 37 . 
0,96 L06 10/30 0.48 0, 55. 
0,49 OA7 11/7 0. 14 0,21 
o,n 0,67 11 /12 0,84 0 0 79' 
0,74 Ln 11/16 0,54 0.45 
0,34 0.40 l l /21 0.43 0,62 
LOO 0,99 11/26 0,35 0,36 
LOl LOl '11 /27 o. 18 0, l3 
0.68 0,59 11/28 0,21 0.26 
0.59 0.50 11/30 o. 12 0, 14 
0,97 0.78 12/1 Oo 18 0,36 
0,35 0,30 12/9 0, 12 o. 14 . 
0, 18 0;25 12/10 o. rn 0. 21 
0.48 0.59 12/14 0.03 0,06 
0.48 0.50 12/15 0,. 21 0, 13 
0.37 0,35 12/16 0.04 o. 14 
0,82 0.57 12/19 0. 12 · 0. 14 
0,86 0, 73. 12/20 0 0 ·12 0, 13 
0,56 0,66 12/21 0,05 0,09 
0,69 0,63 12/22 0,03 0,08 
0.48 0.46 12/23 0,.06. 0,04 
0,67 · 0,84 12/24 0,08 0 0 12 
0.51 0,73 12/25 0,29. 0,39 
0,61 0,74 1/15 0. 16 0,11 
0, 71 0,85 1;rn 0,09 0 0 16 
0,32 0.54 l /19 0,21 0,38 
Oo22 0.31 1/24 Oo 18 0,22 
0,26 0, 16 2/10 0,01 0,09 
0, l 9 Oo25 3/7 Oo3l 0,29 
0,50 · 0"35 3/8 0.42 0,44 
0,61 0,72 3/15 0, 10 o. 14 
L13 L06 3/16 0,04 0,22 
97 
TABLE XIII ( Contfoued) 
Evaporation - cm/day Evaporation - cm/day 
Date ~------=.,,...=-~.· ~---Water Mass Transfer Date Water Mass Transfer 
Budget Equation 96 Budget Equation 96 
3/22 0,29 0,50 6/25 0,46 0,49 
3/24 0,24 0,28 6/26 0, 78 0,90 
3/25. 0,30 0,50 6/27 LOl 0,98 
3/30 0,23 0"39 6/28 0,42 0,62 
3/31 Oo21 0,29 7/3 0,11 0,28 
4/l 0,39 0,39 1/7 0,72 0,88 
4/3 0,05 0,29 7/8 0, 87 · L02 
4/6 0,06 0,08 7/9 0,65 0,76 
4/7 0,56 0 0 51 10 0,61 0,76 
4/8 0,53 0,64 l l 0,6] 0,75 
4/9 0,51 0,49 12 Oo56 0,75 
4/12 0,80 0,76 7/13 0,40 0,46 
4/13 0,45 0,57 16 0,48 0,64 
4/14 0,46 0.,63 17 0,31 0,59 
4/15 0,68 0,60 11rn 0,61 0,76 
4/16 0,40 0,46 7/21 L35 L3l 
4/24 0,32 0,53 8/l 0,33 0,33 
5/3 0,33 0,39 8/2 0,69 0,80 · 
5/7 0, 20 · OAl 8/3 O" 63 · 0,82 
5/12 OA9. 0, 53 , 8/4 0,54 0,49 
5/13 0, 72 0,85 8/5 0,97 L05 
5/14 0, 64 · 0,72 8/6 0,92 L 19 
5/25 0, 18 0,31 8/13 0, 0,83 
5/26 0,47 0,42 8/14 LOS L33 
5/28 0,26 O e 17 8/20 0,80 0,97 
5/29 0 0 12 . Ool6 8/22 0,60 0,58 
6/4 0,59 0,50 8/24 0,62 Oo81 
6/12 0,27 0,32 8/25 Oo73 0 0 91 
6/13 Oo44 Oo50 8/26 Oo62 0,85 
6/22 Oo30 0 0 41 8/28 L21 L50 
6/23 0,71 0068 8/29 0,98 L33 
6/24 0,65 0,66 8/31 0,64 LOl 
98 
Deviation from regression was 0.114 centimeters with a correlation 
coefficient of 0.93, For the 128 days, calculated evaporation was 
69,36 centimeters and water budget evaporation was 60.48 centimeters. 
Figure 10 compares calculated evaporation with water budget 
evaporation for Lake Hefner. Equation 96 overestimated dally evapora-
tion by 0.0677 centimeters, However, the comparison line between 
calculated evaporation and water budget evaporation had a slope of 
1.0. Differences between daily calculated evaporation and water 
budget evaporation were significantly greater than zero when analyzed 
by the 11 t 11 tests Results the statistical analyses are given in 
Table XII. 
Equation 96 d1d not accurately predict evaporation from Lake 
Hefner. It overestimated evaporation an average of 0.0677 centimeters 
per day regardless of evaporation rate,. These results indicated that 
daily evaporation from a reservoir could be predicted by 
E"" 0.2Jli D Scl/3 u2 0.78 (e - e) - K T0 . 0 2 E (99) 
where KE is an evaporation correction factor for reservoir size, The 
numerical value of KE was found to be -0.00331 centimeters per day for 
the untreated experimental pond and 0.0677 centimeters per day for 
Lake Hefner. Additional studies on reservoirs of varying sizes are 
needed to confirm the applkability of Equation 99 and to evaluate KE. 
Further results in this dissertation are based on the assumption 
that Equation 99 with KE equal to zero accurately predicts evaporation 
from the untreated experimental pond. 
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Heat Transfer Equation for Untreated Pond 
Upon substituting heat transfer parameters for mass transfer 
parameters, the equation for heat transfer from the untreated pond 
becomes 
where 
Qh = heat transfer, cal/cm2-day 
976.32 = empirical coefficient 
k = average daily thermal conductivity of air, cal/cm-sec-°K 
Pr= Prandtl number for air, dimensionless 
u2 = average daily wind speed at a height of 2 meters, cm/sec 
\) = average daily kinematic viscosity of air, cm2/sec 
TO = average daily water surface temperature, °K 
100 
(100) 
T2 = average daily air temperature at a height of 2 meters, °K 
KH = heat transfer correction term for reservoir size, cal/cm2-day 
Heat transfer from the untreated experimental pond can be estimated by 
Equation 100 with KH equal to zero. 
Heat Transfer Equation for Treated Pond 
It was assumed that the presence of a monomolecular film on a 
water surface will not affect heat transfer from the water to the 
overlying air. Therefore, Equation 100 with KH equal to zero is 
appropriate for estimating heat transfer from the treated experimental 
pond. 
101 
Mass Transfer Equation for Treated Pond 
Equation 71 was derived for mass transfer from a reservoir covered 
with a monolayer. Evaporation from the treated experimental pond can 
be expressed as 
where 
ET= evaporation from treated pond, cm/day 
Ra - resistance of overlying air, day-mb/cm 
Rf= resistance of monolayer, day-mb/cm 
( 101) 
From Equation 99, the resistance of the air overlying the experimental 
ponds is 
T 
R "' ___ o_,,.. . .,.,,__.,~c-=,,,,. 
a 0.2116 D Scl/3 (~2)0.78 ( 102) 
Equation 101 was solved for resistance of the monolayer, Rf' using 
evaporation parameters measured at the pond site and water budget 
evaporation from the treated pond, These values, which will be referred 
to as actual film resistance, are given in Table XIV. It was then 
necessary to find a mathematical model to predict film resistance. 
A plot of actual film resistance versus water surface temperature 
and wind speed indicated that film resistance is an exponential function 
of water temperature and wind speed. As a result, six mathematical 
models were selected for testing. The six models were 
(A + ~ ) . C 
Rf "" e O u2 {103) 
Date 
8/14 
8/15 
8/16 
8/17 
8/l8 
8/19 
8/21 
8/24 
8/25 
8/26 
8/27 
8/28 
8/29 
8/30 
9/1 
9/2 
9/9 
9/10. 
9/14 
9/15 
9/16 
9/24 
9/25 
9/26 
9/27 
9/28 
9/29 
9/30 
10/1 
10/2 
10/3 
l 0/4 
l 0/5 
TABLE XIV 
RESISTANCE OF MONOLAYER ON TREATED POND, 1965 
Monolayer Resistance - day - mb/cm 
Actual 
6 0 60 . 
29.66 
22.81 
25 0 74 . 
32.81 
21.68 
44 0 19 
30. 33 . 
17.19 · 
9.87 
11 .86 · 
35.26 
26.73 
8.32 
12.61 
16.75 
20. l8 
18. 90 
17. 49 · 
16.58 
6.67 
4.80 
17 0 45 . 
l L 11 
6.94 
15.32 
12.65 
5. 32 · 
27.46 
34.96 
49; 00 · 
24.87 
14. 92 · 
Equation 110 
15.33 
29.00 
19 ~ 17 
16.94 
16. 14 
17. 93 
79.00 
43.27 
21. 23 
12.07 
16. 64 
28.78 
17.93 
9.33 
29.27 
14.54 
24.08 
15. 05 
15.58 
9.89 
5.86 
12.03 
10. 90 
9.06 
6.86 
8.58 
6.68 
3.28 
25.66 
28. 90 · 
58.54 
37,48 
21.04 
102 
103. 
(A+ BT + Cu 2) R - e o f - {105) 
(A+ BT + CT u2) R = e o o 
f ( 106) 
(A+ Bu2 + CT ~2) R = e o f ( 107) 
(A + B\) u C 
Rf= e 2 ( l 08) 
where 
e = 20718 and A, Band Care empirical coefficients 
Coefficients A, Band C were evaluated for Equations 103 through 
108 by the method of least squares using measured water surface 
temperature and wind speed at the treated pond.· Calculated values of 
the coefficients are given in Table lV for each mathematical model. 
Film resistance was then calculated by each equation using the 
evaluated coefficients and the measured evaporation parameters. 
A linear regression analysis of film resistance calculated by the 
appropriate equation, Equations 103 through 108, and actual film 
resistance determined from Equation 101 was made for each mathematical 
model to determine how well the model fit the data. The regression 
equation was of the form 
where 
RfC = calculated film resistance 
Rf A = act~a 1 film resistance 
( l 09) 
TABLE XV 
CALCULATED COEFFICIENTS FOR FILM RESISTANCE EQUATIONS FOR TREATED POND, 1965 
Equation Coefficient 
Number Equation A B c 
(A+~) c 2 5 103 · R = e 0 Uz 0.4744 x 10 -0.1051 x 10 -0.1674x10 f 
104 B c 9 1 Rf= A T0 u2 0. 1754 x 10 -0.3253 x 10. 0.4112 x 10 
R = e(A + BTO + Cu2) 2 -1 105 -0.1849 x 10 0,7526 x 10 -0.3779 x 10 f 
R = e(A + BT0 + CT0u2 ) 2 -1 106 -0.1955 x 10 0. 7892 x 10 -0.1291 x 10 f 
R = e(A + Bu 2 + CT0u2) l -1 107 0,3939 x 10 -0.8053 x lO 0.2567 x 10 f 
R (A+ BT) C 2 -1 108 f = e o u2 -0. 1642 x 10 0.8651 x 10 -0.1163xl0 
1 
0 
-2 
-:..,. 
-3 
l 
0 
,I:::, 
105 
Table XVI gives values of a and bin Equation 109 for each mathematical 
model. Deviation from regression, s, and correlation coefficient, r, 
are included in Table XVIo 
The 11 t 11 test was used to determine how well film resistance 
calculated by each mathematical model compared with actual film 
resistance. Values oft are given in Table XVI for each a and bo Film 
resistance was determined for 33 days giving 31 degrees of freedom for 
to The probability oft having an absolute value greater than 2.04 for 
31 degrees of freedom is 0.05. 
Of the mathematical models tested, only the model described by 
Equation 103 adequately predicted film resistance. Upon substitution 
,'( 
of the numberical values of the coefficients found in this analysis 
into Equation 103, the film resistance on the treated pond becomes 
(47.44 - 1~510 ) 
e o R - --~------f - 1.674 
u2 
( 110) 
The resistance of the film on the treated pond was calculated by 
Equation 110 and is given in Table XIV. Calculated film resistance is 
compared with actual film resistance in Figure 11. 
Evaporation from the treated pond was calculated by Equation 101 
to determine how well the equation predicted evaporation. Equation 110 
was used to evaluate film resistance for Equation 101. Table XI gives 
calculated evaporation from t~e treated pond. A linear regression 
analysis of calculated evaporation and water budget evaporation gave 
the equation 
Ee= 0.02645 + 0,96 EwB ( 111) 
. TABLE XVI 
COEFFICIENTS OF LINEAR REGRESSION EQUATlON l 08 AND CAL{;ULATED 
t VALUES FOR TREATED POND, 1965 . 
Coefficients and t values Correlation Deviation from 
Film Resistance for Regression Equation 108 Coefficient Regression 
Equation Number a t b t r s 
103 · -1. 59 · -0.47 1. 12 .0.83 0.80 9.49 
104 19.34 28.84 -0.17 -39. 51 -0.71 1.86 
105 8.25. 4.42 · 0. 51 · -5.96 0.74 5. 18 
106 8.10 4.21 0.52 -5.63 0.74 5.34 
107 · 8.20 5.29 0.51 -7. ll 0.80 4.30 
108 1.53 2.56 0.71 -3. 18 0.82 · 5. 71 · 
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50 
108 
.;Deviation from regression was 0.09120 centimeters with a correlation 
coefficient of 0.92. For the 33 days on which data were available, 
total calculated evaporation was 15.12 centimeters and total water 
budget evaporation was 14.81 centimeters. 
Calculated evaporation is compared with water budget evaporation 
in Figure 12. Results from the 11 t 11 tests on they-intercept, slope of 
the regression line and differences between calculated and measured 
evaporation are given in Table XII. Equation 101 adequately predicted 
evaporation from the treated pond. 
Evaporation from Untreated Pond by the Energy Budget 
Parameters for estimating evaporation from the untreated pond by 
the energy budget were measured at the pond on 45 days. Evaporation 
was calculated by the energy budget and is given in Table X. A linear 
regression analysis of calculated energy budget evaporation versus 
water budget evaporation gave the equation 
EEB = 0.00284 + 0.99 EWB { 112) 
where 
EEB = evaporation calculated by the energy budget, cm/day 
Deviation from regression was 0.1105 centimeters with a correlation 
coefficient of 0.92, For the 45 days, total evaporation as calculated 
by the energy budget was 24.36 centimeters and total water budget 
evaporation was 24.43 centimeters; 
Evaporation as calculated by the energy budget is compared with 
water budget evaporation for the untreated pond in Figure 13. Table 
XII gives results of the 11 t 11 tests on th(;! y-intercept, slope of the 
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Figure 13. Comparison of Evaporation by the Energy Budget 
with Evaporation by the Water Budget for the 
Untreated Pond, 
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regression line and differences between evaporation calculated by the 
energy budget and water budget evaporation. The energy budget accurately 
predicted evaporation from the untreated pond. 
Evaporation from Treated Pond by the Energy Budget 
Parameters for estimating evaporation from the treated pond by the 
energy budget were measured on 31 days. Evaporation was calculated by 
the energy.budget and is given in Table XI. A linear regression 
analysis of calculated energy budget evaporation versus water budget 
evaporation gave the equation 
EEB = 0.04757 + 0.97 EWB ( 113) 
Deviation from regression was 0.1053 centimeters with a correlation 
coefficient of 0.97. For the 31 days, total evaporation as calculated 
. . . 
by the energy budget was 14.58 centimeters and total water budget 
evaporation was 13.54 centimeters. 
Figure 14 compares calculated evaporation by the energy budget 
with .water budget evaporation. The 11 tll test was used to determine 
how well calculated evaporation matched water budget evaporation. 
Results from the 11 t 11 tests are given in Table XII. The y-intercept ·. 
of the regression line was not significantly different from zero, the 
slope of the regression line was not significantly different from 1,0 
and differences between calculated and measured.evaporatiqn were not 
significantly different from zero. 
Although there was no statistically significant difference between. 
evaporijtion calculated by the energy budget and evaporation measured by 
the water budget, the energy budget consistently overestimated evapora-
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Figure 14. Comparison of Evaporation by the Energy 
Budget with Evaporation by the Water 
Budget for the Treated Pond. 
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u 
1.0 
113 
tion. This can be attributed to the assumption in the energy budget 
that heat transfer through the bottom of the pond can be neglected. 
The temperature of the soil profile underlying the ponds was in 
equilibrium with the overlying water at the beginning of the study. 
After a monolayer was applied to the treated pond, the water temperature 
at the bottom of the treated pond was consistently ~igher than in the 
untreated pond as shown in Figure 15. The increased temperature 
gradient into the soil underlying the treated pond led to energy loss 
as heat. The energy budget assumed that this energy loss was available 
for evaporation and therefore overestimated evaporation. When the 
temperature of the soil profile beneath the treated pond comes into 
equilibrium with the temperature of the water in the treated pond, 
energy losses through the bottom of the pond should become small and 
can be neglected. After a monolayer is maintained on the pond for 
sufficient time for the soil temperature to come to equilibrium with 
the water temperature, the energy budget may accurately predict 
evaporation from the treated pond. 
Evaporation Reduction by the Combined Method 
Harbeck and Koberg developed a method for evaluating evaporation 
reduction by a monolayer using a combination of energy budget and heat 
and mass transfer equations. The method, called the combined method, is 
described in Chapter II. 
For the experimental ponds, the energy consumed in evaporating 
water and that conducted as sensible heat can be expressed as 
( 114) 
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and 
where 
115 
( 115) 
Qh = energy conducted from water to overlying air, cal/cm2-day 
K = empirical coefficient 
u2 = wind speed at a height of 2 meters, cm/sec 
T0 = water surface temperature, °K 
T2 = temperature of the air at a height of 2 meters, °K 
Qe = energy of evaporation, cal/cm2-day 
p = density of water tak~h as unity, gr/cm3 
L = heat of vaporization, cal/gr 
N = empirical coefficient 
e0 = vapor pressure of saturated air at the water surface 
temperature, mb 
e2 = vapor pressure of the air at a height of 2 meters, mb 
Daily values of Kand N were calculated for the untreated pond for 
Equation 114 and 115 using values of Qe and Qh deterrnined by the 
energy budget and values of the evaporation·parameters measured at the 
pond site. The coefficients K and N' were taken as the average of the 
daily values and were found to be 0,07197 and 0.0002508, respectively. 
Evaporation assuming no monolayer had been applied was calculated 
for the treated pond by the combined method and is given in Table XVII. 
Water budget evaporation from the untreated pond, which is the evapora- · 
tion without a monolayer, is also given in Table XVII. A linear 
regression analysis comp~ring calculated evaporation with water budget 
evaporation gave the equation 
TABLE XVII 
WATER BUDGET EVAPORATION FROM UNTREATED POND AND ESTIMATED 
EVAPORATION FROM TREATED POND ASSUMING NO MONOLAYER 
. HAD BEEN APPLIED, 1965 . . 
Estimated Evaporation 
Date Water Combined Modified Budget Method Combined Method 
cm/day. cm/day cm/day 
8/14 0.79 0.73 0.52 
8/15 0.53 0.50 0.43 
8/16 0.58 0.61 0.53 
8/17 0.71 0.72 0.64 
8/18 0.86 0.91 0.87 
8/21 0.4~ o. 51 0.42 
8/24 0.69 0.72 0.57 
8/25 0.89 0.91 0.80 
8/26 1.04 1.22 0.96 
8/27 0.94 · 0.87 0.82 
8/28 0,61 0.62 0.67 
8/29 0.74 0.81 0.82 
8/30 1.02 1.13 0.95 
9/1 0.66 0.61 0.55 
9/2 0.71 0.76 0.73 
9/9 o. 74 · 0.15 · 0.'67 · 
9/10 0.81 · 0. 7,0 · 0.81 
9/14 0.84 · 0.90 · 0.84 · 
9/15. 0. 79 · o. 95 · 0.93 · 
9/16 1 .07 · 0.23 · 1 .Q3 · 
9/24 0.58 0.43 · 0.48 
9/25. 0.41 0.27 · 0.36 
9/26. 0. 25 · 0.28. o. 25 · 
9/27 0.38 0.38 0.34 
9/28 0.38 0.45 · 0.37. 
9/29 0.33 · o.~9 - 0.36 · 
10/1 o.~8. 0,24. 0.29 · 
10/2 · 0.30 · 0.26 · 0.28 
10/3 0.15 · 0.14 o. 16 
10/4 o. 15 · 0. 17 · 0.16 · 
10/5 0.28 0.28 0.27 · 
116 
117 
Ee= -0.05182 + 1.11 EwB (116) 
Deviation from regression was 0.07855 centimeters with a correlati.on 
coefficient of 0.97. Total calculated evaporation was 19.43 centimeters 
and total water budget evaporation was 19.05 centimeters for 31 days. 
Figure 16 compares calculated evaporation with water budget 
evaporation. · Calculated values of t to determine how well the 
combined method predicted evaporation assuming no monolayer had been 
applied are given in Table XII. They-intercept of the regression 
line was not significantly different from zero but the slope of the 
regression line was significantly different from 1.0. The difference 
between calculated evaporation from the treated pond assuming no 
monolayer and water budget evaporation for the untreated pond were not 
significantly different from zero. Therefore; the combined method 
significantly underestimated evaporation on days when evaporation was 
low and overestimated evaporation o~_Aays when evaporation was high. 
However, considering the total 31 days, there was no significant 
difference between evaporation estimated by the combined method for 
the treated pond and measured water budget evaporation for the untreated 
pond. 
Although not statistically significant, evaporation reduction by 
the monolayer was underestimated by the combined method. By the energy 
budget, evaporation ·from the treated pond for 31 days totaled 14.58 
centimeters. Total evaporation, calculated by the combined method, 
was 19.43 centimeters. Calculated evaporation reduction by the mono-
layer was 4.85 centimeters or 24.96 percent. Measured water budget 
evaporation from the treated and untreated ponds was 13.54 centimeters 
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Figure 16. Comparison of Estimated Evaporation from the 
Treated Pond by the Combined Method with 
Evaporation From the Untreated Pond by 
the Water Budget, 
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and 19.05 centimeters, respecitvely, for 31 days. Measured evaporation 
reduction by the monolayer was 5.51 centimeters or 28.92 percent. 
Total evaporation assuming no monolayer had been applied, 
calculated by the combined method for the treated pond, was 0.38 
centimeters greater than measured from the untr~ated pond. However, 
the energy budget overestimated evaporation from the treated pond by 
1.04 centimeters. · Therefore, the combined method underestimated 
evaporation reduction by the monolayer by 0.66 centimeters. 
Evaporation Reduction by the Modified Combined Method 
The combined method for estimating evaporation reduction was 
modified using heat and mass transfer equations developed in this 
study. Evaporation from the treated pond was calculated by Equation 
101 rather than the energy budget. Equation 100 with KH equal to zero 
replaced Equation 114,. Equation 115 was replaced by the equation 
Q = pl[0.2116 D Scl/3 (~)0.78 (e - e2) - KE] (117) 
e T0 v O 
with KE equal to zero. 
Evaporation from the treated pond assuming no monolayer had been 
applied was calculated by the modified combined method for the same 
31 days included in the combined method analysis and is given in Table 
XVII. A linear regression analysis of calculated evaporation assuming 
no monolayer versus water budget evaporation for the untreated pond 
gave the equation 
Ee= -0.02422 + 0.98 EWB ( 118) 
120 
Deviation from regression was 0,08331 centimeters with a correlation 
coefficient of 0.95. Total calculated evaporation was 17.98 centimeters 
and total water budget evaporation was 19.05 centimeters for 31 days. 
Figure 17 compares calculated evaporation by the modified combined 
method for the treated pond with water budget evaporation from the 
untreated pond. Results of the 11 t 11 test to determine how well 
calculated evaporation matched measured evaporation are given in Table 
XII. There was no significant difference between calculated and 
measured evaporation. 
The modified combined method underestimated evaporation reduction 
by the monolayer. Evaporation from the treated pond, calculated by 
Equation 101, totaled 13.69 centimeters for 31 days .. Total evaporation 
calculated by the modified combined method was 17.98 centimeters. 
Calculated evaporation reduction by the monolayer was 4.29 centimeters 
or 23.86 percent. Water budget evaporation from the treated and 
untreated ponds was 13.54 centimeters and 19.05 centimeters, respect-
ively. Measured evaporation reduction by the monolayer was 5.51 
centimeters or 28.92 percent. The modified combined method under-
estimated evaporation reduction by the monolayer by 1.22 centimeters. 
Effect of a Monolayer on Change in Stored Energy 
Both the combined method and the modified combined method under-
estimated evaporation reduction by the monolayer. These results 
indicate an erroneous assumption in their development, 
In Equation 30, it was assumed that the presence of a monolayer • 
will not affect the following terms; Qs' Q , Q , Qa , Q and Q0 . r a r v 
The quantity of solar radiation, Qs' and atmospheric radiation, Qa' 
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reaching a reservoir- surface wi 11 not be influenced by the presence 
or absence of a monolayer. A monolayer may alter the reflective 
properties of the reservoir surface and therefore the magnitude of 
12 2 
Qr and Qar· Beard and Wiebelt (1966) found that a monolayer does not 
significantly change reflected energy from a flat water surface. They 
did report that the presence of water waves decreased the theoretical 
reflectance from a water surface up to 20 percent. Waves would be 
present on an untreated reservoir and their size would depend upon wind 
velocity and reservoir size. Thus, reflected energy would be increased 
when a monolayer is present on a reservoir~ As the magnitude of the 
reflected radiation terms is small as shown in Table V, the change in 
reflectance due to a monolayer is small and can be neglected .. There 
was.no energy advected into or from the treated pond. Therefore, the 
only term assumed to be negligible in the combined method which could 
lead to a significant error is the net change in stored energy, Q0 . 
This possibility was discussed by Runkles and others (1964). 
The net change in stored energy was determined for both the treated 
and the untreated pond for the energy budget and is. given in Table 
XVI.II. A linear regression analysis of net change in stored energy 
for the treated pond versus net change in stored energy for the untreat-
ed pond gave the equation 
Q0 T = 6.620 + 0.85 QoUT ( 119) 
where. 
Q0T = net change in stored energy for treated pond, cal/cm2-day 
Q0 uT= net change in stored energy for untreated pond, cal/cm2-day 
Date 
8/14 
8/15 
8/16 
8/17 
8/18 
8/21 
8/24 
8/25 
8/26 
8/27 
8/28 
8/29 
8/30 
9/1 
9/2 
9/9 
9/10 
9/14 
9/15 
9/16 
9/24 
9/25 
9/26 
9/27 
9/28 
9/29 
10/1 
l 0/2 
l 0/3 
10/4 
10/5 
TABLE XVI II 
NET CHANGE IN STORED ENERGY FOR 
. EVAPORATION PONDS, 1965 
Net Change in Stored Energy 
Treated/end 
cal/cm -day 
Untreate~ Pond 
cal/cm -day 
23.9 · 
-47.8 
70.6 26.6 
26.4 -43.2 
119. 9 73.9 
98. 7 · 16, 5 
107. 0 107 .7 
-6.9 -27;4 
7.4 -18.9 
-127. 4 ·. 
-115.6 
-43.6 ...:69;8 
23.4 25.2 
-8.4 -0.5 
-99.6 -84. l 
-26.9 53.3 
-65.9 -57.7 
-1.3 -60. l 
-130".8 · -165.9 
-10.8 -12.0 
-31. l -58.0 
-127.8 -81.8 
-233.0 -260 .1 
-85.5 -129.5 
114.0 179.0 
l 07. 9 141. 8 
52.8 40. 1 
107.4 12L9 · 
88.2 84.8 
45.3 · 22.4 
-48.5 -11 .1 
-11 .8 10.4 
10.5 31.2 
123 
Difference 
cal I cm2'."day 
71. 7 
44.0 
69.6 
46.0 
82.2 
-0.7 
20.5 
26.3 
-11.8 
26.2 
-1.8 
-7.9 
-15. 5 
-80.2 
-8,2 
58.8 
35. l 
1.2 
26.9 
-46.0 
27;1 
44.0 
-65.0 
-33.9 
12.7 
-14.5 
3.4 
22.9 
-37.4 
-22.2 
-20.7 
Deviation from regression was 37.23 calories with a correlation 
coefficient of 0.91. " 
124 
Figure 18 compares net change in stored energy for: the treated 
and untreated ponds. Results of the 11 t 11 tests to determine if net 
change in stored energy was the same for both ponds are given in Table 
XII. The Y-intercept of the regression line was not significantly 
different from zero but the slope of the regression line was significant-
ly different from 1.0. The difference in net change in stored energy 
was not significantly different from zero. 
While the overall change in net stored energy between the treated 
and untreated ponds was not statistically significant, the day to day 
change was statistically significant .. Therefore, the assumption of 
negligible net change in stored energy with the application of a 
monolayer is in error. Underestimation of evaporation reduction by 
the monolayer by the combined method and the modified combined method 
was attributed to this erroneous assumpti ori ,'' -· . ·. '.. , .. '.h ,,. ... ... ·~·- .... ,:,. •.. . 
Comparison of Mass Transfer Equations 
The mass transfer equation developed in the Lake Hefner investiga-
tions, as applied to the experimental ponds, is 
(120) 
where 
E = evaporation, cm/day 
This ;equation is commonly used in the combined method when evaluating 
evaporation reducti-on by a monolayer. from previous evaporation 
investigations, .the mass transfer coefficient~ N, appeared to have a 
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Figure 18. Comparison of Change in Net stored Energy 
for Treated Pond with Change in Net 
Stored Energy for Untreated Pond. 
12 6 
seasonal variation. · Fry (1967) attempted to, describe the sea$onal · 
. variation of N by an equ~tion but was unsuccessful. However, he was 
successful in predicting evaporation with a polynomial whi~h included 
independent va~iables describing seasonal effects. These variables 
,: 
were water surface temperature, wind speed, air t~mperature and 
relative humidity of the air. 
The mass transfer coefficient of Equation 120 was evaluated for 
the untreated pond. The average value of N was 0.0002058. Figure 19 
shows the variation in N for the period August 14 through October 23~ 
Equation 99 with KE equal to zero was developed for the untre~ted 
pond. The mass transfer coefficient was found to be 0.2116. Figure 20 
shows the variation in the coefficient for the period August 14 
through October 23. 
Results from this study indicate that the mass transfer equation 
developed for the untreated pond~ Equation 99, is a better predictor 
of evaporation than the mass transfer equation developed at Lake Hefner,. 
Equation 120. Excellent agreement was found between predicted evapora-
tion by Equation 99 with KE equal to zero and water budget evaporation 
for the untreated pond. In addition, examination of Figures 19 and 20 
shows less day to day variation in the magnitude of .the mass transfer 
coefficient of Equation 99 than of the coefficient in Equation 120. 
The duration of the study was too short to establish a definite 
seasonal effect on the mass transfer coefficients. 
Miniature Net Radiometers 
The first five terms of the energy Equation 22 estimate net 
radiation absorbed at the reservoir surface .. Their measurement requires 
z: 
z: 
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99 for the Untreated Pond.· 
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a pyranometer and a flat plate radiometer to measure incoming radiation. 
Outgoing radiation is estimated from reflectance equations and measured 
water surface temperature. Net radiation is the difference between 
incoming and outgoing radiation. The use of a net radiometer to 
measure net radiation wouJd reduce the instrumentation needed and 
simplify the calculations necessary to arrive at estimated evaporation 
by the energy budget. 
A net radiometer was placed over both the treated and untreated 
pond and net radiation measured for 12 days. Table XIX gives measured 
net radiation and net radiation from the energy budget for both ponds. 
A linear regression analysis comparing net radiation measured b} the 
net radiometer with net radiation from the energy budget for the 
treated pond gave the equation 
where 
QnT = 76.77 + 0.66 QnEB ( 121 ) 
Q = net radiation measured by ne.t radiometer over treated pond, nT 
cal/cm2-day 
QnEB = net radiation determined by energy budget, cal/cm2-day 
Deviation from regression was 16.58 calories with a correlation 
coefficient of 0.90. A similar analysis for the untreated pond gave 
the equation 
where 
QnUT = 94.84 + 0.63 QnEB (122) 
QnUT = net radiation measured by net radiometer over untreated 
pond, cal/cm2-day. 
Date 
8/15 
8/l6 
8/11 
8/18 
8/21 
8/24 
8/25 
8/26 
8/27 
8/28 
8/29 
8/30 
TABLE XIX 
NET RADIATION BY NET RADIOMETERS 
AND ENERGY BUDGET, 1965 
Net Radiation 
Treated Pond Untreated Pond 
Net Energy Net Energy 
Radiometer 
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cal/cm2 - day 
Budget Radiometer Budqet 
cal/cm2 - day cal/c~2 - day cal/cm2 - day 
304.6 362.7 324. 1 381.7 
317.2 388.3 333.0 413. 1 
398.4 480,2 417.4 513.7 
410.4 484.5 430.7 . 529 .1 
324.3 405.2 354.5 440.7 
351.2 435.0 377 .4 470.4 
392.5 472.8 416.0 511.4 
383.4 453.3 407.3 488.5 
313.3 339.9 339.5 377 .1 
355.0 369.7 389.6 408.4 
344.8 428.0 389.4 468.4 
382.8 466.0 414.3 501 . 2 · 
Deviation from regression was 16;17 calories with a correlation 
coefficient of 0.91 •. 
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Net radiation measured by the net radiometers is compared with 
net radiations from the energy budget in Figure 21. The miniature net 
radiometers apparently did not accurately predict net radiation from 
the treated or untreated pond. 
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Miniature Net Radiometers with Net Radi-
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CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
An evaporation study was condu'cted on paired ponds of approximately 
one-fourth acre surface area and six feet deep. The study was unique 
in that evaporation from a normal water surface was compared with 
evaporation from a water surface cov~red with a monolaye_r.under iden-
tkal atmospheric conditions. On.e pond served as a check throughout 
the study. A monolayer was maintained on the other pond by an automatic 
distribution system del ive.ring mono layer forming chemical. Th~ mono-
layer forming material was. long_ chain alcohols in powdered form of the 
following composition: 2% c14 , 29% c16 , 61% c18 , 5% t 20 , and 3% non-
alcohol. 
The objectives of this study were: 1) to develop heat and.~ass. 
transfer equations with constant coefficients to determine evaporation 
from treated and untreated reservoirs, 2) to develop a procedure for 
estimating evaporation reduction by a monolayer.based on heat and mass 
transfer equations, and 3) to compare the developed equations and 
procedure with presently used equations and procedures. 
The _experimental ponds were lined with plastic to prevent seepage 
and constructed so that no surface runoff-water could enter. As a 
result, an accurate water budget was maintained to serve as a standard 
for evaluatlng evaporation equations .. 
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A semi-empirical equation 
Q 2116 1/ U2 0.78 
E ·= ' D Sc 3 (- ) (e0 - e2 ) - KE T0 v . (99) 
was developed for.estimating evaporation from an untreated reservoir. 
The value of KE is dependent on reservoir size, being -0.-0031 for the 
one-fourth acre experimental pond and 0.0677 for Lake Hefner, a 2500 
acre lake at Oklahoma City. Daily evaporation calculated by the above 
equation ~as in good agreement with evaporation measured by the water 
budget for both.the experimental pond and Lake Hefner. The coefficient, 
0.2116~ was more nearly constant than the coefficient of the commonly 
used evaporation equation developed in the 1950-51 Lake Hefner invest-. 
' 
igations. By analogy, heat transfer from an untreated reservoir can 
be expressed by the equation 
( 100) 
As the numerical value of KE was small, KE and KH were taken as zero 
for the experimental ponds. 
The mass transfer equation 
e - e2 E = _o ___ _ 
T Ra +·Rf ( 101 ) 
where 
( 123) 
0.2116. D Scl/3 U2 0.78 
To (""v") - KE 
and 47.44 - 10510 
R - e To 
f - u} .674 ( 110) 
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was derived and found valid for estimating evaporation from the experi-
mental pond covered with a monolayer. Heat transfer from the treated 
pond was determined by the same equation as for the untreated pond. 
For the untreated pond, evaporation by the energy budget was in 
good agreement with evaporation by the water budget. Total evaporation 
for 45 days was 24.36 centimeters by the energy budget and 24.43 
centimeters by the water budget. 
Evaporation from the treated pond was greater by the energy budget 
than by the water budget. For 31 days, evaporation was 14.58 centi-
meters by the energy budget and 13.54 centimeters by the water budget •. 
The greater evaporation by the energy budget was attributed to a 
' 
significant energy loss as heat through the bottom of the treated 
pond. 
Daily net change in stored energy in the treated pond was signif-
icantly different from that in the untreated pond. 
The combined method developed by Harbeck and Koberg underestimated 
evaporation reduction by the monolayer. _ Estimated evaporation re-
duction due to the monolayer by the combined method was 4.85 centi-
meters for 31 days or 24.96 percent. Evaporation reduction by the 
water budget for the 31 days was 5.51 centimeters or 28.92 percent. 
The underestimate of evaporation reduction was attributed to the 
findings that: (1) the energy budget overestimated evaporation from 
the treated pond, and (2) the net change in stored energy was not the 
same for the treated and untreated ponds. 
The combined method for estimating reduction in evaporation by a 
monolayer was modified. Evaporation from the treated pond was calcu-
lated by Equation 101 rather than by the energy budget. Equations 99 
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and 100 with KE and KH equal to zero replaced the heat and mass trans-. 
fer equations developed in the 1950-1951 Lake Hefner investigation. 
Estimated evaporation reduction due to the monolayer by the modified 
combined method was 4.29 centimeters for 31- days or 23.86 percent. 
Evaporation reduction by the water budget for the 31 days was 5.51 
centimeters or 28.92 percent. The underestimate of evaporation re-
duction due to th_e monolayer by the modified combined method was 
attributed to the finding that the net change in stored energy was 
not the same for the treated and untreated ponds. 
Net radiation measured by the miniature radiometers was different 
from net radiation determined by the energy budget. 
Conclusions 
The following conclusions are based on the analysis and.interpre~ 
tation of the experimental results .. 
1. · Evaporation from a reservoir can be expre~sed by Equation 99 
with the numerical value of KE dependent on reservoir ·Size. 
By analogy, heat transfer from a reservoir can be ~xpressed 
by Equati_on 123. 
.. 
2. Evaporation from a reservoi.r covered with a monomolecular 
film can be expressed by Equation 101. 
3. The resistance of a mono layer to evaporation is a function of •. 
water surface temperature and wind speed~. ·"The numerical . 
values of.the coefficients in Equation 110 are for the mono-
1 ayer forming chemical used in this study. · 
4. The energy budget accurately predicted evaporation from a 
reservoir surfacei 
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5. The energy budget overestimated evaporation from-a reservo~r 
covered with a monolayer. When a monolayer.is applied, the 
water temperature in a reservoir increased resulting in a 
significant energy loss into the underlying soil. This loss 
cannot be neglected for a reservoir covered with a monolayer 
as is assumed in the energy budget. 
6. Net change in stored energy in a reservoir was altered when 
a monolayer was applied. 
7. The combined method underestin,iated evaporation reduction by 
a monolayer because the method neglected energy loss through 
the bottom of the reservoir and a change in stored energy 
when a monolayer was applied. 
8. Evaporation reduction by the modified combined method gave 
results in agreement with the combined method. However, by 
neglecting the effect of a monolayer on change in stored 
energy, the method underestimated evaporation reduction by 
the monolayer. 
9. The miniature net radiometers used in this study did not. 
accurately measure net radiation reaching the pond.surface. __ 
Recommendations for Future Research-
Based on the results of~his study, the following research is 
suggested to improve the methods for predicting evaporation and its 
suppression by a monomolecular film. 
1. A comprehensive study should be conducted to determine the 
effect of a water storage reservoir on the wind velocity 
profile and the water vapor profile above the earth's surface. 
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It has been .observed that the wind velocity near the water 
surface and the vapor concentration of the air increase as an 
air mass travels across a water surface •. Most attempts to 
quantify the developing boundary layer are based on model 
studies conducted in .the laboratory. A field scale study is 
needed to measure the velocity and vapor boundary layer 
development across a reservoir. 
2. Evaporation equations, based on mass transfer theory, should 
be re-evaluated with the parameters averaged over a time period 
of one hour.or less. The parameters for these equations are 
commonly averaged for 24 hours or longer. , However, the re-
l ati onshi ps between evaporation parameters are .not necessarily 
1 inear. 
3. A study should be conducted to measure the energy loss through 
the bottom of a reservoir,covered with a monolayer~ This 
study is needed to determine the validity of the energy 
budget for predicting evaporation from a reservoir.covered with 
a monolayer. 
4 .. A well instrumented study is recommended to verify the finding 
in this study that the net change in stored.energy within a 
reservoir is affected by the presence of an evaporation. 
suppressant. 
5. Evaporation studies should be conducted on reservoirs of 
various sizes to evaluate the mass transfer equations developed 
in this study for predicting evaporation from an untreated 
reservoir covered with a monolayer. 
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OMlo•S N 232.U 2'9.28 212 ... 4 20s.•• lllo 52 201.11 th.JS 201, 11 111.11, 1'6,10 118.82 2'15,05 
081165 D 102.10 388.92 )84.45 518.51 -.,1.,. 01.21 'i0),6,'S 510.0 sas. 62 581.15 40.04 388.92 
081705 .. ]M:a,57 312. 'll 21>3. JS 2ao.11 no.11 308.46 280.11 212.09 223. S2 2U.52 lo9o88 159.21 
08186S D ltblt,92 !H9,at6 554.ll 523, Olt ltSl, Sl Sbl.1' 518.'1 ., •• 21 460.'5 418. 3J 402, 14 290.58 
081865 .. 192.2) ISl.99 1zs.11 156.40 10.,0 165,40 219.05 191.16 165.40 211., .. 312.9) ,., ... o 
081965 D 616,92 oH.21 012.•• su.u 563. 21 521.H 5 )1.98 521.SI 509,lt) 469,3, 424.69 400.81 
082065 N 165,40 ldl, 10 205,ltlt 102.12 120.10 116.U uo.u 169,Md ZI0.11 lit.OS U8.H •••••• 0821"5 D 245.81 151.99 l29.o4 111.10 tso.46 ,.s.,o 12s.11 250.34 U8.58 u,.11 .,. .. ,. 120, JO 
08llbS 
" 
U0.93 111.10 114.35 111.10 21'1.05 212 ••• 214.sa 10.•o 1•1.s2 ........ 101.29 201.11 
Odlltlll'5 0 l•0.9J 201.11 201,11 192.2) 211.1• 319.98 •n.u 1•n.11 ]18.92 •oo.a1 321,81 25',81 
oaz.o, N 268,22 299.52 UJ.16 32b.H 208, 22 281.64 295.05 254.U 101.•• 20.11 294.51 , .... ,, 
082~., 0 JSJ,U Jld.92 348.69 •11.u 02.10 .,9thZl 4•0.21 08,)J 01.21 toO.i»I 344.22 212.09 
08151>5 N 348.fl'I 00.22 o, .•• SOS.16 509.6] 490.21 418.JJ di.SI 39).ltO •41.04 ...... , sos.a• 
082 .. 5 D 482.80 481 .21 OJ.BO 491.H saa.n Ul,U 490.21 599.0) c.U.1t1t 561.H '42. 51 Joo.SJ 
OKlbb§ N J19.98 420.22 321.81 411.28 lo.SI 388.92 406.81 388.92 )~7. •1 212.69 ua.sa 295.0S 
082165 D 366.51 ... o.o •H.ao 391.40 102.10 388.92 411.28 021.1• toJ.ttff Ol,U 259,ZI 120.10 
0•27oS N 17¥.82 22J. 52 210.11 120.10 219.0S IH.15 BO.H Jo.OD 10.29 221.s2 144.22 •u.n 08280 D 01.s1 406.ttl u •. o HS.SI )0.69 )48 •• 9 295.0S l66.S1 3tl8. 92 311.04 112, 9) 221.52 
082865 N 223.52 178. tt2 221.52 118. 8l IH.IJ 118.82 zu.se Ul.99 210.93 236,9J 221.u l)9.JS 
08/905 u 1ta2.eo soo.u 509.0 so.21 512. 21 561 o 14 ,12.21 594,56 so.21 n,.u 09,l9 H9.98 
08290 
" 
375.'51 197. 81 3)9, JS lJS. '1 01.21 lt21t.f>9 Hl.28 404.92 •11. 28 303.99 ,n.10 01.10 
0001>5 D HS.39 6H.80 04&.21 110, 19 691. 38 J21t,20 128.61 100.u 101.0 100.12 s14.10 406.'1 
083165 .. HJ.lo 2.ftS. tt7 295.0S 268.22 ns.,a 32 •• H 201.lf 91.88 10.41 84.91t 111.10 134,11 
0901"5 u H,0.91 ua.sa 181. Jo 223.52 214. SI 20.11 212.69 210.11 210.11 zu. 22 ZOS.o4 129.64 
090165' N uo.10 lit l,52 120.10 49.IJ 31.29 20.u Sl.64 IOl,29 160.95 210, II 2Ho2l 290.51 
09020, 0 HJ.o, uo.,s s21.o• 518. SJ SJ6.0 ~'4.33 n•.o ,o.u 561, 74 121,51 OJ,63 261.22 
090,65 N 111.az 21,.5a 219.0S U6.JO 114,H ZU,52 111.12 192,U 1'1>.11 211.0 112,9) no.11 
U90'ih~ 0 442.SJ 481.H su.10 590.09 581,U 527 .51 521.U UloH 01,51 1H,8Z )88,9l )39.1' 
090865 N 254.11 245.81 181. Jb lot.ea 2,1.40 186.ll JOI.U ZH,40 10.05 219,o, 101.11 1'4oll 
O'i0965 0 't02.l4 412.110 521,SI 460.45 410.11 415.H 402. )4 J62, IO , ... ,, lH,10 295.ot 254.11 
0909"5 
" 
212.69 299.52 2s..11 2u.1t, 110.n sa.12 IH.11 uo.10 Ill, 16 219,0S zo,.04 34',U 
09100 D so •• , JU.lo U9,H 554.H 61b,9Z 599.0) 545, J9 514,UI 515.1,2 .a, ... 545,3' 61l,44 
0913"5 .. 2 )0.91 IU.29 181.16 s, .•• 80.41 89.H IH.11 )48 ... 420,22 JH,22 110.11 JOJ.99 
09IU5 u U6,5l U4,H 11s.z. 182. J2 112,U u,.20 u,.21 400.45 0,.10 353,1' 102.11 u ••• 
091••5 .. 402.34 J9l.11 411.80 464,92 391.81 )44.22 JZo.34 419,lb 509.U H0,92 .,, ... '14,10 
09UH 0 469.)4 4-24 ••• HJ.40 391. UI oa.10 505.16 51>1.H 015.0l 615.0J 514o 10 40,04 500.61 
0915U N 02.10 50,19 469.)9 UJ.u• SJfii.45 08.n 05.98 102.10 U J.40 393.40 ,,.a.,, 652,61 
091US 0 ,z,.20 151,0) JU,H 804.ol JU.SS 111. l8 161.91 6U.39 021.39 621.39 62lo l9 •ZI· 39 
09226' N 116,23 •o.41 JI.SJ 62.59 zz.u 26,U JS, 76 44, ,o •2.5,, 160,'3 111,64 31901' 
092305 0 ,2 ..... 4n.e• ••1. i. 491.14 460.45 505.16 50.H ,,.,., .. SH,80 H5,16 616,92 514,10 
09Z30 .. su.21 496. ll JU,51 n,.u 211,16 211.10 2)1>,0 212 •• , z1,.o, 223,51 111;2, 1,2.n 
O'i2465 0 210, 11 )l0, 10 10.ot 121.11 10.os 10.H 181.1" us.u 201.11 100,H 111.9 .. 134,11 
092465 .. 89,41 61.06 9).11 110.10 IH,lf 102.12 102.u 101.19 uo,21 111,16 US.40 11,.11 
09HU 0 281 •• 4 uo.J4 184.0 JU.4S 308,4• JJl.04 Hlo04 441,~ 429. I• 212,09 190.10 219,0S 
092~U N H0.14 2u.11 311,04 319.98 ns.u )12.9] 121.at sn.21 ZUoH 2u.12 2a1 ••• n9.21 
09aos D 2:u.11i,• uo.10 91.15 IU.40 19 •• 10 254,11 l!iO.H JI J.40 101.4. ZH,22 2Ho22 1'9. 52 
0920l>t .. 299,U 312.93 uv.n l26ol4 326. 34 254.11 290,58 212 •• 9 254.11 20,40 250. 34 211.16 
09210 D ) ... SJ 01.oJ oo.o 429.1• 03,63 )91081 191,81 119,9' 302, 10 zu ••• 201.i 1 10,16 
09210 II 192, 23 299.52 u1.n 2u.u 111,U IU.40 190,10 192.23 20.40 212,69 2U,46 ,. •• 81 
0'128"5 D 381.92 ,u. n 09.J. 391.11 314.0 188.92 ,01o.11 411.21 193.40 295.05 250, 34 ZU,81 
09280 N Hl,99 201,11 210.11 zo, ••• 192.H 299.U Uo,34 299,U 154, 81 10,11 212 •• , JH.JS 
0929"5 D 391.40 01.~1 SH.ID 581. IS 523.04 Hl,U 581.15 515,02 
"··· '" 
191.40 ]08.46 )11,04 
092965 .. uo.zz 441.04 330.81 lto\2, 57 670,56 '99.03 su.n UJ.SI .90.,04 •0.21 540. 92 509.U 
0910..S D uo.,. OJO.'i6 "10. ,. us.eo uo.68 s,~.u ,12.21 Slo,1>8 514.10 424.1>9 236,,3 102.u 
09J06S N sa.12 53 ••• .... ,, ........ 98. 35 u.aa n., • u.o, ... 94 IH.H 110,21 ... u 
10011>1 D 160.U 20, ••• 312.93 259.21 281.64 ll6,9J 245. 81 219.os l&S.40 10,41 a..u .,.o. 
IOOIU N 44,TO 40.2) 31.29 44. Jo u ••• 51,U a,.v.,. 40. 21 11. 29 
·'·"' 
n.1• "4, 10 
100265 0 lliD,48 236,'fl 259. ll JOJ.'19 ]11.93 ZbJ, 15 25Q. l4 10.11 1u.n ua.sa U9.o4 n1.,,,. 
I002oS N 129··· ,,.12 31.29 16.82 H.29 3'.16 40.U 11.ee 11.aa u .•• 5).6. 15.10 
lu031>S II 80.H 91.88 80,(mf 210.11 141.U 192.ZJ 223.SZ 201.11 l·5 •• lt6 14,94 40,2) t).b. 
100165 N 10.0I 
"·°" 
40.23 16.00 ,a.12 oJ,06 lf•,00 
"''· '1 102.Bl 49, IJ JI. 29 16,00 100465 D 141.52 169.88 181. ,. 30).99 196. JO 150,ltb Ill.SI 89,4l IU.29 u8.sa ...... 80.41 
10041>5 .. 16.00 58.12 11.12 4 •• 11 22.n 49.ll lo,oo • ,.oo 120.10 .,.s .. 102.az ll6,2l 
1005"5 0 192.23 210.11 201.11 2b8.22 u1.u u2.•• 192.H ,o, ••• 110.11 348,69 )Ql.46 245, 81 
IOOSOS .. 268. 22 250.H Z)b,91 245. BJ Z3fh93 111.16 12s.11 205.64 10.os 9) ... 49. ll 116.ll 
IOOobS 0 2 1 4,81 424.09 326. 34 )JS,211 3 .. 2.10 326;,)4 114.58 a,2.21 ISb.46 76.00 102.Rl U4. II 
1006.S N IH.lS 107.29 102.al lbS.40 111.s8 192.2] 118,82 101.11 22J.52 212 ... 221.99 2)6.9) 
1007U D Jll.04 S36,0 sn.H 50.)9 491. 74 509.U sas.u 594.~6 561. 14 lJII, 15 3U,H 110.11 
1007"5 
" 
lj6,lt6 fll,81 111.16 156,46 10.,2 Ul.99 129.64 11,.n ••• 35 lH,94 129,6" Jo,00 
100•0 0 49.11 11.s, ,a.is lb5o40 10.05 111,16 190,70 10.52 114. JS 91.88 89oU 10,00 
1008"5 N .. ,. .. ,. 116.23 8'1,41 76.00 JS. Jo 93,88 111. 76 11.u 26,82 .,..,.,. 101. 29 &9.41 
1009~5 0 141,U 101, 11 236.93 301,99 01.10 441.04 loo.SI )08.40 114· 35 111.1• 10.os ISo.4• 
1009h N 11•.n 93.U 61,0b ,0.21 ... ,o Slol2 ,.,.o, .,.o. u.s, SR, 12 20.82 '9,11 
101065 D Ul,99 114.H 210.11 263.15 JH.Zl 366.51 lt64t,92 121,11 183,29 201.11 zos ••• 2H,l2 
IOIIU N 12, ••• 156.40 10.os 10,05 10.0, 141.52 12, •• ,. 11.s, ,,.oo 11.n U,12 U,29 
1012"5 0 62,b-9 19J.2J 20.15 Hl.40 241.40 2llo l6 l't!,87 U6.93 2 .. !.81 196.10 169.88 84.94 
1012"5 N 11>0,0 1v2.n 141,52 n.41 120.10 10.,0 141.U 196.10 143,0S 138.H x··ll 169.11 101365 0 211.1• 210.11 US.28 Ht.28 JU.21 3•6,!,7 lao.SI 388.92 ,. .... 268.22 9o l8 211,H 
IOI lot 
" 
348 •• 9 )12.9} l12.o9 12,. 3. 30lo99 no.ea 20.01 10, ••• 402. 34 438, IO 3'91.81 45&.Sl 
101465 D 500 ... 625.Mo 610.So 01.02 So1. J4 ,, .. ,.. 545.19 442.51 139.15 299. 52 28". ll 2'95,Qt 
101 .. s N 295.05 2,s.os ns.21 135.28 321,11 )21.81 l41.40 9).81 101,12 us.11 210.11 2n.u 
IOISU 0 3113,40 o».n 411.21 402.34 254.81 344,2' 4U.U 40o.8l n,.,a 321.11 Uo,34 JI 2. 91 
101565 II 20,H 212.u 303.99 326. 34 JH.92 388.91 184.41 400.11 451.51 3'1.11 388,92 406.11 
101••• D 418,33 !100,f.tl n2.21 5140 IO soo •• , OB.ID ··U,61 418.10 406.81 35).16 211.69 :101.•• 
IOUOI N 102.10 )66.\1 420.21 J0).99 Ul.81 )26.34 216.11 no. J4 212.69 2•3. ,. 259. 21 24',81 
101765 0 ))9. 15 ., •• 2, 53o.4' 5)6.ltS 514, 10 4•:U.Jlt 509.63 u, ... 41».]) 119.91 121. 81 353. 16 
101865 N 259.28 159. 28 259, 21 2s..11 254.81 254,IU 254.81 254.81 zs,.ea 254.11 154.81 21,.11 
101905 0 254.11 ZS4.81 2S4. II ,s4.a1 Z154.,8l Z~4.8l ZS4.81 2'4. 81 254.81 259,28 259. 28 219.21 
10190 ii 30),99 )OJ.99 JOJ,99 )0). 99 30J.99 )03,99 )0).99 303.99 299. S2 299.12 299. 52 299.U 
10100 0 199.52 299,51 , .... 52 199.U 301.99 J0).99 )0).99 )0).99 30),'19 )OJ.99 )03.99 )03,99 
10200 N 
..... '" 491 o 14 496.21 496,,ZI ..... 21 496.21 4u.21 .... 21 '91>.21 496.Zl 490.21 490.ZI IOllH D ..... u 496,21 496.21 .,., •. 2, 4116,21 496,Zl 496.ZI ....... 21 .... 11 490.21 491. , .. 491,H 
10210 N l86oll 2u.11 2 ... 11 l8bo II 280.11 28b. II 2••.11 281.64 n1.6• zaa.114 211 ••• 2llob4 
1022"5 0 , ..... 281,f,4 211.•• zaa.64 Z86o II 286.11 2H6. I I 286.11 21tlh ti 210.11 216. II 210.11 
10220 
" 
212.,9 212.69 212 •• , 211.09 212."9 268. 22 268,U 261,2Z 268. 22 2u.21 2u.22 168, U 
102305 D 2H,21 2H.U 2oa.zz 1oa.22 2u.1z 2u.22 lU.ll 268.22 212.69 ZU.1>9 212.u 212,69 
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HOURLY DRY BULB AIR TEMPERATURE 
HOURLY WET BULB AIR TEMPERATURE 
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TAclLE XXI 
HOURL 't OM.Y HUL8 AUl TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES CENTIGH.AOE 
DATE PEK UOUM. INTlRVAL 
08-09 09-10 10-11 11-12 12-01 01-02 02-01 01-04 04-05 05-0b Ob- 0·1 01-oa 
08l365 N 27 .4~ tb. 51 25.63 24. 19 23.bb 22.89 2(. • .!4 21. 65 21. Ob 20. ")') 20. ,z 22. 59 
0814b5 0 25.01 27. 2q 29.68 31, 01 31. 2q 32 .24 32. bl 32. 4S 32.10 31.£,3 28. 48 2'.0I 
0Bl46S N 22. 8b 23. 34 2 3, 21 22. 51 22.44 21. 71 21,65 21, 85 21. 45 21. 34 22. 57 21. 16 
Oiil5b5 0 24.46 27 .03 27, 89 28.41 29, 60 30. 28 2d.05 lb.Ob 26. "q 21.02 24. 93 23. l4 
081565 N 22. 29 21.63 21, 02 20, 51 20. I B 20. 20 20.42 20 .. 38 20. cq 20. lb 20.11 21, 26 
08lbb5 0 21·.01 21. 1l 24.51 25, 87 27. 78 29~ 38 30. 33 30. 86 30. 29 30.07 28. h4 26. 38 
081661:. N 25. ll 24. JI 2 ).69 23. 31 22.60 21.89 21 •. 48 21. II 21.02 20.11 21. 09 23.1) 
081 765 0 lb.Ob 29.12 11.1~ 33. 80 ]]·~ 911 35.0B 35.01 35. 36 35. 43 33. 76 32.33 30. 50 
081765 N 29.40 27.'H 21.01 lb. 39 25.48 24.97 24.6 l 24. 2) l).60 23. 39 2 3. 52 25.92 
081865 0 28. 32 30. 91 32.58 33.90 34. 96 3S, 74 3'5.68 35.67 35. 37 34.40 33. 29 H.ol 
081865 N 26. e, 25, 99 26,4) 26. 29 25, 54 24. 88 25, 16 25, 22 23. 89 23, 30 21, 43 24, 33 
081965 0 24.b'i 25, 16 27, 76 2e •. a1 30, 29 H,02 31.10 . 31, 52 ll. 59 30. 27 21. qq 26. 56 
0820b5 N 23.90 23. lb 22.90 22. 72 22. 48 22.43 23,03 22. 72 21, 04 21, 10 21,63 21·.65 
082 lb5 25.b8 21, ·~ 2~.qs ll, 43 12. 7't 34.06 H,32 31, 63 32. 51 32,67 31, 83 30. 47 Od2 .Jb5 21,09 26. OB 2.5. 2't 24.64 24, 21 23, 98 23.03 22, 30 21, 88 21, 55 21. 88 22, 15 
082465 24, 18 25,H lb. 98 29. Ob 30. 10 31., b2 32."4 32, 44 32. 5"7 32.13 30. 87 29. 36 
0824t:5 N 28,22 27. 64 lb. 91 26. 44 25.13 25.04 24, 14 23.H 22,91 22.14 22. 64 Zl,01 
082565 0 26, 21 29, 55 32, 05 34. 20 35, 19 35, 71 36.2 l 36. 30 36. l) ]5, 12 33. 75 31, 68 
0~2 5t~5 N 30. 37 29.60 29,08 28. 56 28. 21 27,bl 21,01 lb. 40 zi;.69 2·s.oo 2.i;. 3't 26. 93 
082665 0 20.22 31061 31. 46 35, 13 36, 22 37 .43 1l.42 36. 90 36, 11 35. 79 34. 28 32.69 
082665 N ll.25 30, H 29.90 29, 11 28.40 27. 85 27 ,45 26, 84 lb. O'I 25 .. 44 25, 33 26, 87 
082165 0 28.8l 31. 36 32. 42 34. 58 36. 22 31.57 31.58 35.14 29. 53 21.1,9 26, 10 25.18 
082765 N 24. 34 24. 18 22. aq 21, 09 21. 30 20. 73 20. 21 19, 76 19.56 19.40 19, 74 20. -12 
082t:lb5 0 22.10 23, 80 25. 30 lb. 53 27. 79 28 .. 76 29, 35 zq. ea 29. -45 28. 71 27. 59 2't. 59 
08id65 N 23. 24 22 .28 22, IO 21. 31 20. 76 20.25 20, 3l 20,05 20. 03 19.95 21.00 23 •. 49 
Utl2965 0 2li.Oo 21, 11 29, 36 30. Ob 30 .. 86 31, 73 32.H 32,H :,n.04 31,94 30. 67 29, 07 
Oti2965 N 28.0'1 21. 30 2b. 52 25. 92 25, 71 25, 24 24. 76 24, 39 24, 13 23, 10 23. 94 25,50 
08JOb5 0 21,13 29. 73 31,0B 32, 02 32, 81 H,10 ll.38 p,30 3]. 24 32. 46 11. 4'6 30, 10 
083165 N 18,45 17, l 2 lb. 02 15. "JO 14, 90 14,52 14,21 13,h I 3, 16 l2.65 12. 82 15, 34 
09016S 0 U.58 l'l.64 22, 03 23, 66 24.52 25.51 25.66 25. 86 26.0b 25,34 23.99 22, 63 
OtJOLb5 N n.1t2 20. 1-l 18. 83 18,05 17,63 1 ·1.05 IS.Sb 15,01 l't.69 14.96 l 5, 19 11.05 
09026~ D 1s.11 21,,. 2]. bl 24.03 25.0S 2b,57 21,04 21. 28 21, 25 26. lb 25, 04 23,66 
Q',10465 N 28, 12 21.4 a lb. 10 25. 14 25.49 25. 25 24.44- 22.,.3 21,92 21. 85 22, 25 23, 12 
090565 0 25.49 26.92 28.06 28, 92 29,61 30,4 I H,ll 32, 15 32, 52 31. 21 29. 08 28. 32 
0'J0db5 N 27. 69 26. 9<) 25, 98 24·, 91 24, 21 23,55 21,07 22,62 22, .,. 22,09 22.02 Zl, 15 
0904105 0 26.16 28.30 30. 01 ll. 55 32.32 3l .18 33 •. 74 33,91 33. t,(.,l 32.lt.4 30, 67 28, 86 
{JIJ0965 N 27, 97 26. 54 26. 02 25. 36 24,H 22, 78 U,32 21.22 20.ss 20.-98 20. 64 22,61 
LJ'Jl0b5 u 25. 27 26. 5b 27.14 28, 88 25:.bb 21,05 28.46 29.12 28. 64 26, 37 24, '1 23, 19 
091165 N 30e4b 29.44 20. 60 21, 22 27,34 21. 30 26, 31 21. 24 26, 84 26,55 2b. lO 21, 31 
0',j~4tiS D 30,06 320 59 34.14 36. 65 38, .,, 36.96 36,5 l 38, 20 37.,o ~5,03 32. 98 33,42 
0 1H 465 N 30, 14 21. 59 21.os 26.04 2,. 82 24,07 23,02 22, 81 22. 4'l 22,03 22,01 22, BO 
O'll '565 D 24. 26 25. 98 213.42 31, 20 33. 46 Jlt·.67 35,B 3 lb, 69 37, 26 35. 68 B,91 32. 53 
091 Sc5 N 10.qo 30. 15 29,42 28, 70 21. 69 zo.q9 26,63 25,90 25, l B 25, 10 25, 34 26, l 7 
OlJltibS 0 27. 16 28, 81 30,46 31, o, 32,'4 31 • 28 ll, 92 34, 01 34. 37 H,21 32,.12 30, 71 
091.261j N 18.99 11. 82 17, 39 lb, 83 16, 39 15,41 14, 35 14, 34 13,03 13,02 13. 70 14.15 
092 305 0 15.64 11, 20 18, 62 19, 98 19, 91 20, 35 .l9,S8 19. 40 11,92 16. l l 13, 94 12.78 
0'U.ib'.> N 12.52 II, 79 11.25 11, 14 Io, 89 10, 81 10,40 10. 28 10.04 rJ.60 9. 82 10.13 
Ol}24b5 0 L0 •. 42 10.99 12,02 12,61 13, 41 l't. 54 15.60 15, 82 17.30 14, 78 12, 12 11, 95 
092465 N 11,,5 11.n 12, JS 12,H 12 •. 00 12, IO 12,25 12. 31 12. 24 12.29 12, 32 12 .ltb 
O',l5b5 0 12. 66 n.11 lit. 215 14. 90 15, 31 16,.31 18,0l 1 B, 72 lS. 96 · l~. 70 18.00 11. 5, 
O'l2'Jt.,5 N 11,21 11, 13 16. 'J8 17, Ob 16,40 15, 15 15,29 l 5.03 14.lJO l4.6't 14, 21 15, 13 
092t,65 u lb. 75 ta. 43 19.64 20, 12 20. ljfj 21,51 22.60 23.96 24 .. 51 23. 26 2 l. 00 ... l9.~9 
(J<Jl.bb5 N 19, 13 18. ftl 1a.11 17, 70 17, 12 16.48 l6. ib 15. 8tl 1 ~-. 16 14. 40 14.09 15,04 
U'l21b5 0 17. ·19 19.13 20.69 21, 62 22.10 23. 72 24,54 25, 31 25. 213 23,51 22, 10 20.9(} 
09l l65 ·N l9. 5'1 l8. 75 I tl,40 11, 40 lb, 4l 15, 83 15,27 15, 11 l4. 93 14, 78 14. 62 15, so 
O'UObS 0 lS.27 20. l l 21, 11 2), 50 2't.6 l 2':>. 38 26. l 7 2b.'U, 26. 97 25. 35 2). 4b 22.05 
092865 N 20.01 19. 72 19. 21 18. 'tb 18, 09 18. 36 lt}. 36 11.6a I"/, 11 lb. 't7 16. 2,; 17, 07 
092965 0 19. 38 21. 39 · 23, 09 24, 20 24.~19 25, 82 26.5 3 27, 32 21, l) 25. 15 23. 86 22,90 
0"2'Jt.S N 21.55 . 20,23 l'l.66 ltl.60 12, 85 u. 14 I0, 11 10, 59 10. 24 9.·n 9·. 't2 9,02 
0'130b5 0 11.34 11, 50 l1.61t 12.10 ·13. S3 13,45 n. JI} 13. 85 l4.6.l I 3.b9 12, 01 10. 4q 
09306? N 10,25 9. aq e. 59 B, 01 1. 18 7 .46 1.66 1. 52 ·,. 14 6.'t2 61o 80 8, 51 
100165 0 12.eq 15, 11 17, 51 11. 92 l 9.00 19.:71 20. 5 3 21.16 20.60 l'J. l1 17, 76 15, 17 
LOO 165 N n.02 12. 11 11, 13 10, 54 9.43 a. lb 8. 37 B, 58 1. 1, 1.00 1.bb 9.96 
100265 0 13. 53 16 .a 1 18, IS 20, 51 21. 15 2,.05 22. 30 22. 62 22.11 20. ~9 19. U 17, 20 
1(.)0265 N 16~613 15.Vl 13,81 13.40 12.11 11,42 11,58 11.04 11,03 9.00 1Jo l4 10, 35 
lOO'H:15 0 12 ,41 14. 38 l 6. 03 16.90 19, 20 1q .94 19.86 19, 54 10,H 18.69 18,01 17,34 
100 }65 N 11,60 10.01 16.02 15. 71 15 ,17 14. 35 14.4 l 14 .. 30 13, 66 14. 01 13. 88 13.98 
lUOt+b':l 0 15,00 15, 12 16.46 18.14 18, 79 19,59 20 ,28 19, 90 18. 96 17.-89 lb~ 34 16,09 
l004b5 N 15. 41 14, 82 14. 11 13.l L 12. 8'} 12 .16 l0.90 11,4) ,·1. 0::, 11,62 l l.66 12,08 
lU0565 0 14.61 lb. 55 18, 06 19, 40 20. 22 19, 17 U.92 16, 55 IA, 34 17.40 t 5. 24 13. 94 
lOO'Jt,5 N 13.61 13, 54 12, 74 12.13 11,59 10.93 10. 32 10. 49 10.u, 10, 05 10, 22 11. 30 
100665 0 13.03 14.01 14.16 16, 10 I 1.9b lB. 33 19.02 20. 30 20,61 19. 83 11. bb 15, 98 
lOOt.65 N is.00 14,22 13,36 13 .. l l 12,20 12, 27 12,H 12. 19 12.21 12. 't3 12, 38 '13.,66 
100·1b5 0 18. 33 21. lO 2J, 89 25. 32 26. 25 28,02 29, 16 29, 51 28. 90 25, 51 21. 85 18,02 
1007b5 N 11.64 16. 52 15,31 14. 38 12,H 12. 19 l 1.''10 l\.H 11. 28 10.93 10, 11 12.19 
l00ti65 0 l l .00 20, 21 2 :S. 50 2'\.68 25.62 2t,.'J5 21'.61t 21, 70 27. :n 25. 30 23. 2'1 7.0, 24 
100865 N lB.45 n.o, lb. 52 15,61 15. 37 i..02 13, 31 l 3. 83 I 3, 25 l 1.-14 11, 47 13,00 
l00'l65 0 18, ll 21, 27 24, 2·, lb. 54 29.64 31.46 3J. 28, H,18 31, 91 28. 7b 24, 89 22. 55 
lOO'H15 N 20. 78 19.4 l 17, 85 16, 54 14, 13 1,, 21 12,89 11, 72 12. 70 12, 21 11, 64 13.09 
l01061j ll 17, 20 20, IO 25, 51 29. 29 32.16 33, 36 34, 30 33. 57 Jl .. 97 29,52 21. 3q 25.68 
101165 N 10, 82 9. R4 9. 21 8.4b 1, 18 6.q3 6,61 5, 80 4.q2 ,. 61 4~ 511 6. 28 
1 Ol 2b'l u 10 .b4 l ]. 19 15.:H 16, 59 l 7 .40 18,28 19,2) 19. 91 19. 69 18.'tb 11 .. ')6 16, 76 
101265 N 16. 53 1, .99 16.00 lb, 0/ 15. 89 15, 18 14.06 13, 53 13. B't n."39 12.46 12 •. 99 
101 )65 0 lb. 26 l8. l9 20,57 7.2, 3l 24, 21 25, 74 26. 28 26.t.0 20, 01 24.44 22, 81 21,69 
101 lb'J N 20.46 19. b1 18.93 10. 63 I B,22 10.01 18 .28 18 .. '19 IB, 11 18. II 18, 15 10. 88 
1014b5 0 20.26 22 ,21 21, 12 2,. 39 23.9\) 25.0:l 25.90 25. 09 24, 83 24.61 23.94 22,61 
101465 N 22.01 21. 22 20. 60 20, 34 19. 91 19.'it.. l9.b9 10, 20 18, I l 16.97 17.75 11.% 
101565 0 l9.5b 21, II 2l, 09 21,95 21. 29 25. '19 25, 16 24, 28 24. 38 23, l 7 22. 49 22, 35 
10156':i N 21,65 20,88 21, 14 21, 32 21. 22 20. d5 20. bl 20,95 20,96 20. 79 20. 98 21, 15 
lOl,665 0 21.76 22 ,64 23, 78 24,68 24. 39 25, 09 2b, 10 21.22 26, 43 25, 36 24. 't6 23, 79 
10lt.b5 N 23 • .ft l 22, 80 22,22 21. 09 20, 32 19.09 19,55 19.13 19, 00 18, 53 18, 31 18.18 
lOl 765 D 19 .'tli 21. ea 23. 15 24.56 25. 4b Zb.?l 26.9l lb. 58 25, 8) 24. 79 23. 96 23. 32 
101865 N 17 .50 l 7, 36 11, 01 16.99 lb.94 16.<Jl 16.8 l 16. 23 16, 10 lb,H 15, 12 15. 89 
l0l9b5 0 lb.ltq 17, 82 19.22 20. 70 21, 12 22 .ti? 22,97 ,n.o4 22, 50 19.61 11.02 15, 58 
l01'H:i5 N 14, 98 l3.b5 12. 61 11,91 II. 02 11. IO 10. 38 9.64 9.0b 8,61 8. 62 10, 13 
1020b5 0 13. 30 15.12 11, 92 19. 24 20,44 20.110 21, I 7 20.02 18 .. 36 16. 7< 14. 32 12, 42 
l020b5 N ll .bb 12 ,01 11,92 11.19 10, 50 10. 28 9olt0 e. 55 1, 71 1. 21 1, 01 .a. 14 
102165 0 10,00 10.'ilb 12,29 14, 11 l'>.68 10. 61 17 .24 17. l't 16,29 14. 26 12. 38 11. 20 
1021 blj N 10.21 q. 26 a.b6 8, 26 7. 86 1.01 5.08 4. bl 4, 1.2 2.96 2,11 5.47 
101265 0 t1.eu 11.-55 14.04 16, Cl l1.lt8 18.61 I0.62 19, 53 1 7. bO 15, 71 14. 2.b 12,89 
102265. N 12.00 10. 88 "11.52 9. 20 9. 0',l 'l. 22 9, 11 q.oo 8. 8,. '=1. 76 10. 02 11, 20 
102lb5 0 l].q ... lb.99 18.bl 21, 05 22, 62 23. U 23,31 2z.q7 22, 11 l9,l4 lb. 61 15, 42 
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TABLE XXII 
HOURLY WET BULB UR lEMPERUURE l>I DEGREES CE>IHGUOE 
DUE PER HOUR INlERVAL 
DB-09 09-10 10-11 11-12 12-01 01-02 02-03 03-0<o Qt,-05 OS-06 Qt,-01 OJ-08 
081305 H 20.,a 20.10 19.19 19.58 19.'t J 19. 36 19,22 19.08 11.qo 18,85 18.90 19,08 
081465 D 20. 52 21.04 21,h 21.,0 25. 95 25,ltO H.83 23.18 23,lb H. H n., .. 19. 96 
0814t.5 
" 
19.IIS 19.19 19,B4 19,4') 19. 39 19.12 18.96 19.18 19.,06 19.11 19.91 20.21 
OBISt.5 D 20.t.1 21. 59 21.9) 22.00 21.11 22,91 22.21 21.91 21.01 21.01 21.88 n.n 
081565 
" 
20.10 20.u 19.98 19.1' 19,56 19.51 19.51 19.41 19. 21 19. 25 19. 30 19.92 
OHlt.0 D 20.52 21.oi n.o 21.94 22.21 22.31 22.16 21.6) ll,«.1 21.sz 21.~• 21.0 
081665 
" 
21.0 21.u 21, 14 21,09 20. 91 20.66 20.so 20.45 20. 36 20.15 20.12 20.19 
081165 D 21.06 u.oo 2"."' 22.15 23.50 24.22 2,.11 H.34 H.19 H.99 2). 98 22.59 081 JOS N 22.aa Zlo89 21. 58 21.n 21. 01 zo.,6 20.01 19.n 19.52 19.lb 19,\~ 20.JI 
0 .. 8"5 D 21.u u.u 22.16 23.21 2lo5l 22.n 23.02 22.92 22.n 22,86 22.12 22.os 
0818"5 N 21.81 21.n 21.59 21. n 21.52 21.ll 21.a 21.ll 20.9, 21.11 21. 3" 21.11 
0819"5 D n.•• 21.0 22 ••• 21.oa 23 • .Z 23,'tl 23.56 23.41 21.68 23.12 22.56 21d,l 
08200 N 21 • .a Zloll 21.11 21.00 20.99 20.n 21.11 20.18 20.,0 20.so 20.11 21.f>O 
082165 0 22.,0 22.os 22.95 23.,1 23.U 23.91 21.JS 21. "1 23.31 2).30 2)."1 n.a, 
O•l3U N 21. )) u.12 22.n 22.69 22.46 22.06 21.11 21.31 21.12 20.85 21.0• 21.51 
082<,bS D 22.0, ll.'.ib n.ll 2).18 24.3& H.8" 14.82 24. 81 24.80 24.1) H.42 U.59 
081'05 
" 
2).2B 2).11 23.1, u.01 22.,a 21.92 21. )6 20.9) 20.u 20.61 20.11 21. 39 
0825.S 0 22 •• 6 2).tl H.59 25.0 HoH 25.82 25.19 25. 59 25. )9 zs.n 21t.96, z•.H 
OU5b5 
" 
24.n 2,. JI 24. IJ ZJ.80 u.n 22.91 22.u 22.,0 zz. ,~ 21.91 22. 01 22.64 
082•.S p 23.H 21. 91 24.10 zs. )2 25."7 zs.zs- 25.92 2". 12 24. 38 2'-• JO 2". 08 2), 51 
082665 N 21.11 2).25 l).19 22."' 22. H 22.01 22.oa 21. 85 21. 50 21. 2, 21.29 21.96 OH27bS D 22.59 2). )8 ll, 11 24.18 2\, 19 25. )6 20.01 21.0 25. ao 21.,a 21. II 21. 56 
002165 
" 
21.10 21.36 20.90 2D.u 20. 39 20.09 19.16 19. )8 19.JJ 19.lO 19,28 ..... 
Otl,Utbt; p 19. 35 20.09 21.06 21.0 22. )0 Zl.51 22.69 22.89 22.11 22.16 21. )0 19. 56 
U82ttflli 
" 
19.0J 180>6 18.6. aa. 31 11.,. 11 ... 18.32 11. n 18.61 19.02 19.19 21.,, 
0,2-.bli 0 22.sa n.22 Zl,61 z..13 H.11 25.H H.86 z..21 24.11 2).81 2).40 22.86 
0029.S 
" 
22.u 22,59 22. 54 n.o 22. 26 22, lit 21.98 21.61 21.51 2a.u 21. n 22.00 
ouoos 0 22.20 22.u 2).13 2).29 23,0't 2).15 24.1 l ZS.19 25. 2" 25.00 2). 28 22.86 
Oi:Ul6~ 
" 
11,t.4 l6oU u.01 ..... U.H ... ,o llo 19 llo ll 1·2.11 12.29 12.11 14.10 
0901b5 u 15.H 16.So lb,90 u.10 16. 28 ao.21 l6oH 16, 57 16,25 , •• )I 16.12 16.11 
090165 N IS.89 u.l6 ... ,9 h,"' H.lS 14.02 I l.19 11.u ll.D, 12.91 I lo DI 14.19 0\i!Olti'J u 11.20 11.62 aa.18 19. 05 19. SJ 19, l6 19, 55 19.as 19.bH 19.U u ... IJ.98 
Q<jQ'tbii N H.22 2).18 2).35 22.00 22. 52 22. 28 22.02 21.12 20. 92 20.83 20,89 21.61 
OCJO~bt; 0 22.25 22 •• , 21.24 ll.64 24.12 24.12 2s.oo H.65 24.H 24.60 Uo ld 2).43 
o .. Ot&b'i 
" 
21.11 23.00 22. )0 2l, lb 21. )0 20.86 20,lj) 20. 32 20.13 20.os 20.01 20.83 
O!iO'fbt; u 22.0 22.90 2),60 24.22 H.70 24.90 24.92 2<,.93 H.Jl 2,.26 n.n 21.10 
OtfO"JbS N 22.21 21.t.9 21.H 21.12 20.10 20.0. 19.12 19.29 19.03 19. 25 19. 25 20. 31 
09l0b'i II ll .55 22. Sb 21.19 2).0) 22.59 22.09 23.39 21,H 2). 35 22. 58 21. 35 20.u 
0'111 lbS N 21,60 21.11 20.os 20. ll 20,ltlt 20.08 20.H 20.85 20.01 20.38 20.10 20.68 
09l'tb') 0 21.56 22 .o .. 22.11 22, 7" ll.19 23.02 22.86 2).04 22. "3 22.02 21.63 21."2 
091 .. 5 N 11. ,. 22 ·"" 22.21 21.os 20. 50 20.48 20. )5 20. H 20.,0 20.23 1• ••• 20.19 09l')bS I) 20.n 21.SJ 22.03 22.ll 22.38 22,82 22.u 22, }4 22,20 u.o 22. 22 21. 5• 
091>"' 
" 
21.21 U,J4t 20.90 20, 53 20.u 20.sa 20,ttlt 20.15 19. e• 19.15 19.90 20 •• 6 
09lbbS u 20.88 21.u 21.•a 23.0) 2loH 2,.21 2<,.&6 ho62 21.99 22.84 22.0, 21.86 
09llb5 N 1,.12 ••••• 1•·•5 • •• u 14. 55 l't,28 ll.o9 I J."1 12.n 12.0 12. 86 13.0l 092 lb'i 0 12.•e ., .... 14.12 • •• 16 ••.60 14.60 H.H 1).9) 13.01 1, •• , 10. 3q 9,lt9 
09211,S N 9.Jl 8.9) 8. 56 o.o •• )'i 8,26 8.11 8. z9 8.a• 8.oo 8. 36 8. )8 
0',1l'tt.4i u Y,lt6 8.92 9. lb •• o 9.9) 10 ... 11.01 ..... 11.•• 11.0. ID. lb ••• s 
0 1U'tt.':I N •. ,o 10.50 10.12 10,65 10.so 10.u 10,0J 10.80 10. IS 10.H 10.1s 10.,6 
O.,l,bS 0 10.H 10.11 10.•1 10.99 11. $2 12.,. 11.12 1, •• 2 15, IO 
"· SI as. ,1 U,19 092SMi N 15.47 as. 1s U.28 ,s • .c.o as.co lit,60 U,lb 1).96 1).8) 1).61 I l. 42 13.89 
O'ilbb'> 0 ... 82 .... 6 lb.tlQ 11. 35 I l.60 18. 20 18.65 19.0J 19,4it ••• u io.01 11.20 
O'Ubblj N lA,S"> ••• o. I s.10 ·~.41 15. l7 .... l H,H 14.H 14.05 I ),Sb 11.•o ll.98 
U91 lbfi 0 as.1, 16.21 16. 11 11,H 11.86 18.ll aa.,i 10.1. 11. ,. 18.5• 18, Ol 11.62 
0'1l1bS N 16.91 10.2'1 lli."iO 15.15 ••• 91 ..... 14.)0 14.2" I l,RJ ll.H l l, l'> ll.11 
0'12tU:i'> u IS.JI lb. JI 11 •• 1 18."9 18. 81> ••• 1, 19.H 19.08 l "· 14 19.60 18, ao 18.2! 
09,Hbl) N 11.•1 11.s. 11.39 16.95 16. 82 11.00 10.92 ••• 51 10, lb 15.08 as. 54 lb.OJ 
Olil9b'> 0 17.SI 18. JS 19.blt 20.H 20.11 21,08 20.84 20. b4 20, 55 20,0) 19, 10 18.95 
O'-'l'tb'l N 19.01 18, IZ 18, 52 11. •? 12, II 10.60 10,21 9. Qd 9dlt tt.'t,'J 8.0b ••• 4 
0910•' 0 8.90 11.11 9.H 9. 30 10.16 10.1 I 10.11 10.11 10. 51 10 ... 'J.td R. JS 
O'JitOo'> N 8.55 a ... o J .18 l, 31 1. 25 b.qq l .13 1.12 •-1• 6. lO b.H J.89 
1001 ., p 10 • .a 11. 8? 12.11 12. 20 12.qo 1).)1 l}.68 l 1.12 12. 92 12 • .a 11.9. 11.s, 
10010, N 10.06 •• 51 .... 9.10 8.31 1.11 1.1a 1. 76 1.1) b.'li8 1. oz a.o 
10026'> p 10.'Sb 12.1• 13·.ltb ... 31 .... o ••• 11 u.o, 15, 27 1s.u J't.9'> 14.21 l'l.42 
lOOlt.'J N 1 ;.oo 12., 1 11.90 11,Sl 11.oa 10. 5" 10.4,b 10.0 10.41 a.,. 8.b6 9. 81 
IOUJt>'> II 11.00 12.15 I l. 50 .,. " 15 ••• 15.18 15,95 15.JO 15. 28 15.11 15. 06 1s.oo 
lllQjbtj N ••••• ... 52 1, ... 14.0Q u.i. I l. "2 11.20 1).29 11.os 12. 86 12. 96 u.1"' 1004tb'> 0 13 ••• I l, 11 l't.l't 1>.00 15. 09 15.52 lb.00 15.•o as. n 1s. "1 ••• 10 ••• )I 
lOO'tb'> N IJ.88 l ).ltb 11.01 12. 42 12.0• 11. 58 ll}.b't 11,01 11.11 11. 20 11,4" 12 ... 
lUO'>t•'"> 0 12.<,9 12.9 I I 1.34 13,10 l 3.1:1') 1,.12 I•• 34 14.02 14,09 llo 71 l 2. ltO 11. 82 
tl)Ol:JbS N 11,63 11.110 11.02 11. !1 11. o• 10.• 1 l<l.08 10.1, q.91 9.87 Q.tto 10.02 
lOOt16'> 0 12. )0 12. '" 12.•• 1).7" 1,.20 1,.10 as.2• 15.82 lb.OJ 15.81 l't.8b 13.87 lOObt.'-> N 13 .,o 12. 95 12.'tlt 12. l4 11.11 11. ,. 11.1u, 11. 78 11. 81 12.00 11. 91 12.81 
10076'> 0 1,.12 10.20 11.H 11.81 ll.98 1•.12 lCJ. lb is.so ltt.9) 11. 21 
'"· tll 12.ffft 1007•5 N 12 .2& 11. 81 llolil't 10.1• q. 84 10.21 9,55 9. 50 9. lb 9.01 a.tu 10.22 
lOOlib'> u l1. )9 15, '>l 11.n 18.46 19.18 20.19 20. bl 20. db 20.81 20.00 I a.1• ••• 92 
IOOno,; N 15.90 14.72 I J, 80 ll. •2 11, 16 12 ••• 12.09 12.H 11. 84 11.•2 10.n 12, 15 
l00'jb5 II 15.18 ••. u I l, )8 18.lib lOo l l 20 •• 9 21.'t(i, 20.1• 20. 02 
'"·"" 
I B. lb 11. 15 
IOO~b\ N 15. 15 I 5. l8 ••• 52 ll. Ol I l, 14 12.•H, 11.11 10.81 11. '" 11.1• l0.9h 11.66 
IOI Ott~ 0 .... .l'I 11.z• 20. ]'i 20. tfb lO, •& 20.tut ll.H Z 1. }6 2 l. ~~ 20.b'J 1 11.0,tl 18.b•t 
101105 N a.o• ·1. JO b.90 6.'tO 5. 91 5, 21 '>.Ob '9.ljl 3, 91 ).55 1. ltb 4.'lb 
IOllt':I II 1. 21 8.d't d.,.s 9. ltt 9.11 10. ]fl 11, 16 11.lt'it l l.'i6 11. )1 11. ]ti 11. 21 
IOlil,o, H 11. )\ l l-"9 11. 88 11 ... 11.•1 II obi 11.~J 10.11 10 ... 10.si 10.5•; 10.88 
101 Jt:.S 0 12.69 14.JI lt1.0lt 18, Ol 19.'tb 20. lit lO. 01 ll.08 .i!l.ttl lO. 4 J 
'"· 41j, 
10. 'I\ 
101 lbS N ll.Hl 11.00 lb.11 U,.b'I lb.'ilf I0. 78 11.02 11. 10 11. 05 16 .. ''2 lb, S2 11.1• 
lUl4ti~ u ttt.b't 19. 29 1s.12 19. 1'1 l"i.61 20.09 l0.•9 l'l.'19 )Cj. 8'1 20,0S 19.H 19.ll 
101405 
" 
10.10 l8.4ti Id. JO 18. ll 111.1-. 18, 28 18.2) 11. ?J 11. l1 lb.bl 11.09 11.11 
IOI ~bS 0 11. <ol 11.00 11.00 l 7, IH 18,4' 20.11 20,88 lO. 51 20. Sit 20.1~ 19.U 19.92 
IOIS65 
" 
l'i.btt 19,H l'I. ]c, 19. 40 IS. ll 19, 29 IS.I 3 19. 21 ••• 50 l'J. ,, 19.'>0 1•.50 
IOUtt.'i 0 19.H lO.ll 20. SJ 21, 21 I 1.02 21.1 J ,ll .'99 21.H 20. 81 10 .. ti 1 20. ltS 20.1 J 
lOU,C>'i 
" 
20. 211 20. Jb IS,95 19,'3 l'i. I il 18. "" Id .bl u .... I d .• 10 18.00 11. 81 ''·"" 101165 0 lti.tid l'I.)'> 1 •.1• 19. HZ l 'i. J•J l'l.t:t't ••• di 19. 82 l 'I. tit, l!J. )'I .~ .. )ft IS,91 
IOltU•~ N lb. lb lb.Id 16. l"i 10.u lb.1'> I b. lb ••• 3" lb. OJ 15.92 15. 71 J';.04 •••• 9 
&Ol'lbS 0 15.04 L ~ .. 1'> lb.I I lt.. l'I 11. I J 11. jQ l 7 ,b4 11. ll 11.1• lt>.OR 1,. 21 12. 91 
1Ul'io5 
" 
12.,.. l l .19 11, 02 l0.'94 10. 16 
"'· ti l q. Iii e .. tilt 8. ll 1. ""' o. 05 •• 01 l 0206S 0 11.02 I I.lb 12.45 11. ·rn l 4. 27 l",.0 11 l't.7'1 l't.Ot.. I 1.10 12.28 11.01 10.10 
10l0b5 N 9.82 Q.O't 'i,41 •• 12 H. 111 s. '.li4 1.'i8 1, 30 b. 1) t:.. 28 ':). 8!1 •• )0 
10llb5 0 1. 1• 8.0tt 'I.Ol lO.'!IS ll.'t.., l l .bl# 11.u l0.8\ 10. ttl 9.ltl 1 • ., b. BS 
1~2165 N o. 15 ,.b8 'i. ]b 5.0'> 't.'111 't.'>O 3.'to 1.a 2. 18 2.10 l. St, ).":iO 
10Ub5 0 a:.. 21 8, 11 •. ,o 10.02 10. 'tl to. •11 11,61 11. bit 10.118 10. 21 Cl. bO H.'fO 
l012ti~ N 8. ll l,.S 1.1, 1,)1 1. a1 ... 12 8. 31 f.Qft 1.10 8. ~2 8. bl 9, 18 
l0.2lC.S 0 11.12 12, 74 I le JO 15. Cl & '>. l') lb.1tl lb. ]'I 10. )0 15.19 I l.10 11.1,2 10.H 
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HOURLY WATER SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
OF TREATED POND 
HOURLY WATER SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
OF UNTREATED POND 
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lAllLE XXIII 
HOURLY WATER SURFACE TEHPEUIURE Of TREAIEO POND IN DEGREES CENTIGRADE 
DATE PER HOUR INTERVAL 
08-09 09-10 10-11 11-12 12-01 01-02 02-01 03-04 04-05 05-06 06-07 07-08 
081365 N 2b.11 26.49 26. 24 2b. 08 25. 94 25.80 25B7 25. 4 7 25. 26 25.17 25.08 25.09 
081465 0 25.28 25,60 26.0b 2b. 84 27. 49 27.72 28.13 28. 39 28. 71 28.55 28. 11 21. 41 
OUl',65 N 27.37 27, 13 26,99 26, 88 26. 84 26,66 26.So 26.41 26. 34 26.21 2b.19 26.22 
081 Sb5 0 2b.30 2b, 52 26.78 21.01 27. 75 27.97 28.18 28.05 28.05 28.12 28.05 27. 84 
081565 N 27.49 27. 30 27.09 26.97 26.80 26., 71 26.65 26, 50 2b. 33 2b,30 2b, 23 26.25 
08lb65 0 26.42 2b.46 26.58 2b.86 27.21 27 .99 28.14 29. 41 29.53 29.43 29. 11 28. 86 
081665 N 28.62 28. 37 28.14 27.91 27. 75 21.58 21.43 21. 30 27. 12 26.'15 26.90 26.95 
081165 0 21.10 21.44 28, I 1 28.69 29,50 30.16 30,54 30, 88 30.94 30.61 30. 35 30.03 
081165 N 29. 77 29.54 29.25 29,08 20. 94 28. 72 28.50 28.14 28, 14 28.01 27.90 27.99 
061865 D 28,04 28,30 28. 76 29. 36 30,09 30. 71 31.21 31. 54 31. 71 .31,55 31, 33 31,05 
081865 N 30,94 30.78 30.67 30. 52 30, 35 30.14 29,96 29, 84 29. 76 29.52 29,33 29.20 
081%5 0 29.11 29,05 29,29 29, 57 30,06 30.64 30,96 31, 24 31,26 31,07 30. 78 30. 53 
0820b5 N 30.08 29. 77 29.5b 29, 48 29.39 29.23 29,00 28. 85 28. 80 28,64 28. bl 28,M 
082lb5 D 28. 76 29, 19 30. 37 31.48 32,24 33,28 33,84 33, 34 33, 31 33,07 32, 65 32, 24 
082lb5 N 32.58 32.08 31,73 31,4i 31, 12 30;83 30, 70 30.44 30. 32 30, 15 30.04 29. 9.3 
0824b5 0 30.15 30.40 30,89 31. 08 32. 37 33,22 33,42 33, 30 33, 17 32. 84 32,46 32.12 
.082465 N 31.89 31. 72 31,48 31, 18 30.99 30. 79 30,41 30, 26 30, 04 29.92 29, 74 29.60 
082565 0 29.63 29.~0 30.42 31, 14 31. 80 32,40 32. 78 32.97 33, II 32,90 32. 57 32.18 
082%5 N 31.87 31,60 3.1,32 31.01 30,62 30. 29 29.94 29.65 29. 36 29, 06 28. 82 28.70 
082665 0 28, 1b 29,01 29. 41 29,91 30.68 31. 26 31.83 32.16 32,02 31.93 31.64 31. 34 
082665 N 31.02 30. 73 30,48 30. 24 29,97 29.7) 29, 50 29,22 29. 05 28.17 28. 53 28, 50 
082765 D 26,b2 28,95 29,40 30,2'i 31,01 32,02 32,58 32. 57 31. 54 30.99 30, 80 30.62 
082765 N 30.51 30. 35 30, 13 29. 98 29,8.3 29.,63 2').50 29, 38 29.10 28.% 28. 82 28. 74 
Od2865 I) 28,84 29,00 29,41 29,.98 30,56 31, 15 31,84 32.17 32, 12 31, 84 31, 42 31.10 
082865 N 30. 74 30,46 30.28 29, 91 29, 89 29,66 29,43 29. 30 29.07 28,83 28,69 28,68 
oa2qo5 D 28.82 29.02 29, 36 29, 88 30.48 30.93 31.28 31.51 31.60 31.48 31.11 30. 87 
01.12go1, N W,58 30. 30 30.08 29. 88 29.51 29,31 29,05 28.86 28, b5 28,46 28, 29 28 .• 16 
08)065 [I 28.25 28. 42 28. 73 29, 18 29,48 29,88 30.05 30. 21 30,41 30. 27 30.12 29,90 
081165 N 26, 39 26.06 25.91 25, 60 25,51· 25.20 25,00 24.94 24.17 24. 57 24. 42 24, 18 
090165 0 24.49 24. 96 25,44 25.91 27,02 27,58 28, IO 28. 78 28.66 28.4 7 21. 97 21. 57 
090165 N 21.14 26, 15 26, 45 2b,24 26,04 25. 84 25 •. 1] 25.65 25. 54 25. 2.9 25, 04 24. 91 
090265 I) 24,qq 25,11 25.45 25. 82 26,21 2b.b6 26,16 26.92 26. 78 26,65 26, 40 26, 27 
090865 N 31.16 30,92 30, 58 30.26 29, 98 29, 74 29,49 29. 30 29, 15 28,99 28,79 28, 74 
090%5 D 28.14 28. 96 29.30 29. 89 30.55 31.12 31. 71 31.97 32.06 31, 86 31,41 31.04 
0~0%5 N !0.11 .30~32 30, I l 29, 85 29. 76 29,63 29,52 29, 19 29, 22 28. 95 28. 83 28, 74 
091065 0 28, 84 28, 8 3 29,06 29,49 29. 51 29, 80 29.n 30,25 30, 12 30.02 29, 87 29, 57 
091365 N 29.06 28,91 28. 78 28, 78 28,68 28, 53 28.44 28. 14 27.94 27,66 21. 46 27,47 
09146> D l].52 21,66 28,00 28, 34 28, 61 28.96 29,07 29, lq 29. 24 29, 16 29.03 29,03 
091465 N 29,03 28,86 28,H 28,46 28,20 27 ,98 21, 7i, 21. 56 27,46 27. 29 21.02 26,90 
091565 D 26, 78 26, 97 27, 39 27,90 28.70 29, H 29,86 30.01 29. 94 29.60 29, 21 28.99 
091565 N 28, 71 28. 35 27 .97 27, 71 27.44 27,28 21,04 26.80 26, 61 26. 51 26. 32 26, 19 
091665 0 26.12 26, I 8 26. 52 26, 85 27,20 27 ,51 21, 84 28,03 27,97 27,93 27.84 ·21.66 
09?. Jb5 N 21, 32 21-.05 20,BO 20,60 20,41 20. 21 20.05 19.90 19, 79 19,59 19 •. 49 19, 41 
0924b5 u 19.38 19, 40 19,42 19, 42 19. 50 19, 78 19,90 20, 13 20, 02 19, 91 19. 86 I 9. 68 
092465 N 19.60 19,60 19.54 19,47 19.46 19.4 I 19,38 19, 33 I 9.16 19,08 10. 95 18,98 
on5b5 0 18.QO 18. 84 18, 81 18, 79 18. 75 18, 78 18,92 19. 04 19.10 19,07 18.98 l8,93o 
092565 N 18,90 18,90 18, 85 18. 74 18, 64 lB,60 18,51 18. 41 18,40 18, 31 18, II 18, 22 
092665 0 10. 37 18,81 19, 81 20.07 20,b9 21.14 21,H 22.06 22, 19 22,02 21. 54 20.96 
092665 N 20.55 20.21 19,95 19,63 19,45 19,40 19, 32 19.17 19.00 18,86 18. 19 18. 18 
o9n65 0 18,90 19, 12 19.'16 lCJ. 96 20. 55 21, 18 21,60 22,06 22.14 21.91 21,55 21, 33 
092765 N 21,08 20,92 20.68 20.50 20, 39 20,18 20.08 19,95 19, 90 19.80 19.60 19, 57 
0928b5 0 19, 75 19,96 20. 35 20.90 21,60 22.21 22.82 23.02 21.10 21.01 22.64 22,H 
onB65 N 22 .05 21.89 21. 68 21.46 21, 35 21.n 21.10 21. 02 20. 83 20, 75 20, bl 20,60 
092965 0 ·- 20.66 20 ,82 21, 25 21, 65 22,23 22.56 23,00 23, IO 23. 01 22. 91 22.90 22, 18 
092S65 N 2l,b2 22,55 22,41 22, 36 22.01 21, 78 21.51 21, 29 20. 98 20,68 20, 36 20.09 
093065 0 19,95 I 9, 89 19,80 19.13 19. 60 19. 77 19,64 19, 58 19. 50 19, 38 19. 24 19.10 
093005 N 18.99 18, <)2 18.78 18.61 18,5b 18.46 16,44 18. 36 IB. 20 18,06 11, 90 11,88 
100165 0 17 ,M9 18, 22 IB,52 19,04 19,66 20. 27 21. 20 21. 22 21, 33 21. 09 20. 61 20.34 
I 0.0165 N 20.01 19, 14 19.51 19,43 19. 25 19, lb 19,05 16,91 18, 19 18,60 18. 52 18.49 
100265 D 18.64 18 .90 19,25 19, 66 20. 32 20.98 21. 23 21. 32 2 l .49 21.11 20, 79 20,50 
100265 N 20.29 20,00 19. 84 19, 18 19,61 19,52 19 •. 49 19. 40 19, 34 19 .• 20 19, 10 19,07 
100365 0 19.12 19. 21 19.42 19.12 .20.01 20,09 20,29 20.12 20. 21 20.09 19,92 19. 62 
!0036> N 19. 70 19,bl 19.60 19,56 19,50 19,50 19,46 19.40 19, 41 19, 38 19. 29 19. II 
I00',05 D 19. 21 19. 25 19, 25 19,41 19.56 19,73 . 20.23 20,42 20, 13 20.10 19. 93 19, 85 
100465 N 19.17 19.58 19,5.1 19, 50 19,40 19,40 19.27 19, 18 19, IO 19, IO 19,02 19.05 
10056~ 0 19.09 19,33 19.66 20.11 20~42 20. 77 20.83 20.10 20, 51 20. 26 19.99 19, 87 
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TABLE XXIV 
HO.URLY WA TEA SURFACE TEMPERA !URE OF UNIREAIED POND IN ·oeGREES "CENrlGRAOE 
DAIE PER HOUP: INIERVAL 
08-09 09-10 10-11 11-12 12001 01-02 02-0l 03-04 O'r-05 ·05-0b Ob-01 07-08 
08.136~ N 2b .• OI 25.82 25.52 25. 32 25. 26 25.10 24.96 24.·94 .24.63 24,bO 21t. lt8 24.50. 
0814b5 0 24.60 Zit.Bil 25.22 25.10 2b.09 2bol3 26.bl 26.12 26.19 2b.51 26.19 25. 86 
'l8l't65 N 25. 71 25.60 25. 52 25. 32 25.1. 25.09 . 2s.02 24.91 24. 81 24.13 24.66 2'1. Bl 
Od.15b5 D 24.91 25.07 ZS.40 25.H 2b. 1•· 2&.60 26 .. 58 2b.l 1 · 26. 34 2b.31 26.18 25. 93 
081565 N 25.13 25.56 25. 38 25.18 25.04 24.95 24,. 86 24. 70 24. 51 24. 51 24. 48 24.50 
081665 . 0 24.5& 21t.6) 24. 71 24.95 25.40 25.94 2b.12 2b. l8 26.19 26.bO 26. )2 26.14 
Odl665 N 25.98 25.82 25.bl 25·.49 25. 31 . 25.28 25.06 25.04 24. 91 24.84 24. 80 24. 14 
081 765 0 24.91 25.23 25.bl 26.07 26.53 26.98 21.11 27.14 21.25 26.98 26.68 26.H 
OIU 705 N 26.21 26.07 26.00 25.89 25.15 25.49 2'i.24 25.10 24. 90 24.80 24.66 24.n 
01Sl865 O· 24.80 24.92 2s. 24 25.15 . lb.lb 26.bl 26.98 21. 3l ·21. 33 · 21.20 21.08 21.02 
081865 N 26.CJl 26. 76 26.14 26. 67 26.59 26.43 26.)6 .26. 29 26.21 26.12 2b.OO 25.92 
0819"5 0 25.91 25. 92 2b. l I 26.61 27.04 27.'t9 21.8• 29.10 28.07 21.88 21. 52 21.11 
0820b5 N ·21.oa 26.91 26.18 26.49 26.40 lb. 30 26.24 2·&.06 25. 9) 25.86 2s.10 25.10 
082165 0 25.92 26. 3q 21.•'l ze.i,o 29.54 10. 75 31.19 30. ltb J0.15 10.18 29. 9• 29.54 
0·92:i6S N 30,29 29.19 29,33 . 28.91 28.47 28.12 21.16 27.46 27. 29 21.12 26.91 26. 81 
082465 0 '21.11 27.42 28.07 2·9. 97 29.15 30.20 30.55 30.56 30. 34 10.01 29.64 29.15 
082465 N 29.03 28. 10 2.8 •. 21 ~8.02 21. 85 21,68 27;41 21.)4 27.18 26.95 26.16 26.62 
08256".j, 0 26. 79 27.14 21;56 28. 25 28.18 29.19 29.55 29.80 29. 72 29. 5) 29. 24 29.05 
092Sh5 N 28. 79 28.41 28. 23 27. 94 27.66 21. 52 21.22 26.95 26.83 26.57 26. 31 26.11 
082665 0 26. 34 26.68 21.10 27, 57 28.06 28. 52 28.88 28.92 28. 76 28.56 28. ll 20.10 
082t.6~ N ·111.8.1 21.62 21.s2 27.28 21; 11> 26.81 26.64 26.41 26ol3 26.12 25.9) 20.02 
082165 0 ·26, 14 26.41 26, 85 27.43 28.12 28. 84 29.07 28.90 21.96 27 .58 21, 49 21.0 
082765 N 21. 34 21. 22 Zl.19 27.06 :26.81 26.68 26.55 26.41 26. 29 26.11 25. 91 25.81 
Otl2Ht,; 0 25. 82 26 .• 02 26.40 26.88 27, 45 21.95 2d.46 28. 70 28. f.'I 28.416 28.05 27.60 
082865 N 21.31 21.15 26. 92 26. 73 26. 57 26..42 26. 27 26.03 25.90 25.81 25.61 25,-61 
082\Jb5 0 25.11 25.% 26 .• 31 26. JS 21. 24 Zl.59 21.H 28.08 28. 14 28.05 27.86 27.58 
08296~ N 27.45 27.36 n.11 26. 91 26. 74 26.57 26.30 26.10 25. 86 25.67 25,49 25. 45 
Odl0b5 D 25,58 25.H 25.91 26. 27 20.u 21.00 21. 28 27.41 21. 52 27.45 21.28 21.05 
08Hb5 N 2,.u 24.08 21. 14 21 .. 51 23.22 2.2.91. 22.19 22.61 22. 51 22. 32 22. 20 22.15 
0•01n u u.20 22. 68 23.ll .23.~0 24. 75 25. 24·. 25.57 25,94 25.94 2.5.69 25, 24 24."2 
OQO!b!I 
" 
· 24.60 24o.1l 24.-04 21.e<i 21; n 23.58 23.4·2 21. 32 23.15 22.95 22. 64 22.59 
090265 0 22.5• 22.15 22.92 23, 22 21. 55 23.85 24.07 24. 26 ·24. 29 24.19 24.00 23.86. 
0'10'96':J N 20.51 2"6,ltl 26; 16 25. SS 25.16 25.59 .25. JO 25.21 25. ll zs.01 H.78 24,~9 
090565 D 24.83 25.06 25.37 25. 82 26, 20 lb.bit 21.08 27,38 ·27. lB 21. 26 26. q4 .zo.1a· 
090865. N 27.99 21. 86 27. 62 21.,1 27.15 21. re. 20.11 20.00 26. 55 26.)8 26.H 26,22 
0~0%5 D 20. 31 26; 54 26~ 68 · 26.90 21.25 21. 5.2 21-.86 2.8.10 28, 22 27.84 21,58 2.7. 41 
090965 N 27.34 21.1" 27.08 26. 97 20. 70 2t,,,b . 26.44 . 26. )9 26, 26 . 25.98 · 25.80 26, l8 
091065 0 25.81 25. 85 25, 95 26.H 2b.dl 20. )6 26,60 26. 70 · 26, 76 26. 67 26. 46 2~. 20. 
091305 N 25,H ZS.64 25. 52. 2s.40· 2·5, 39 2.5.15 25, lO 25.10 2s.09· 24. 78 Zit, 54 24.49 
&JCJi4b5 ll 21fooOA .24, •• 25.03 25.24 25· 57 25, J• 25,89 25.U 25. 81 25·. 72 25. 61 25.10 
01iil1tb!i N 2,.01 25, 58 25. 63 25.47 250.ZS 25.11 25.04 24. 87 24.63 ·24. H .24.26 24. IO 
0 1H5'61;ii 0 2.4.0l ·24. 26 2't,bS 25.07 25.4).· '25,.84 25.9! 25. 90 25. 90 25. 79 25.5·7 25.45 
o•.!565 N 25.22 25.08 24. BH 24. 6i 24,40 ·24.15 2l.9. 23.83 23.61 23,48 21. 40 21,25 
091 bb5 0 21.20 23.28 23.60 21, 9.4 24. i• 24. 83 25.05 25.40 25. 36 25.14 25.00 24,9.1 
0'12265 N 22.91 22.51 22, 21 22. 32 21,92 21.13 21.,62 21 .. 51 ·21. )6 21.15 21.04 20.91 
092 J65 0 20,82 20. 85 20. 82 20.97 ai. ll 21.11 21.41 21. 39 21. 24 20.94 20. 62 20.1.4 
OQ2 JbS N l9.9S 19 ••• 19, 20 18;94 18. 81 18,67 18.52 IB.41 18, 25 18. ll 18.0l 11,.90 
092'i61j D 11. 89 11. 75 11. 9S ll.98 17.93 1a.12 u.21 18. 31 18. )7 18. lS 18. 07 17.92 
092461i N 17.90 l 7 .90 11.a1 l J. 86 11. 69 17.60 ii.SS .11_.Sl 17.43 17.43 11, 41 l J. 37 
09,i561j D 11.24 11 .• 11 11.02 lJ.00 16,96 11.00 l1ol i 11. 26 11.39 17. 38 11. 29 11.21 
0'112565 N 1i.22 17.l.3 11.10 17. 07 16.99 16.90 16.87 lb~ 11 16.15 16.65 16. 51 16.51 
092t,b5 ll 16 .• 71 11. 24 18.44 18. 72 19.14 w.s. 20.24 20. S4 20·.68 20.57 20. 23 19. 78 
092bb5 N 19.45 l•.01 18,66 18.41 19.19. 18.09 l 1 •• 1 17,90 17.14 1.,.60 11. so I J.49 
092765 0 11.56 11 •• 1 1.8.15 1a.5• 19,02 · 19.54 ·.is.94 20.1e 20. 26 20.15 1s.•8 19 .. 86 
0927b·'i ·N 19.63 19. S2 19,34 19.11 19.0S· 18;90 i8'.R7 19 .. 11 · tB.b8 18. 56 18.45 18.·38 
0'12865 0 18.44 i8. JO 19.04 19. 55 20. 01 20.48 20, 78 21'-04 21.10 2.0.99 20. 83 20.62 
092865 N 20.48 20.29 20·.H 20.os r9.9z 19.U 19. 75 19.58 19.50 19.40 ••• '15 I 9. 28 
0~29b'!i· o· 19.40 19.54 20.01 20. 55 20. 81 21. 22 21. 55 21.08 21.76 21. lJ5 21. 55 21. 49 
092~~1j N 21.41 21./8 21.Q9 21. 01 20. 86 20.ss 20~·2'0 19.86 19. 56 1•.21 fQ •. 9I ·18 •. 64 
091065 I) 18.48 18.40 18.24 18.15 · 18, 18 18.1·0. 17.96 17.88 l J.16 11.48 11. 24 l J.06 
0930b5 N 16.94 i6.'IO I 6. 75 10. sa 16.48 16.18 16;20 16.13 16.06 16.00 15. 9S 15.81 
100165 0 15.96 16. 21 16,4• 11. 02 17,52 18.05 18. H 18. 50 tu. 58 10.46 18. IS 11 ... 
,100165 N 11.16 JJ.54 l 7. 46' 11. 25 11.10 11.00 r6.Q9 16.81 l6o64 16. ~o 16.·40 lb'.4Q 
1007.t.5 0 16.46 16.82 11.ll l J.66 18. 21 18.S 3 18.64 18.14 lU. H!i 16.bb ltt.<11 18. 21 
10026', N IU.08 17.96 17.78 11. 79 IJ.M i 7. 53 lh44 17. ll 17. 18 I 7; 10 11.10 11.10 
100.]IJ';, 0 i 1. 04 11.0·1 11. 2S Ii. 71 18. 04 18.11 18.29 10. 21 tu. lb. 18 •. 06 11. 90 11. 90 
lOO]blj N 17. 74 I !.60 l l.60 11. bO !'I.So 11.s3 .11.50 17 •. 4b 11. 31 I l.lS 11.1·, 17, 34 
100465 D 17.49 H.JO I J.ll 11. S4 11.14 11.94 18 .• ,o 18 •. 67 ltl.'t2 i 8.21 .. 8 .• 38 1 a.11 
l004b5 N 18.0l 11.91 11. 88 l J.6~ 17. 60 17.46 11.42 11. ,o 11.ia 17.19 11. 24 17.B 
IOO',h5 u 11. 31 l 7 .'i4 17.91 18.H 18. b 1t 18. !8. 111.00 ·\q.04 I u. 82 18.~4 18. 31 10.10 
l00'ib5 N ld.09 17.91 11. 84 l!.64 11. 'il • , .. u; .11.10 17.09 lb.'H lb. H5 lb.9~ l6.b6 
lCObo5 o' 16, BU 16. 86 lb.92 11, 22 11 ••• 18 .• 0':J 18.19 18. 58 l8.b3 18. 68 18.44 18.17 
100665 
" 
11.9d 17. 81 11. 64 11.51 · 11.,0 17 .b5 11. lO 17.l I 17.0b lb.94 lb. liq lb. 89 
l0076"i D 16 .• 98 11.22 I J. 05 18.04. l8·. J'i 18.6 I lU.89 Jq.03 l t1. 1J8 ltt.138 18. 42 18.19 
.100705 N 18.18 1a.o~ ·11.qe 11. 87 11. 69 11 •• 0 17 .42 17. 31 11.z, 17.09 11. 00 16.n 
·1oot1b5 I) 17,20 11. 90 18.48 1q.02 l •].-Qb 20. lO. 20.ti't 20. 1HI · 20.97 20.94 10 .. ,.9 20.01 
lOOtlb':1 N , ••• 1 19. 35 111.06 19.0I 18 ••• l8.'t6 l·tt.J'i IH. 20 I.do II 17 •. 95 11. as 17.14 
(OOQb'i u ·u.02. 18. J2 · Id. 72 ·~.'th . 20.0tl 20.'>,2 .rn. ttCJ 20. H2 20. 9S .l l .O't 20. 79 20. 49 
I 00965 N 20.21 J9 •• ,. fq. ~q 19. 49 1q.·3ti 19. l':i IS. ID I ti. 'JU 1 H. U} IH.H 18. 58 18. 54 
lOlOb'> 0 ld.bb 18 I ,j5, l'i. ~it 20.19 21.08 n.·25 21.n 21.B 21. 3':i, 21. ll 'l l. 00 20 •. 85 
IOll6S N 17.14 11.00· lb.9U 16.6.7 16. 50 lh. 34 lh. /0 I b;,08 15-'lR I !i.17 15. 81 15. 61 
101265 0 l!:., 76 lb.OU lb. 20 16.41 1.t.h~H 1'1-./'i 11,, 1 11 .• 50 11.41 I J. 25 I I.I I n.09 
l0l2b'i N 11.01 1 7 .Ob ltJ. 1)l U,.tt5 lb~ao lti.b 11' lb.hi lb.51 lb.hb" i6. 30 lt1o 20 16, 20 
101 J65 0 1·6. 24 lb. '512 lb. q3 17.lt/J 18.15 10.tJt, l'l.1 ', 1'1 •. 16 , •• 21 111.13 18.Sl 18. 11 
101 ]o.5 N itt .• ',2 18 •. 't't lH.24 16.11 17 •••. 11 • .11, 11.H 11.so 11. 1• H.71 11.10 l J. 81 
101465 ·o 17. Ht. l d.0'1 Id, ?ti 18. 51 IH.11 111.0, 1·,.42 19. so ICJ. lljO 19. ',O 1 q. ',b 19 •. SO 
lOl'tb', .N Jq,lj•) .... ,. l 9. 50 lCJ. 38 .• 'J. 09 l'i.01 19.0 I 10.ff't. I U. 71 lB.62 I a.10 18.0l 
101':ib~ Ii 1.8.66 u~ a,., 19.0} 1s.,o· 1q •. 3i 20.n 20.5S 20.14 lO,b'I 20. bO 20. lt'i 2.0. )9 
101565 N ·20.21 20. ts 20.l 'ii Z'U,(l'l 19. 95, 19 .fl'i 19, Hl • •• 1. 19. BO is.al 19.11 ICJ. J'> 
IOI 6oS 0 19. 8't 19 .91 20. 26 20. 5't 20.67 20. tt J' 21.08 2 l.·26 21.. 27 .21.oq 21. 05 21.00 
1016.65 N w.,1 lO. l'J .?0.61 lO.bb 20. ~· 20.'t? 20. iQ 10. 39 lO •. lu 20.12 20. 06 19. 92 
1011•5 0 20.0• 20.H 20.'t5 20. 'lb 21.12 21. Itta 21.12 21.19 21. 12 21. 54 Jl.41 21.10 
1018b5 N lq,oo 16. QIJ lH,90 16. 86 U.94. 1•1;0,. IH,iJU ••• 12 l.8. b5 IB.Sb 111. 'iO I Ho 51 
10l'ilbii 0 IU .S.O ltf. 62 18.11 19. ;; 19.ol i'U. lb 20. 3q 2.0. 14 20. 25 /0. I; l'l.qb ••• 11 
i 01'*.b, N 19 •• l l9. 1l 19. ll IS. 96 ·1 a.1• I R .. Sb u.~6 Ill. lb 18.11 IH.li1 17.')lj 11. 60 
10106; D n.60 17.tl't l l.95 ld, 14 l8e }fA lll.!i,1., 18.~'t 18.H l u. 56 lU,lt't 18. 2't 10.01 
l020bli N 18.18 11.10 17;51 17. i'.H 17. 2• I I.OB lb,48 lb. 26 lli. 05 15. HO 15.b') 15. 54 
102.io• 0 is.so 1s. 41 I S.37 l!>e'4CJ 1 s,.S7 1•;. 71 l'l. 92 ..... , .... 15. ,,,. 1r;. 54 l'il.l't l't. '12 
102 lt.iS N 14 .19 lit. '91 i..H 14.06 1 ·1 ••• .... ,. 11. b't 11. 54 11.H 11.0, 11. 02 12. 86 
10U6S 0 1.2.Rb 11.02 11.22 lJ.ljq I l. 85 ,,,. l6 
'"·"' 
l't.'96 14.33 ·14. ll .,.. 2') 14. 28 
ID226S N ll.9d u. 84 I ) .• 12 ll.12 I lo 11 11.••t 11.51 l l. ~6 I 3. 41 I loll 11. l'I I 1.1.8· 
1D2ib'> 0 u.,o I!. SI 11; •• 1'9,H I 4. a• l!>.;.ti 15. :si) 15. 'tl, 15. lS 1 s.15 l't. 92 ... 79 
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